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Overview
The Kingdom of God World Peace Offer to All Humans at the Christ Arrival

8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3;
Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years. All those years
and all those coming global milestones of reality are already "mapped" in the prophecy.

It has to be known from the Christian human final message in public form (Rev10:11; Rev11:3), to some degree of coverage globally
(Matt10:23) while yet human until it goes 100% spirit backed in Revelation 14, that anyone can accept and could have accepted
the Kingdom open salvation offer and final covenant of Revelation 14:6-8 come Christ's certain "second coming" into the reign of
the then completed and doomed "8th King" scarlet wildbeast rival world government. 

The final 1260 days ministry will make known in the future, what will ONLY become reality when Christ arrives. Anyone missed, which
will be many (Matt10:23), will get the positive message and its promised offer given to them by the Immortal Liberation Angels of the
Kingdom of God, guaranteed. (Rev14:6-7) THAT is why humans are no longer involved with the good news after Revelation 11:7-10 in
the future.

The "great crowd" will indeed respond to this KINGDOM REQUEST to "worship the One", God Almighty; they will accept that
Kingdom "deal", and be saved.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

If it was all going to come down to the Immortal Kingdom Invasion of the unified "Lord of Hosts" "army of Christ" and God Almighty and
Jesus Christ "dropping into town" with enough immortal "angels of the crown" (Rev12:1-2) for a 100 to 1 easy ratio applied to all
humanity and all the demons at that time, and we all had been misled by various religions and world myths which actually set us up for
the ultimate good news "decision of a lifetime", WHO would reject a world peace offer like this, when indeed it does all "Kingdom
come" in the future?

Who would reject the "golden opportunity of a lifetime" to REQUEST that Kingdom offer, as it itself also makes it known to ALL
HUMANS OF EARTH?

(Joel 2:30-32) And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun
itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of
Jehovah. 32 And it must occur that [ANYONE AND EVERYONE] who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for
in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the
survivors, whom Jehovah is calling.”

As positive as it is to get the freewill opportunity to choose to live, some must oppose it and run away from it. (Rev6:12-17; 1John2:28;
Amos9) But, not everyone.

In the aftermath, as some will make the Kingdom of God choice [given to them directly and even requestable globally], to "worship the
One", which worship is then coming into universal freedom, and some will not, for various fear and or pride reasons (Rev6:12-17), it
has to be a global record that anyone could have surrendered into life protection by Christ at his arrival timeframe of Daniel 12:11, in
the future, open for that entire 1290 days of the future.

THAT is the only way the "blood of Christ" can become the final guilt and not be applied for salvation. By willingly rejecting that
Kingdom peace offer which goes forth for several years (Dan12:11), and choosing the lame globalist "8th King" world government so-
called "power" instead. 

Thus, anyone who rejects their rival world government claims and power and does not willingly reject The Kingdom of God, and
surrenders and repents willingly to Christ and his Immortal Angelic and Kingdom Immortal "Freedom Fighters", MUST be saved.

There is NO WAY God Almighty will assume any "blood guilt" when Christ arrives, and instead God must fully make available saving
"blood innocence" which has been provided by Christ for this living first purpose of the salvation alive of the "great crowd". 

(Revelation 7:13-17) And in response one of the elders said to me: “These who are dressed in the white robes, who are
they and where did they come from?” 14 So right away I said to him: “My lord, you are the one that knows.” And he said
to me: “These are the ones that come out of the great tribulation, and they have washed their robes and made them white
in the blood of the Lamb. 15 That is why they are before the throne of God; and they are rendering him sacred service day
and night in his temple; and the One seated on the throne will spread his tent over them. (Rev21:1-5) 16 They will hunger
no more nor thirst anymore, neither will the sun beat down upon them nor any scorching heat, 17 because the Lamb,
who is in the midst of the throne, will shepherd them, and will guide them to fountains of waters of life. (Rev21:6; Rev22:1;
Rev22:17; Eze47) And God will wipe out every tear from their eyes.”

Like Saul of Tarsus, many in that "great crowd" will have become "believers in Christ" upon his arrival, very quickly and very new at
that time. God will assume as Christ did as well quite literally, blood innocence upon themselves to spare by that said atonement
sacrifice of Christ, ANYONE willing by virtue of Christ sacrifice, to comply with their Kingdom REQUEST, sure to come to all willing, of
Revelation 14:6-7, of the future. 
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The Immortal Kingdom of God is the ONLY True Salvation Entity and Power Humans Will Become
"In Contact" With Worldwide at Christ's Arrival

One way (for the Kingdom of God), or the other (for the 666 New World Order Government), ALL HUMANS will make their
own final choice. 

When world government ends up superceding national sovereignty and demand for allegiance (Dan11:42-43) in the
future, then the final binary choice will also become far clearer. It will get "clear as day" especially for those who realize
there is an option to that sure nightmare of globalist global management which will not last long anyway: the option of all
time is, God's Kingdom and the Free Passport Christ has provided in, for ANYONE willing. 

Of course, that superior Kingdom will have the ONLY true global reach. They are not dependent on electricity and other
error ridden human logistics like the so-called "globalist elites" who sure ain't "elite" enough to erase their own personal
expiration date on this planet. Why side with a "kingdom" that cannot even save itself which is MORTAL TO THE CORE?

Therefore, one of those choices must be the immortally empowered perfect choice DIRECT FROM GOD AND CHRIST,
and it is the one choice that will "go global" 100%. 

No longer will humans be subject to human imperfection in the form of human ideas of what is required for salvation which deviate
from John 3:16, 1John2:1-2 and Romans 2:12-16. 

For the first time ever in living salvation opportunity promised in DIVINE DIRECT FORM to all humans worldwide, that DIRECT perfect
divine salvation Kingdom and true power of omnipotent love, mercy, justice, openness and understanding, and the true "everlasting
future" REALITY, will be offered FREELY to anyone willing and everyone who can become willing, worldwide at the future "second
coming of Jesus Christ".

The Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of Christ in Revelation 14 will offer LIFE assured FREELY to ANY HUMANS who make that
agreement, or even applied agreement for any savable person with that future potential (like Saul of Tarsus had), with the
Revelation 14:6-7's KINGDOM REQUEST. 

When Christ arrives, that Kingdom of God promised salvation offer, SURE TO COME GLOBALLY with Christ's "second coming"
upon then the completed rival world government, will complete its mission by immortal spirits, not human beings any longer who
formerly had the Christ Kingdom "good news" mission. In time, all human authority will be superceded forever in this same process. It
will be "the end of the Adamic [age], not "the end of the world".  

Therefore, from the time Christ arrives as detailed in Revelation 14 as the largest Christ "second coming" total detailed overview in
prophecy:

1. HUMAN INVOLVEMENT WITH THE GOOD NEWS WILL HAVE ENDED FOREVER.

When Christ arrives as the Revelation 11:11-13 parallel of Revelation 14, prior to the Revelation 11:15-19 Christ conquest, the
Christian [human participation] will have ended here:

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their [1260 days] witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss
(Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12, in future world government completing) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (which
final ministerial cancellation is the "constant feature removed" of Daniel 12:11 which activates the 1290 days [when present with
completed world government.)

In a functional world system as in Matthew 24:37-42, Revelation 18 and Revelation 6:12-17, going under completed 8th King world
government, parallel with this prophecy also here:

(Revelation 11:8-10) And their corpses will be on the broad way (Christendom) of the great city (Babylon the Great) which is
in a spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. 9 And those of the peoples and tribes
and tongues and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days, (last symbolic period to expire before Christ
arrives) and they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. 10 And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy
themselves, and they will send gifts to one another, because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth.

That is why Revelation 14 calls it the "everlasting good news", the immortal "good news" never has an end. 

The Watchtower July 15, 2015; par, 9a

This will not be the time to preach the “good news of the Kingdom.” That time will have passed. The time for
“the end” will have come! (Matthew 24:14) ""

That is how you know that claim in the above is a blasphemous lie. The human participation in that good news ministry will end, true.
But that is not what the WTBTS Apostates are saying there, they are claiming the "good news" itself will end, which it cannot be the
"everlasting good news" and yet also end. (Rev14:6-7)

Humans will benefit from the "everlasting good news" as the GOOD AND NEW realities it brings will affect all life of Earth, man and
animal and for the entire planetary life system. (Eze47; Rom8:18-22; Matt19:28) Humans becoming "Last Adamic" perfect in physical
form and genetic first, will of course be involved with the "Kingdom of the World" extension of the Messianic Kingdom "coming down
from heaven from God". 

(Revelation 11:15) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom
of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”

That is the "kingdom prepared for you from the founding of the world" for saved human beings, the "world kingdom".

(Matthew 25:31-34) When the Son of man arrives in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit down on his
glorious throne. 32 And all the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate people one from another, just as a
shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 33 And he will put the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on his left.
34 “Then the king will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who have been blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the founding of the world. 

This is because in Matthew 24:31-34, when Christ "sits on his glorious throne" it is based on the completed Revelation 14:1 immortal
Christian spirit "body of the Christ" in the completed Messianic Kingdom of Christ. 



Like with the "great crowd" or the "harvest of the Earth", the sheep of Matthew 24:31-40 are all HUMAN beings, and they have a
"Kingdom of the World" element of required participation too. To that extent as guided by God and Christ "last Adamic" humans will
have a share in the "everlasting good news" as perfectly guided by the immortal spirit Kingdom, the capacity of Adamic Christian
"good news" from the Christ post-first-arrival Christian mission will have completed.

2. God, Christ, the immortal Kingdom holy angels, and the immortal Christian "body of the Christ" spirit beings in completion of
Revelation 14:1, is who will, from there on out, be the directly involved spirit powers for the worldwide human final salvation mission for
the close of the "Adamic age", then also ending in its "appointed time" not in "the world" itself. 

(Matthew 28:20 NIV) And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age. (aion)

A. Immortal divine spirits will confront and contact all savable humans of Earth worldwide, with the Revelation 14:6-7 peace and
salvation final covenant offer to be going into the "Marriage of the Lamb" post-Christ Kingdom conquest events of their ETERNAL
rulership of Earth.

(Revelation 22:5) Also, night will be no more, and they have no need of lamplight nor [do they have] sunlight, because
Jehovah God will shed light upon them, and they will rule as kings forever and ever.

3. Though at the Christ arrival, Christ will not immediately conquer the rival world government then also completed as Revelation 14:9-
12, it will be the end of human Christian involvement in God's and his own "good news" ministry. The Kingdom of God will forever
takeover the universe and Earth, for first the finale living salvation mission to form the "great crowd", and the rest of Christ's salvation
work for the next thousand years of his Kingdom, and eventually into all eternity. (Rev22:14)

A. Christ will be in the Daniel 12:11 active world government 1290 days, in his own "salvation parousia" in that final timeframe as co-
completed in the Messianic Kingdom parallel which salvation may extend into the Daniel 12:12 1335 days as well. 

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final
ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with
its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

B. When Babylon the Great is deposed under world government to seal its "world peace" proclamation aided by the removal of
religion during the Daniel 12:11 timeframe, like Cyrus the Great's conquest of Babylon, Christ uses that event to free many people into
his salvation as he downs the fraud salvation for all future lessons and history.

C. Since we do not know Christ's perfect world government conquest schedule in time or applied superior power and force exactitude,
in possibly similar principle of using sure downfall event perceived by humans to aid the salvation process, Christ may deconstruct
and conquer world government also over an extended timeframe to also "shake out" some final surrenders. 

D. We do not know, but by that time it will all be in God's power anyway, nothing could stop them and whatever Christ's conquest
method it is will be perceived and known in time, it will be worldwide and universal in "demon removal", and it will be permanent as
Satan's final test is permitted with a limit into the eternal removal of all disobedience to God.

4. At Christ's arrival, the Kingdom of God and the then fully completed Messianic Kingdom of Jesus Christ (Rev7:1-8>Rev14:1) will be
"present" over and on Earth right after the "8th King" [rival] world government completion, then in full "scarlet wild beast" completed
rule (Dan11:44-45; Dan8:25; Rev17:8-13; Dan7:23-26), and in full signal "world peace" progression as the main mantra of that world
government. (1Thess5:1-3)

A. At Christ's second coming it is therefore not the "end of the world" and the Jehovah's witnesses delusional early arrival to "kill bill" in
their behalf. Christ is not the one showing up to kill billions, world government is to try to attempt that Matthew 24:21-22 feat. When
Christ arrives it is to save first, and selectively remove the enemy systems human and demon, exactly. 

B. That is also why humans will not be used or capable of overcoming the rival demons and the "8th King" "ten horns" in then Ezekiel
38-39 final resistance (Rev13:15-18), nor can humans cover every square inch of Earth in indomitable immortal saving power to
already know "where" every savable human is, "contactable" in God's timing anywhere, anytime, anyway, all over Earth. Only the
Kingdom of God can and will do that.

B. Logically and scripturally, the actual final salvation sweep of the Kingdom of God must be carried out perfectly and fully globally. The
prophecy has all these details which Jehovah's witnesses and other Christian religions "gloss over" as corrupted deadbeat rackets of
control and profit. By that time, all the failure of religion based "prophecy explanation" will have completely and utterly failed, Jehovah's
witnesses first, which aids Christ "draining the religion 'Euphrates' swamp" as in Revelation 16:12  (Rev17:15-16), prior to religion's
global deposition.

5. After global-religion "Babylon the Great" endorses world government (Rev17:1-7), and applies its final false prophecies to it, to
make it look "divine", Babylon the Great global corporate religious complex will also be outlawed and deposed worldwide by world
government "ten horns" enforced sanction, in that same Daniel 12:11 period. (Rev17:16; Rev14:8; Rev18:8)

A. The blessing the corporate religion system will give to world government will be the only option left for its survival, which will be futile
anyway. (Rev7:1-7; Rev17:16; Rev18; Rev14:8; Rev11:13) For Christian religions with a fully-failed prophecy lineup getting to world
government instead of its premature "Christ rapture", "applying prophecy" to a then existent "sure bet" world government will become
also the obvious "only option". 

B. Plus, the glory hound mainstream Christian corporate-harlot will not be able to resist the global limelight to be shone upon world
government, it will certainly "ride the wild beast" for some of that final vain then total global attention. (Rev17:1-7; Rev13:3; Rev17:8-
12) 

"Religion" never could pull off any of the political power developments in the past, the harlot of religion certainly will not pull off of world
government; they will always buy the physical and material entities with the love of power, control, and riches; the spiritual never has
been the focus of religion except to amass wealth off the people it conned by use of spiritual prophecies it never could actually
observe and believe.

C. For the "rocked awake" person (Hag2:7) these final events can "get through" to some awake people to "see" what it means and
that is why the extended timeframe of Daniel 12:11's 1290 days also gives time to "let it all sink in" to aid human salvation in the
process as Christ is securing people in Revelation 14:6-7:

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”
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 WHILE the worldwide religion downfall events that lead to Revelation 14:8's final angelic aided announcement are in global action for
some years.

(Revelation 14:8) And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who
made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!” (Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

D. That is why unlike the Christian religion stereotypic story which Jehovah's witnesses also teach in their own slightly modified
manner, Christ's arrival takes advantage of time and world events to "get through" to many people in that extended "parousia" initial
Christ salvation timeframe outlined in Daniel 12 and its cross-registered supporting prophecies. 

The "wham, bam" "doomsday" "end of the world" at Christ's arrival is just a prophecy-ignoring distraction which amps fear, which
encourages inaction and uncertainty which allows better subversive control of confused and fearful humans by other parties. 

Christ will "gather" the Kingdom to completion first at arrival (Rev14:1), to then oversee the global salvation sweep in a timed manner,
and to render all the final world judgment on individual humans, religion, world government, and Satan and the demons which defines
the "world judgment" completion context.

6. Because of the severity of the abyss-resisting and world government "guarding" demon manifestations (Eze38:7), and the stalwartly
stubborn globalist defiance in their little world government "disgusting thing" final power-trip high (Dan12:11), super natural and super
human immortal spirits of the Kingdom of God will TAKE OVER the salvation mission which must be perfect, and completed
worldwide, which will require the perfect powers of God's Kingdom. 

A. The period of God's allowance requiring the use of  sinful and imperfect Adamic humans in Christ's ministry as Christians will be
completed, and thus end. (Rev11:7-10; Rev13:5-7; Dan12:7) World government will end that final 1260 days ministry after it
completes as allowed by God, and all "affirmation sealed" anointed will be gathered into the Kingdom (Rev6:9-11; 1Thess4:17;
Rev16:17), completing their former human Christian mission of Revelation 10:5-11 and Zechariah 3:4-9. 

It will also be the end of the "appointed times" of God's formerly tolerated nations in "God placed" (Rom13) global national authority
independent of God in general worldwide, which will also then be nearing its eternal end of that permission "appointed times" final
"appointed time" period. (Luke21:24)

(Daniel 7:12) But as for the rest of the beasts, their rulerships were taken away, and there was a lengthening in life given
to them for a time (Dan12 "time of the end" periods) and a season (1000 year rule of Christ).

That is NOT the end of nations, but their deliverance, salvation and eventual total human and life restoration as in Daniel 4's
"rootstock" and Daniel 7:12, and the coming renewed blessing prophecy of Genesis 12 and Genesis 22. It is the end of God
permitted national independent human rulership of even countries and regions of Earth.

In that God Almighty, Jesus Christ and the rest of the immortal spirit beings are who will be employed to actually save
people, is the assured divine purpose for the applied LIVING SALVATION PROMISED OFFER of that immortal divinity in
God Almighty and Christ [IN PERSON] with the entire Kingdom. THAT is the DIRECT KINGDOM OF GOD ENTITY as
"what" the "great crowd" will be "agreeing" and or "requesting to agree" with at that time. (Joel2:30-32)

NOTHING "human" will be involved with that salvation process, thank God. That dependence on, and involvement with,
fallen and limited human authority, power, and judgments will be ending forever in that same final timeframe.

(1 Corinthians 15:24-26) Next, the end, when he hands over the kingdom to his God and Father, when he has brought to
nothing all government and all authority and power. 25 For he must rule as king until [God] has put all enemies under his
feet. 26 As the last enemy, death is to be brought to nothing.

The end of all that demon and human " all government and all authority and power" begins with the Christ arrival, even if he lets the
enemy operate "in his midst". (Ps110:2) The final salvation is by divine perfect immortal spirits of God's Kingdom. THAT is the only
way for the perfect salvation sweep, scale, and power to complete fully, as foretold.

NOTHING "of this world" will a person be surrendering to for everlasting life potential promised by God and Kingdom guaranteed
under perfect "global management" from that time forward. Perfection of rulership will be the reality, especially after Christ neutralizes
and conquers the "real problem" here on Earth by deposing "globalist" world government for the impotent fraud it will be, and
imprisoning the "unclean spirits". 

Christ will get rid of world government and the "unholy" demons and their fallen, sinful, failed, angelic mortal-cursed being, along with
its envy-based hatred and lie complex, and their own bi-dimensional super-addiction and sin complex of their own angelic mega-fall
and self-willed mega-hypocrisy condition. (Gen6>Rev20:1-3; Isa24:21-22)

When it comes to human lives, God CANNOT use skewed religious claims as ANY basis for the life judgment of a human
being. 

(Matthew 10:29-31) Do not two sparrows sell for a coin of small value? Yet not one of them will fall to the ground without
your Father’s [knowledge]. 30 But the very hairs of your head are all numbered. 31 Therefore have no fear: you are worth
more than many sparrows.

God would not allow a sparrow to be judged by a lifeless corporate religion's set of "salvation requirements". 

As you see, God gets it done for the restoration ultimate purpose Himself, and through Jesus, DIRECT; ALL life, man,
animal, and planetary is targeted by God for the eternal restoration of Christ. When the real Kingdom arrival comes, there
can be no fallen human involvement whatsoever, other than being the global and historic target "from the beginning" for
the coming "re-Creation" (Matt19:28) total global restoration of life, including the sparrows used in that illustration.

God can use the salvation-describing "Word of God" in the Bible, which has the total positivity in it, which religions
obscured for their profit by control con. THAT is why God CANNOT put "human life in the hands" of corrupted religion as
"middlemen of salvation" which NONE of them are. That would not be right or just, that would be more corrupt and faulty
than religion itself.

God Almighty's "Salvation Mediator" ["IN PERSON" DIRECT AT THAT TIME] is the LIVING IMMORTAL "WORD OF GOD"
Jesus Christ, the living immortal being in the future, direct, in person. 

THAT is the only Salvation Gateway to then be personally "made directly available" to human beings, worldwide. That
"Kingdom Contact" is promised, as guaranteed, for an ample Daniel 12 salvation 1290 days timeframe (Dan12:11) and
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maybe even the 1335 days (Dan12:12) as well, to become fully known and "in contact" at that time. No one can be
"missed".

That whole "Kingdom come" they will employ for this first purpose of Christ's coming salvation rulership, must be the
"salvation entity" God employs to humans, as perfect omnipotence is the ONLY power of judgment, definitely no longer
human, and most certainly not corrupted corporate "religious" based. 

When it comes to human life than coming fully into the rule and authority of Christ, God CAN ONLY USE IMMORTAL PERFECTION as
the "salvation entity" humans can and will "access" freely, there is NO OTHER WAY; PERIOD.

Anyone who does not receive that explicit testimony from prophecy of the final cycle 1260 days "last
witnessing" of the future human ministry, will be informed by spirit and or the actual Liberation Angels of the
Kingdom of God, in person.

This is because the "everlasting good news" worldwide "glad tidings" will reach every savable human being of planet Earth with ZERO
Satanic or human obstructions for this is the Immortal Powered Almighty Kingdom of God, not human beings, any longer. 

The Last Global Signal Milestone Process
The Global Rival World Government Timed Prophecy Context of Christ's Second Coming Mission
One: Salvation

God's Kingdom does exactly what they want to do, Satan and the demons are as powerless as ash to them, just like bugs on a
windshield. Human resisters are considered less than that. It is only human and Satanic fantasy and pride which "puts up a fight"
against indomitable immortal divine Gods (Ps83:18; Isa9:6) and now fully immortal and indestructible holy angelic beings. (and those
of Rev17:14)

(Matthew 24:29-31) Immediately after the (global-crisis: sword-stroke phase resolves) tribulation of those days the sun will be
darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be
shaken. 30 And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven (the entire Christ arrival prophecy will be completed to
that point) , and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming
on the clouds of heaven (1290 days parousia mode, 7th plague) with power and great glory (conquest mode, 7th trumpet).
31 And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the
four winds (Rev7:1), from one extremity of the heavens (heavenly sheep) to their other extremity (earthly sheep).

That is why Christ can arrive into the "salvation parousia" unimpeded. Christ must arrive into the "coming with the clouds" parousia
first, because Satan and the demons are who will be manifesting first. Satan and the demons in the ultimate "antichrist" fake "Christ
arrival" must be manifesting first (Eze38:7), in their fake "stars fall from heaven" "anti-Christ" "arrival" global manifestation to attempt
to make their little rival "8th King" world government thing-a-mabob look divine for a very limited timeframe of the 1290 days of Daniel
12:11 and Revelation 17:12.

ANYONE can CHOOSE LIFE, as Christ must offer his peace, at the same time the world government is trying to force-feed everyone
their "666" final fantasy. (Rev13:15-18) The truth is the FREEDOM to choose the Kingdom of God will be given to all people, the
"great crowd" is who will say yes to that request and promised indomitable worldwide offer. Only the Kingdom  of Christ, not the 666
marking botch of world government, will have true and complete "worldwide reach".

The ultimate "antichrist" final "manifestation" will be of the "seven headed scarlet wild beast" world government and the
"seven headed dragon" demon rulership working in global unison. 

While the globalist-system humans hope to "rule forever" as the final chapter of their deluded so-called "world government" and total
fantasy of the globalist vanity fair headed for the divine bonfire, the demons will be doubling down to try to stay out of the abyss. Both
will fail of course, but God will let the battle manifest anyway. It will be the final chapter of completion for the full global effects the one
sin in Eden will have led to. 

The "seven headed dragon" has already been completed well before "seven headed scarlet wild beast" world government completes,
as the demons attempt to gain the full world control they had in Genesis 6. (Eze38:7) And as with that world in Noah's time, that final
"seven headed dragon" maturation of the demon rule in the human system as completed world government "8th King" "seven headed
scarlet wildbeast", is why the "divine intervention" becomes necessary only at that very dangerous time period. (Matt24:21-
22=Rev7:1-2 "four winds")

That is also why Christ arrives into the final period, or else. (Matt24:21-22)

That is, Satan knowing his time is short and ending, will have a final destruction agenda far worse than the globalists.
(Matt24:21-22; Eze38:7) 

As in Daniel 11:44, the "disturbed" "King North" globalists will react negatively to the ultimate "little scroll" "report" of their "personal
doomsday" coming, especially when [many] "reports" of the "private messages" from Christ also "appear". 

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a
fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and
every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking
ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid
themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the
rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

That is, the super-natural but "coming on the clouds" parousia mode Christ initial arrival requirement, will have events which the
globalist-system will perceive, as those further "reports" land on their world government "desk" to inspire their foreboding full
awareness of Revelation 6:12-17. 

(Revelation 19:11-16) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. And the one seated upon it is called Faithful
and True, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame, and upon his head are many
diadems. He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an outer garment sprinkled
with blood, and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on
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white horses, and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long
sword, that he may strike the nations with it, and he will shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress of
the anger of the wrath of God the Almighty. 16 And upon his outer garment, even upon his thigh, he has a name written,
King of kings and Lord of lords.

That is, that globalist-system will fully realize "who just rode into town", and what it means: universal showdown time.

(Revelation 19:19-20) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the
war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false
prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and
those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur.

The poor globalist-system and supporters must amass their "wild beast" "armies" to "wage the war with the one seated on the horse",
AND with his holy angelic immortal "army" of the "Lord of Hosts", "Jehovah of Armies". 

Daniel 11:44-45: World Government's "Disturbing Reports" of Christ's Fair Warning and Fair Arrival
and Final 1290 Days of Daniel 12:11 Parallel

Now we know why Christ rules in the midst of the final rival world government enemy, completing the Messianic Kingdom in its face.

(Psalm 110:1-3) The utterance of Jehovah to my Lord is: “Sit at my right hand (since 1914) Until I place your enemies as a
stool for your feet.” (as Revelation 7,14,19; Rev20:1-3)  2 The rod of your strength Jehovah will send out of Zion (Rev14:1),
[saying:] “Go subduing in the midst of your enemies.” (then "ten pin racked" in "8th King" completed world government "King
North")  3 Your people will offer themselves willingly on the day of your military force. ("great crowd" peace accepters) In the
splendors of holiness, from the womb of the dawn, You have your company of young men just like dewdrops. (Rev17:14;
Zech12:6-9; Rev7:9-17; Matt25:31-40)

That reality is in prophecy, though many humans will choose the peaceful "way out" with Christ (ANYONE willing in fact, guaranteed),
from Christ (Rev14:6-7), "something" and "someone" has to be the fodder of the Kingdom of God conquest by the Kingdom of Christ
for "all history" to follow. Something must feed the also triumphant animals as well, and also give them the required victory party on the
globalist-face, worldwide. (Eze39:17-19; Rev19:17-18) 

That "Armageddon whipping boy" born and sure loser will be the "stone targeted" (Dan2:44) impotent globalist-system world
government and their doomed "666" supporters. Having no real power, full of the obligatory hot air filled "grandiose words", having the
silver spoon fed luxurious existence all the time, always paranoid for good reasons, that "Christ has arrived, sir" news, will not sit well
with these "King North" pumpkins at the shooting-gallery of all time.

Of course, Christ gives "fair warning" before he arrives and as he arrives.

(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be reports (Rev10:11; Rev11:1-7) that will disturb [King North] (Globalist-System), out of the
sunrising and out of the north (from God and Christ), and [King North] (Globalist-System) will certainly go forth in a great
rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 "during a freedom from care" as world peace "and
security" phase of 1Thess5:1-3, under world government) 45 And [King North] (Globalist-System) will plant his (World
Government global) palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration (fraud "Jerusalem" claims of
Zion and God's Kingdom); and he will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for him. (Dan8:25b,
Rev19:19-21; Rev11:15)

That destructive globalist "sour grapes" "devote many to destruction" reaction to the full "little scroll" delivered Kingdom of God
Sovereign Ultimatum of their coming "personal doomsday" "disturbing reports" for their "dead kingdom walking" system, along with
the required "Christ is out and about" "reports", is also the "bring many to ruin" world government overseen destruction agenda
deployment period of Daniel 8:25:

(Daniel 8:23-25) “And in the final part of their kingdom (national zenith complete to Daniel 11:42-43 sovereign fall of the future),
as the (temple; Dan8:11-14) transgressors act to a completion (temple apostates; Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35), there will stand
up a (globalist-system, 1990 3rd UN presentation; Dan11:31b) king fierce in countenance (world government "8th King, "King
North") and understanding ambiguous sayings. 24 And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. (by
capture of national sovereignty worldwide; Dan11:42-43; Rev17:11-13) And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will
certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of
[the] holy ones. (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7; Dan12:7) 25 And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to
succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a (world government announced world peace)
freedom from care (post-sword-stroke  "healing" into1Thess5:1-3 "world peace"; Isa41:1) he will bring many to ruin (Dan11:44;
Rev13:15-18). And against the Prince of princes he will stand up (in completed world government; Dan12:11), but it will be
without hand that he will be broken. (Rev19:19-21)

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-3) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you
yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they are
saying: “Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a
pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape.

That world government inspired "freedom from care" of the post-sword-stroke "global healing" phase (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-13), is the
co-developing world government "world peace" "and security" period as the "destruction" includes: 

1. Plaguing the common people (Rev13:15-18);

2. Destroying the final ministry "two witnesses";

3. Deposing global religion;

4. Empowering the demons as Matthew 24:21-22 and Revelation 7:1-2 into their world government global "ten horns" system;

And all that has to unfold during the time they also reward their own "666" "gift giving" supporters (Dan11:36-39; Rev11:7-10), while
they claim "world peace" and still "heal" the nations to cover for the dual-agenda operation, during Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days
timeframe.

(Daniel 11:36-39) “And the king (a globalist “king” definitive statement) will actually do according to his own will, and he will



exalt himself and magnify himself above every god; (national, religious, and philosophic) and against the God of gods he
will speak marvelous things. (new world order, etc) And he will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have
come to a finish; (MUST be continuous in success to Daniel 11:45 Armageddon parallel) because the thing decided upon
must be done. (Rev17:11-18) 37 And to the God of his fathers he will give no consideration; (governmentally, nationally,
religiously or philosophically; globalism “god” is unique) and to the desire of women and to every other god he will give no
consideration, but over everyone (comprehensively and finally) he will magnify himself. 38 But to the god of fortresses (Joel
3:9-11), in his position he will give glory; and to a god that his (national minded) fathers did not know he will give glory by
means of gold and by means of silver and by means of precious stone and by means of desirable things.  (Dan11:42-
43) 39 And he will act effectively against the most fortified (national, corporate and financial) strongholds (and Bethel
“fortress” and “established place”; Dan11:30-31, 41; 8:11-12), along with a foreign god. (Habakkuk 1:11; Dan8:24, as globalism
as Satanic masterminded world rulership method) Whoever has given [him] recognition he will make abound with
glory (Rev13:11-18; Luke 4:5-8), and he will actually make them rule among many (nations in UN elite collective); and [the]
ground he will apportion out for a price. (global “monopoly” game gamers);

Now you know what kind of "bad news" the globalist-system has been silencing in Jehovah's witnesses now defunct ministry.
Jehovah's witnesses are who were supposed to finish all this summary. 

But, in God's temple judgment [future first proof] and "temple cleansing" by accounting and repentance purpose of Daniel 8:13-14, this
is the way it must go as per prophecy. 

FYI you will be able to verify the timing, phasing, and "temple judgment" events of Daniel 8:13-14, in the future, first in the
whole final prophecy fulfillment cycle it but begins. That REQUIRED "first proof" and GLOBAL SIGNAL verifications will
be required first, in the future, and on apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry first as well (1Pet4:17; Rev8), so you can
then know with a huge first "verification stamp", the rest of this will also "come true" in this final prophecy process, then
gone "full blown" in Revelation 8-11 initial "activation" worldwide.

Post Daniel 12:7 1260 Days Completed into the Christ "Second Coming" Reality

That is when they end the final 1260 days ministry, as it will be cancelled (Dan12:7; Rev11:7) in the future. 

That final 1260 days "final witnessing" of the Revelation 11 "TWO witnesses" will have delivered the divine "little scroll" sovereign-writ
of world government promised extinction with a vengeance from the "8th King crushing" Kingdom of Christ (Dan2:44), as part of its
required also "open salvation" proof for all peoples' eventual benefit, from the coming Messianic Kingdom of Christ arrival and
completion.  

Because all human effort in the "good news" has been required by God to a point (Rev11:7), and is imperfect and incomplete in global
coverage (Matt10:23), but with the final accurate prophecy forecast (Rev11:3) required in the future, for Christ is indeed arriving "on
time" (Dan12:11 via Rev14), Christ is who completes his own salvation and eternal life peace offer as its actual worldwide agent who
provided that "All Worlds Passport" for that final human purpose anyways. 

Since Christ is what the "good news" is all about as he founded the "good news ministry" in his first 3.5 years ministry and delivered
the perfect new-human "sacrificial life payment" to God, Christ's 1290 days last 3.5 years ministry is when HE PERSONALLY
completes his own ministry and actually "picks up" what he has "bought" by "ransom sacrifice" IN PERSON. 

Christ has to complete the ministry and its "seven times" seven years requirement, because ONLY PERFECT IMMORTAL DIVINE
POWER can actually completely cover planet Earth and "reach" all humans as in Revelation 14:6-7. It is THE ONLY way it can be
done perfectly and completely. 

Some Christian humans, some ministries, and all Christian religions  blew a lot of self-elevating smoke up each other's skirts if they
thought that lame human entity was going to be the "end all" of God's salvation, as if God would leave human judgment and life in
human hands and power. 

If God wanted a "teensy weensy crowd", in fact an "greatly empty" "crowd" rather than the "great crowd" CHRIST ALONE will
complete, then God would leave it all in sinner human hands and let religion be the gutter-borne "high bar" of "salvation requirement"
for all humans. But, that cannot be the case, and THAT is why God and Christ and Kingdom complete the final worldwide salvation
sweep and its known Daniel 12:11 timing PERFECTLY. In fact, the plain logic and sordid religion record many plainly see, is what
ought to tell us also, why God and Christ complete this thing, and why religion is what is doomed in Revelation 17:16. 

How can a profit racket religion, which cannot even save itself, be tasked with "saving" anyone? God would not leave the life of a toad
in the hands of religion, come on, let us be serious here. If you want to know what all religion has already devolved into, just look at
what Jehovah's witnesses "true religion" has devolved into right under their noses in the last 40 years. Take a gander at that multi-tens
of billions "rich man class" WTBTS apostasy center and vain idol. (Dan11:32a)

Christian imperfect and incomplete human ministries and religions, who should have been saying all this, instead like "typical
Adamites" (which we as humans all are), only glorified the clay for the same delusional stall and profit driven farce which now typifies
all religion, especially the "true" version of "religion" in corporate Jehovah's witnesses and their WTBTS. 

Thank God Almighty ten times over, He and Christ and Kingdom complete the real salvation sweep of the world, in the
future.

(Revelation 7:9-10) After these things I saw, and, look! a great crowd, which no man was able to number, out of all nations
and tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, dressed in white robes; and there
were palm branches in their hands. 10 And they keep on crying with a loud voice, saying: “Salvation [we owe] to our God,
who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb.”

Do we see any "we thank religion" there? No. God and Christ ARE THE LIVING SALVATION of that coming "great crowd" which has
billions or certainly millions of people RIGHT NOW "walking around" "all the nations" as we speak. The reason we do not know since
"no man can number" the "great crowd" but it will be ENORMOUS, is because we simply cannot know how that will shake out, nor how
bad the coming "tribulation of those days" "sword-stroke" will get.

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said. 

(Joel 2:30-32) And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun
itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of



Jehovah. 32 And it must occur that everyone (and anyone) who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for in
Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the
survivors, whom Jehovah is calling.

In any event, before we get there, that coming 1260 days "last witness" final non-religious ministry has to be deposed (under world
government "ascending" completing or completed; Rev11:7), as the larger Babylon the Great religion-complex context worldwide is
also prepared for destruction under world government. WORLD GOVERNMENT must impose the final global "anti-religion" sanction
of official condemnation (Rev17:16; Rev14:8; Rev18:8), actually inspired by God as in Revelation 17:15-18 and Revelation 18:8. 

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world
government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and
will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with
fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out
his thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world
government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means
the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

But, with the Jehovah's witnesses coming temple judgment downfall defining Daniel 8:14's future-proof prophecy timing, in time,
NOT their "end of the world" smokescreen cover story (2Thess2:1-2), we can KNOW by that Daniel 8:14 FUTURE AND FIRST
timing verification, as 1150 or 2300 days to be affirmed at that time, how the rest of the timed prophecies must sequentially unfold
with the "seven trumpets" and "plagues" parallel continuum.

Future Final Prophecy Cycle 1-2-3-4 Timed Prophecy Periods
(1) Temple Judgment (2) Final Ministry/Open Salvation (3) World Government/Christ

Arrival/Open Salvation
(4) Daniel 12:12 1335 Days

1150 or 2300 Days 1260 days 1290 Days
Daniel 8:13-14 events and timing; Daniel 12:1,7 events and timing Daniel 12:11 events and timing;
 First Timed Prophecy Verification for the
Future

Daniel 7:25; Revelation 11:1-7; 12:14;
13:3-7

Daniel 11:44-45; Dan7:26; Dan8:25;
Rev17:12-18; Dan2:44

Revelation 8 - Temple Judgment Parallel Revelation 9-:11:10 Revelation 9-:11:11-12
Trumpets 1-4 are the parallel of temple
judgment 

Trumpets 5-6 ministerial recovery to "final
witnessing"

Trumpet 7 ends this period as Christ
Conquest

Revelation 16 - Global-Crisis Context Revelation 16:10-16 Revelation 16:17-20
First four "plagues" global-developmental
crisis parallel

Plagues 5-6 darkening and gathering 7th Plague as Christ arrival

  Revelation 14:6-7 open salvation offer
 "Week" of Open Salvation; Genesis 7:4; Daniel 9:27 
Seven Plagues as the Global Context of the Seven Trumpet Spiritual Missions
Great Tribulation Phase 1 "Tribulation of those days" "sword stroke" Great tribulation Phase 2 "Four Winds"

(Daniel 12:7) And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of the stream, as he
proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens and to swear by the One who is alive for time
indefinite: “It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. And as soon as there will have been a finishing of
the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces, all these things will come to their finish.”

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their [1260 days] witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss
(Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12, in future world government completing) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (which
final ministerial cancellation is the "constant feature removed" of Daniel 12:11 which activates the 1290 days [when present with
completed world government.)

(Revelation 13:3-8) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild
beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?”
5 And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two months was given it.
6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in
heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them, and (Rev17:8-12; Rev11:7
"ascending" forming world government) authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. 8 And all
those who dwell on the earth will worship it; the name of not one of them stands written in the scroll of life of the Lamb
who was slaughtered, from the founding of the world.

1. Thus, as the 1260 days ends into ministerial "witnessing" destruction permitted, the final anointed will be final affirmation sealed
(Rev7:1-8; Rev11:11-12) at the Christ arrival (Rev11:11-12; Rev6:12-17), to then be "gathered" first to complete the Messianic
Kingdom "body of the Christ" (Rev14:1), for salvation and conquest purposes. (Rev14:6-7; Rev17:14) 

A. Christ co-completes the "Kingdom of Messiah" in the then formerly completed "8th King" world government face (Ps110:2), as his
worldwide salvation sweep mission is what completes (Rev14; Dan12:11), before he preys on the world government rival to complete
subterfuge (Rev6:12-17; Am9:1-4) and eventual total conquest. (Dan2:44; Dan7:23-26; Dan8:25; Dan11:45; Dan12:11; Rev19:19-21;
Rev17:14)

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final
ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with
its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

2. During that final world government completion and "one hour" rule context (Rev17:12), of the Daniel 12:11 1290 days, humans will
be gathered over time, into the "great crowd" victory group. 

A. After Christ wipes out the globalist-system world government and all its "666" supporters, the "great crowd" will be given all the
globalist-system and world "spoils of war" which will aid the transition, even though Christ has all power well beyond all that human
material "stuff". It would still be fun to take over the globalists' former resources and assets, anyway, since some resources will be
spared globally for the "marriage party" (Rev19:6-9), and for some future use as ineffectual as it all really is in spiritual terms. 
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spared globally for the "marriage party" (Rev19:6-9), and for some future use as ineffectual as it all really is in spiritual terms. 

It will aid the "permanent vacation" general "party of all time" atmosphere of the "Marriage of the Lamb" event and
"evening meal" soon to come for the sole-invited "great crowd". 

After Christ "kicks ass" on the globalist world government and Satan and the demons, people could use some "rest and relaxation" as
could all the animals all freed from their own prisons as well, "roadkill" "popping up" quite alive as well for their own "supper", as will
the whole Earth "get a break", and that permanently, when Christ sends the "8th King globalist-system "packing" to its "lake of fire"
eternal inheritance. 

No one really "needs" it anyway. Good riddance, there was a way out, many chose the bonfire instead. What can you do?

But, as per prophecy the globalist-system must be fully looted and "taken over" in the conquest by those it oppressed. That is like the
Native American women and children and everyone else looting Custer's command at the Little Big Horn in the summer of 1876,
"Sitting Bull" God Almighty and "Crazy Horse" Christ will turn over the globalist expired "world government last stand" command and
all its global resources to the "great crowd" and all the animals.

(Habakkuk 2:8) Because you yourself despoiled many nations, all the remaining ones of [the] peoples will despoil you,
because of the shedding of blood of mankind and the violence to [the] earth, [the] town and all those dwelling in it.

(Micah 4:13) “Get up and thresh, O daughter of Zion; for your horn I shall change into iron, and your hoofs I shall change
into copper, and you will certainly pulverize many peoples; and by a [divine triumph sanction] you will actually devote to
Jehovah their unjust profit, and their resources to the [true] Lord of the whole earth.”

Turns out God owns the "gold and the silver", not the globalist "King North" (Dan11:42-43)... 

(Haggai 2:8) The silver is mine, and the gold is mine,’ is the utterance of Jehovah of armies.

...and that pillage is the "bill" God will send the globalist-system, for "immediate payment" of their entire global resource base, then
global as in Daniel 11:42-43. They profited off of God's assets anyways, it will be time to "balance the account".

As the nations "gave their kingdom" of national sovereignty away anyway to the "8th King" (Rev17:11-14) world government final
unipolar sovereignty, Christ assumes the whole planet by default "King of kings" final "checkmate" of the "8th King" [former owner],
and of course by superiority in power and right, by eternal global victory. In the end, when the "time for reason" (Rev11:3) turns to "time
for superior force", Christ "will win" in the only means the globalist-system ever learns: the hard way. 

They will have built and completed the Global Armageddon Sovereign Arena of their own completed global conquest upon their rival
world government, by the Kingdom of God. They will be smoking "history" for all future generations to "learn from". You know they "got
another thing coming", in time.

(Revelation 16:13-16) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the
dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the (globalist-system) false prophet (of the "new world
order" prophecy). 14 They are, in fact, (globalization aiding complete) expressions inspired by demons and perform signs,
and they go forth to the (national system) kings of the entire inhabited earth (Rev17:11-13), to (globalization) gather them
together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. ... 16 And they gathered them  together (in national-system
conglomerated "United Nations" "image" "globalized" unification in final completed World Government) to the place that is
called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (the completed planetary state of a World Government "ten horns" Globalized Militarization
"Stronghold" at worldwide scale, in the future)

Obviously, the Babylon the Great global religion destruction phase, to also loot the "harlot" to aid the "global healing" recovery
(Isa41:1; Rev13:3) will take some time, thus, the Daniel 12:11 extended timeframe of that religion destruction phase to instead aid
Christ's salvation by freeing many people eternally from the web of religion, with a little time to "think about it". (Hag2:7)

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour (Rev17:12 world government) a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell
(religion deposed, many saved); and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake (complete spiritual savable
symbol), and the rest (total global savable symbol) became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

That Daniel 12:11 time period will be jam-packed with the final global signal events to help save many people while the Kingdom
immortal angels of God selectively destroy world government "down to the last screw and atom" worldwide (Am9:1-3), and at
precision "beyond the speed of light" perfection, but one "nail" in the "King North Coffin" at a time, though it gets no burial. Time and
events aid human "rocked" awareness (Hag 2:7), aids the salvation of many people with time to "let it all sink in" (Dan12:11), far better
than say, the Jehovah's witnesses farce "instant doomsday" and fake-magedon, which in first and similar manner, is a "WTBTS
doomsday" ONLY coming on the apostasy. (Rev8:9)

How Long Will "ICU" Apostate Jehovah's Witnesses' Coma Last? We Do Not Know...

How long it will take Jehovah's witnesses to realize their ministry defines the final apostasy (Dan8:11-14,26; Dan11:30-35,41; Zech3;
2Thess2:1-12; Mal3:1-5), is reflected in the Daniel 8:14 timed "evening and morning" phasing, from desolation "evening" to the
"temple cleansed" "right condition" "morning" recovery. (Hos6:1-3; Isa37:30-32)

When you see just how brainwashed and hypnotized the Comatose JW Lemmings are, you can imagine why it is we do not know how
long it will take reality to "really sink in" into their sleeping collective spiritually-comatose "skull". (Matt25:1-13) We can only guess how
long it takes for the Governing Body to be neutralized by God, with all their "helpers" shut-up too (Isa31:8-9; Hos1:4-7; Rev9), to finally
STOP spinning more WT-Pied Piper Fluting Bullshit for cover. (Dan11:32a)

That will help Jehovah's witnesses finally "catch on" to the prophecy-fact they got duped with a fake "the end" as the cover for their own
organizational liquidation and looting process worldwide, and as the false-pretext for their own self-invented supposed "good news"
ministry cancellation, from the mouth of their own GB Pied Piper leaders. 

How long that takes? We only have Daniel 8:14. Daniel 8:13-14 is the future temple judgment inception timed prophecy. 

(Daniel 8: 13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular
one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial
offerings) and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make
both [the] holy place (temple “established place”; Dan8:11, "fortress" Daniel 11:31a) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to
trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided temple desolation “fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting
the final prophetic cycle in a global tribulation forming); So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and]
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mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed in this time
period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5; 1150 days minimum or 2300 days probable);

And as you can see, Daniel 8:14 is a cryptically worded "2300 evenings and mornings" temple judgment prophecy which can be read
as 1150 days OR 2300 days. 

Keep in mind that Christendom and (Jehovah's witnesses to Daniel 11:44-45) false-theory that all Daniel prophecies
including Daniel 8:13-14 are all already fulfilled, is false; this is coming on Jehovah's witnesses apostasy next and first in
the final prophecy fulfillment cycle of the future inception of this apostate downfall, in particularly.

The expression is peculiar; but it seems to have been suggested by the fact that the burnt-offering (Daniel
8:11; Daniel 8:13) was offered morning and evening daily (Exodus 29:38-42); the meaning consequently is that
this offering would cease for 2300 times, i.e. during 1150 days (so most commentators).

https://biblehub.com/commentaries/daniel/8-14.htm

Since we have to pay attention to the prophecy, obviously it is to be defined as either 1150 days or 2300 days (possibly 1150 days
"evening" and 1150 days "morning) by its real future first events of 1 Peter 4:17 and Revelation 8 "starting the judgment" with "God's
house" first.

That is why Christ's arrival is perfectly timed and known beforehand as to its prophetic purposes, as it CANNOT be an "instant
doomsday" as "taught by the harlot". That kind of "end of the world" delusion-engineering aided by "religion", not just "the media", is
the fear and uncertainty complex which allowed humans to be controlled to enrich religion as if some divine source of truth and "final
information". 

As the future "sword-stroke" "as though slaughtered to death" event and global-impression comes, that same "doomsday is here"
false-impression will also be used on many people in the future. But, in time, that  "doomsday" "as though slaughtered to death" must
instead resolve peacefully (1Thess5:1-3), and the sword-stroke then passes into its foretold global "healing" phase. 

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. (Rev17:14) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who
dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding
of the world.

That global "healing" is the globally hopeful "miraculous upswing" phase that "8th King" world government "wild beast" will use the
global positivity of, for its own fraud and final presentation "ascension" to completion of the rival world government.

Thus, there is no "end of the world" in Bible prophecy or reality.

Instead, "precision doomsday" is only "bull's-eyed" by God and Christ on "laser dotted" religion (Rev17:16) and world
government (Rev19:19-21), by divine exact planetary angelic "surgical removal" to completion for all eternity.

That is why there is nowhere for the globalists to hide in Revelation 6:12-17; even the demons cannot "hide". Everything else in real
"no flesh would be saved" peril, is instead saved by Christ (Matt24:21-22), when that Kingdom "cuts short the days" of the 8th King
world government final completed sovereign folly-fest to end Daniel 12:11's 1290 days.

That is why globalist-system "King North" is not a happy camper in Daniel 11:44 or Revelation 6:12-17. Instead, their rival world
government system is in the full knowledge of their coming "custom doomsday" only "coming" for their world government; their world
government, turns out, is "the real problem on the planet". (Rev11:15-18) God and Christ are ONLY "removing" the "8th King" and
demon problem (Rev19:19-21; Rev20:1-3), certainly not all the nations and the whole world.

God "repays tribulation" to them to "cut short the days" of the globalist-designed selective "during a freedom from care" mayhem
agenda (Rev13:15-18; Dan11:44; Rev14:9-12), saving the best for last, of course. (2Thess1:6-10)

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now,
no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the
chosen ones those days will be cut short.

God "repays tribulation" for those who "cause tribulation" as God and Christ will toy with the globalists to weave in their higher priority
salvation mission while they save the globalists and the demons for the end smash cycle of the whole Kingdom of God, to unfold in a
for now unknown final manner, saving willing people the whole time. 

(2 Thessalonians 1:6) This takes into account that it is righteous on God’s part to repay tribulation to those who make
tribulation 

The "great crowd" arrive to the "temple theater" (Rev14:14-16), for "front row seats" of God and Christ's global extermination of the
rival world government show. The globalist-system are demonic experts at "causes desolation" tribulation-engineering, so God serves
them the "final supper" of their own special recipe they love to serve others. And "eat it", it will.

(Nahum 3:18-19) Your shepherds have become drowsy, O (world government) king of (globalist) Assyria; your majestic
ones stay in their residences. (Rev6:12-17) Your people have been scattered upon the mountains, and there is no one
collecting [them] together. (Am9:1-4) 19 There is no relief for your catastrophe. Your stroke has become unhealable.
(Dan8:25) All those hearing the report about you will certainly clap their hands at you (Rv7:9-17; Rev19:19-21); because
upon whom was it that your badness did not pass over constantly?”

Though the criminal globalist-system hides very well in their "it is all conspiracy theory, nothing really matters" cover, the historic reality
of that murderous and predatory and greedy system is what will come home as reality to the globalist-system, in time. Many people not
duped by the globalist-system cons, already know the kind of demonic and evil minds that populate that doomed system. 

Many people know what a "core problem" the globalists truly are for the planet. God and Christ know exactly "where they live" and
"what they love", and when and where to "hit them where it hurts", before they euthanize the "8th King" little "King North" farce of rival
world government, eventually. Like with Satan and the demons, God and Christ are in no rush with the far less powerful globalist-farce
either; they will take their time with their prey, because saving people in that same final timeframe is the more important purposed
goal.
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The Kingdom's Great Crowd First Eternal Benefit: Become The Christ Super Human "Last Adamic"
First Physically Perfect Deathless Humans

Thus, any human who has already or does surrender at that time to the Kingdom of Christ and his billions upon billions of holy angelic
immortal global liberators must be saved on the spot for the entire Daniel 12:11 1290 days timeframe fully globally open for that initial
real-salvation purpose of Christ. Christ arrival will be the ultimate "invasion of salvation".

And because Christ possesses the human perfection power and "re-generation" human genetic which cannot die in his "last Adamic"
form to be offered to willing humans, Christ can fix any Adamic sub-optimum physiological and spiritual conditions that now impaired
"Adamic genetic" empowers, instantly in all people of that willing and agreeing "great crowd". 

Unlike in the past "battle with the Adamic flesh", Christ will be applying Last Adamic new human physicality as arrival wherein ANY
AILMENT, ANY ADDICTION, can be "cured instantly". It is the spiritual perfection process later, not the physical it will be able to
maintain completely perfect in time, which takes the one thousand years to complete.

1. For starters, all humans in the great crowd will become physical "Last Adamic" super humans as compared to the impaired Adamic
model then also "passing off the scene". The physical perfection starts to be "applied" immediately, the spiritual perfection process is
what takes the one thousand years. Christ cannot use "Adamic humans" for anything, he needs the perfect Last Adamic new human
model he was as that new human, which perfect physical "body" (Heb10:10) can then be "applied" [immediately].

THAT is but one reason why "making the great crowd" is the true OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFE TIME!

Everything else like all the globalist resources, is all free anyway, for all time, and soon replaced into "everlasting dwelling places"
forms far far superior to all that modern globalist and human "technology" and architecture and what not. Thus perfect housing,
"employment", world peace, and that kind of stuff also comes for the great crowd, first. 

Perfect "Last Adamic" genetics and the perfect animal and plant genetics kept perfect and alive as one whole by the atonement until
human perfection is reached, is all a given. (Rev21:1-5; Rev22:1-5)

Therefore, Christ can accommodate any human being being saved into the one thousand year reign inception, with zero physical
limitations immediately, and also provide the spiritual-progress optimums from that time forward, for one thousand years and on into
all eternity for those willing, since Christ will soon be conquering ALL of God's enemies and going into complete rulership. 

Thus, unlike the former "hell of joining a religion", thinking it would help much like we used to think, to just struggle with more
imperfections anyways even made worse at times by the religion itself, (like with JWs), "joining" Christ's "Kingdom of the World"
INSTEAD will have certain, immediate, permanent perfecting effects, physically first, as all the "one thousand years" bring more and
more and more all the way to the human immortal and indestructible finality offer. (Rev22:14)

THAT is why Christ can "take anyone", they will be becoming Last Adamic Super Human anyways, the system will be being perfected,
NOTHING can stop them, but themselves. NOTHING. Unlike the past, the former battle with the effects of sinner Adam and that totally
impaired and almost fully useless "genetic" nightmare called "human being" [in the past], will be INSTANTLY GONE, FOREVER.
THAT changes everything human for humans. THEN Christ's NEW HUMAN "Last Adamic" genetic and physical being is "born again"
applied to also the physical "great crowd" as to WHY Christ also became that first perfect and new human being anyway: FOR
HUMAN BEINGS, OBVIOUSLY.

Thus, no willing human can be a "burden" to the power of Christ then coming in complete pre-conquest Kingdom power and force, for
the salvation opportunity of a life time phase first. (Dan12:11) In fact, the worse the better for ANYONE WILLING, as far as Christ is
concerned, it will teach some valuable lessons for the resurrected ones. And in reality, no matter how "good you are" that baseline
Adam genetic wreck pretty much puts everyone in the "same boat" anyways. NO ADAMIC HUMAN was "getting in" by forgiveness
from God, without the Christ Blood Passport, anyway.

Thus, the Kingdom of God can accommodate and aid any human being agreeable and willing at that time, into forever in potential.
And that offer is taken global as in Revelation 14, no longer by fallen human "assistance" which will have ended [forever] in Revelation
11:3-10, but by the immortal spirit members of the Kingdom. In reality, these human words will pale in comparison to the REALITY
Christ is bringing for the human recovery as "God's will done on Earth" then becomes mission priority one. 

If someone was to think this was "crazy" as "earthly things" elementary as it all truly is, it will get "FAR CRAZIER" when Christ does
what HE does. You ain't seen "CRAZY" until you see the Christ arrival, and that is just for starters. NOTHING a human has ever heard
of or ever experienced will compare, TEN TRILLION TIMES OVER [the first day alone], to experiencing Christ IN PERSON, on the
peace ticket. 

(1 Corinthians 2:8-10) This [wisdom] not one of the rulers of this system of things came to know, for if they had known [it]
they would not have impaled the glorious Lord. 9 But just as it is written: “Eye has not seen and ear has not heard,
neither have there been conceived in the heart of man the things that God has prepared for those who love him.” 10 For it
is to us God has revealed them through his spirit, for the spirit searches into all things, even the deep things of God.

All the doubts come from the failed envious Devil (Eze28:14), he has no real imagination either. That is why he and the demon-fails
are on the way out forever: mortals, liars, failures, and ingrate hateful small-minded losers, period.

Extending the Jehovah's Witnesses Purposeful Apostate Dead-end into Future Prophecy Reality

1. Now we can cover why the advanced prophecy past the point of the modern apostate Jehovah's witnesses "dead end", which is a
CERTAIN REPEATING PROPHECY, allows us to know all this before it happens in the future. (Rev1:1)

2. Now we can prove the enormous open salvation principles to be offered to all humanity at the Christ arrival from a number of Bible
prophecies and principles, and why Christ and Kingdom in person, are what complete the final ministry of Christ in Revelation 14 of
the future.

3. Now we can review the entire open salvation prophecy as well to conclude this section later.

Note that the situation with Jehovah's witnesses in a dead stall, and yet millions of Christians now understanding the "wild beast"
"antichrist" future final world government manifestation, all outlined in the same prophecies, has a reason for it all, to be
"connected up" to reality in the future. 

It will also become world government reality in the future. While millions of people Christian and non-religious see world government on
the way, Jehovah's witnesses "teachers" omit it, conceal it, and suppress it from their prophecy commentary. There is also a reason
for that.



(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah's witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-
System) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy
leadership of the WTBTS)

In that "tie it all together" scenario now manifesting anyway among millions of people, the world government prophecy terminus which
millions of Christians are already at even with incomplete prophecy detail, has to be "connected" to the Jehovah's witnesses guarded
purposeful "dead-end", in time. That is, these millions of Christians who see world government "wild beast" coming anyway, is where
the prophecy Jehovah's witnesses now sever into a dead-end, is leading to in the future. 

Jehovah's witnesses, as the last advanced prophecy explaining ministry [of the now long gone past], are now keeping the "final
chapter" of world government, to trigger the Christ "second coming" in the future, OMITTED from the simple prophecy continuum. 

Instead, UN NGO Jehovah's witnesses now subvert and conceal that simple final prophecy meaning by aid of their obviously UN NGO
compromised, lawless, pedophile-rapist supporting, and corrupted corporate-empowered spiritual leaders of the Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society (WTBTS), really the Watchtower Apostate Crime and Cover-up Society.

Many small ministries and scattered Christians have arrived at the "wild beast" world government terminus in spite of all this, but have
spotty details getting there since "after Greece" in Daniel 8 and 11, and "after Rome" in the Revelation outline. This is because
"mainstream" Christendom academia has been omitting world government from prophecy since they also rode the "League of
Nations" "image" into town in the early 1920s after the WW1 first cycle, also a "UN NGO-like" compromised religious botch of that
time.

That "breech" and "drop out" prophecy connection, from JW "dead-end" 1945 to now a general Christian awareness that the
Revelation "wild beast" is future world government in the prophecy for the future, which has now "spontaneously developed" in spite of
all this subversion, has to be "connected". In time, that "generic awareness" as simple as it gets will become aided by also future live
and real-time final global events leading through the "sword-stroke got healed" future cycle (Rev13:3), unto said world government and
its final "world peace" mantra. (1Thess5:1-3)

The global details which match prophecy details 100% in that Anglo-American "globalist elite" engineered future world government
just has to be connected to the severed prophecy location of the Jehovah's witnesses dead-end, which has great detail getting there
up to 1945 prophecy relevance. 

Now that "prophecy connection" has to be merely bridged by continuing the JW dead-end, to connect it to the globalization completion
prophecy (Rev16:13-16) in the future, through the national-system sovereign-implosion prophecy now coming as in Daniel 11:42-43
and Revelation 17:8-13. 

Thus, the coming "fall of the national powers" is not "the end of the world" as some will assume, it is the prelude global crisis cycle (in
future final form) which leads to the world government prophecy completion as real world events and entities all humans of Earth will
witness, in time, over these final several years.

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. (Rev17:14) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who
dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding
of the world.

Instead, the "7th King" parallel "King South" Anglo-American system led worldwide national powers go bankrupted (Dan11:42-43),
into the final "8th King" "King North" globalist-system financial backed ownership phase which founds their "8th King" world
government's global national asset base and caps off its world government start-up endowment fund in the 100s of trillions of dollars,
now in their full control for a "new financial order" than in its "boot-up" inception phase at worldwide scope of application. (Rev13:15-
18) 

Thus, the "King South" "7th King" worldwide national-systems fall [in the future] with the final global-crisis cycle to "sword-stroke got
healed" eventually resolve peacefully and globally recover those nations, in time, into that final "King North" "8th King" World
Government completion reality in the future. In prophecy, that is where millions of Christians worldwide are already at in the prophecy,
growing daily, as they just "skipped over" the Jehovah's witnesses apostate dead-end prophecy "drop out" by logic and awareness. 

In reality, the whole prophecy is actually totally complete (Dan8:14>Dan12) in its future timeline continuum (Rev8-11; Rev15-16) and all
the national development details (Dan11:36-39; Dan11:40-45; rev17:8-18) to arrive at world government in the future. This study
extends all the modern details of the globalism basis for future world government and its "elite-system" applications from 19145 to
today, from where the Jehovah's witnesses UN-NGO covenanted globalist-allied religious fraud apostate and impostor leadership
(Dan11:30-35; Dan8:11-14; 2Thess2:3-4) truncated the former Jehovah's witnesses prophecy explanation progress at.

(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah's witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-
System) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy
leadership of the WTBTS)

And keep in mind what is stated in the prophecy will become real world events. Those real world events over several final years will be
far more believable as world reality (Hag2:7), thus the prophecy explanation was just an aid for those who can understand its simple
logic:

"8th King" "King North" World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated
(1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years.

(1 Thessalonians 5:4-5) But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should overtake you as it would
thieves, 5 for you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to darkness.

Since God is NOT "sneaking in as a thief" to kill billions as Jehovah's witnesses concoct in their slanderous "final chapter end all
meaning" diversion, God and Christ will "wake up" millions (Hag2:7), perhaps even billions of people, for their coming totally open,
positive, and promised Kingdom salvation for ANYONE AND EVERYONE who chooses to submit to their perfect World Government
rather than this mortal "elite-system" botch and totally power-trip fantasy of their "new world order" piece of total impotence in their so-
called "world government" doomed debacle. 

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
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“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

THAT final binary choice all humans of Earth will make, one way (Joel2:30-32) or another (Rev6:12-17), as to which sovereign power
they want to live under, very simple, yet very challenging. Of course life with the "new world order" farce choice is not very long.
(Rev17:12; Dan12:11) 

Enough time is given in Daniel 12:11's 1290 days of Revelation 14's Christ salvation invasion arrival in
parousia mode first, for ANYONE who wants to choose, receive, or personally request (Joel2:30-32) the
Kingdom of God promised acceptance and protection service, 100% immortal spirit Kingdom being deployed,
not human.

Now that there are also millions of secular researchers exposing the Anglo-American "internationalist elite system" which operates
with greater power and wealth than any indebted national government, we know who the final "two horned wildbeast" world
government "image" engineers have become in that "7th King" to "8th King" process globally active since 1914 and WW1.

(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb (the
globalist-system private, secretive, and unseen "custom wildbeast"), but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all
the authority of the first (national-system wildbeast from the sea) wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those
who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so that it
should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads those who dwell
on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who
dwell on the earth to make an image (to represent the world government in development and in completion of the future as the
UN device) to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived. 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the
image of the wild beast (when it does become the global law maker and "ten horns" enforcer), so that the image of the wild
beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.

This study merely extends the prophecy from where Jehovah's witnesses "dropped out" at, into their now
Governing Body led "set in opposition" apostasy dead-end. This study just extends the mega-matachable
prophecy to where millions of Christians have arrived at in the future world government "final dot" anyway.

1. The WTBTS Governing Body simpleton, yet effectively deceptive technique, is to have stalled 30 years ago minimum and for 60
years in the Franz era outdated applications in the key Daniel 8 and Daniel 11 prophecies of the Anglo-American globalist-system
success requirement (Dan11:360, and eventual national system coming downfall (Dan11:42-43), by vanquished national sovereign
capture and final sovereignty transference into world government.

2. That then allows the simpleton but effective Governing Body to rearrange the final prophecy continuum into their own deceptive
"future meaning" wherein they can liquidate and destroy the Jehovah's witnesses now apostate ministry and criminal organization with
a very believable "it must be the end of the world" exit-strategy smokescreen cover pretext as if "the final prophecy is fulfilling brothers,
it is the end of the world!" as the hyped hoax effect on misled Jehovah's witnesses. (2Thess2:1-2)

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King/King North infiltrative control), together
with the constant [feature] (laced with profanations), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins); and it kept
throwing truth to the earth (cover up, WT/JW misinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” by the
apostate subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and WTBTS);

A Note on the 1976 Governing Body Coup

Now in all fairness, this study does not try to implicate Nathan Knorr, Fred Franz or Ray Franz because they
were the override target of authority being aligned for several decades which the "Governing Body" "lifting
themselves over everyone" WTBTS coup was formed to replace from day one, 1976, forward.

No wonder Fred Franz had this to say in 1979, about the Governing Body coup of 1976:

Fred Franz  "went on to say that he had not been in favor of the change then and that from that point forward
he had "just been watching" to see what would result."

" The vice president said he too thought the two organizations were going to run parallel (perhaps like Antioch
and Jerusalem?) and said: "I never had in mind what the Governing Body wants to do now."

Crisis of Conscience; Ch. 4

Thus, Nathan Knorr and Fred Franz were not the engineers of that "Korah class" apostate power-trip tyranny
of the WTBTS "Governing Body" stunt of 1976.

Now those who "have been watching" as well, see exactly what has resulted, and why Fred Franz had a bad
"gut feeling" about the WTBTS so-called Governing Body "lifting themselves over everyone". (2Thess2:3-4)
Now we know the result: UN NGO allied APOSTASY (Matt24:15), the final one in prophecy. (Dan11:30-35,41;
Dan8:11-14,26)

Ray Franz resigned from the Governing Body as the furthest reaching future knowledgeable guide to also be
axed by the Governing Body Inquisition of 1976. They also wanted to get rid of him and Carl Olof Jonsson as
they were attempting to rectify the fictional 607 BCE Jerusalem destruction date.

As with the failed "board of directors takeover" attempt of 1917, ministerial override by a "rule by committee"
method was the goal the 1976 Governing Body stunt " acted and had success" at. Now we know why.

Now with this final apostasy "square one" of even modern fulfilling prophecy to connect to the future full blown final prophecy cycle by
the temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14, we know where to extend the rest of the now [repeating] prophecy. We also know what to
connect in the globalization (Rev16:13-16) and world government (Dan11:41-45) details the Governing Body frauds are purposely
omitting from the prophecy commentary of Jehovah's witnesses. 

They also omit their own apostate reality from their commentary of course.

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/the_daniel_8-14_temple_wrong-condition_cultured_in_wtbts_since_1944.pdf
https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/final_temple_judgment_soon_and_jehovahs_witnesses-foretold_point_of_governing_body_prophetic_diversion.pdf
https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/appointed_times_of_the_nations_reconsidered-again-rev2-03132020-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/the_daniel_8-14_temple_wrong-condition_cultured_in_wtbts_since_1944.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/masterpattern-repeats_complete-reference_allmilestones_v1.pdf


(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah's witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-
System) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy
leadership of the WTBTS)

The Governing Body are also concealing the Anglo-American globalist-system final "elite international world government engineers"
"King Fierce" and "King North" applications in Daniel 8 and 11, and the rest of the Revelation "8th King" prophecies (Rev13:11-18;
Rev17:8-18) such an omitted detail would affect. 

Now we know the 1976 Governing Body Experiment and actually "red flag anomaly" is now connectible to the end goal game of the
formation of this final apostate subversion operation.

This extended prophecy study and overall research applications to the prophecy details, extends the future
prophecy outline from the formerly advanced position Jehovah’s witnesses "dropped out" at after 1945, and
were overridden in 1976 by the Governing Body to continue to "lie by omission". 

Instead, now the final apostasy terminal Jehovah's witnesses became the globally known "covenanted"
wildbeast-aiding UN NGO apostates by 1991. (Dan11:31b; Dan11:32a; Matt24:15) That serious "transgression
causing desolation" manifested (Dan8:13; Matt24:15-16), at the same time the future prophecy actually details,
times, maps, outlines and explains the whole FUTURE final cycle in to-be-verifiable timed prophecy detail for
the future. 

Those Daniel 8:14 and Daniel 12 timed periods will have world-scope event meanings [and the final repetition
in final fulfillment] related to the first International Bible Students- to- Jehovah's witnesses former historic
ministerial cycle of 1914-1918 (Dan12:7), 1919-1922 (Dan12:11 first League of Nations cycle), and 1922-1926.
(Dan12:12)

That ENTIRE TIMED PROPHECY FRAMEWORK AND ORIGINAL MASTER PATTERN OF FINAL WORLD EVENT
MEANINGS WILL REPEAT IN THE FUTURE, EXACTLY!

How King North Checkmates King South into World Government

With the secular research on the "elite class" of the "King North" Anglo-American core globalist-engineers of future "8th King" world
government and their predatory global central banking and finance complex and their mega-industrial-corporate "ten horns" world war
machine complex, we know the dead obvious worldwide-scale "King South" national-system wealth capture in Daniel 11:42-43 is
mostly achieved by "King South" national-system debt/interest strategic checkmate and financial capture of the future.

Since 2008 the whole globalist financial system has been "autopsied" in full view by many globalism and financial experts, as now how
it functions is fully understood like no other time in human history. Here a little girl named Victoria explains the financial debt web of
Canada in 2012. 

And here in 2013.

Here Joan Veon, a grown woman, explains it all in her When Central Banks Rule the World presentation. 

It's pretty much a "no brainer" now. Mike Maloney: The Biggest Scam In The History Of Mankind - Hidden Secrets of Money Ep 4

It is the "King North" forming globalist-system privately-owned (Rev13:11-15) world government and its public-international-image
final power who captures "King South" national-sovereignty, ALL of it, in this same process in the future:

(Daniel 11:42-43a) And [King North] (Globalist-System) will keep thrusting out his (globalization) hand against the (King
South national-system) lands; and as regards the (7th King/King South national-system capitol symbol) land of Egypt, she
(subservient King South, 7th King fall) will not prove to be an escapee. 43a And [King North] ("8th King" Globalist-System) will
actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (of former "King
South", then fallen "7th King" worldwide scale national-governmental system and economic assets globally)

That is a no-brainer simple prophecy description in very literal terms weaved into its symbology, to become understood in
the future very quickly, because that future globalist-racket "sword-stroke" national-system stressing process has also
become a no-brainer as well. They have only used that same sword-stroke formula three times already since Ww1, to
prepare for this fourth and final sword-stroke cycle coming up. 

The only way the prophecy could now get "clearer" is if "the stones cried out". Yet, in a way, they are.

(Habakkuk 2:11-14) For out of [the] (globalist-system exposed) wall a stone itself will cry out plaintively, and from the
woodwork a rafter itself will answer it. 12 “‘Woe to the one that is building a city by bloodshed, and that has solidly
established a town by unrighteousness! 13 Look! Is it not from Jehovah of armies that peoples will toil on only for the fire,
and that national groups will tire themselves out merely for nothing? 14 For the earth will be filled with the knowing of the
glory of Jehovah as the waters themselves cover over [the] sea.

Thus, King North "globalist elite-system" has globalized the global wealth control and financial network that thousands have explained
in detail in "alternative media" to explain how the "globalists" complete the process of sucking all the "King South" nations' wealth and
sovereignty into a massive debt scenario for a complete global "King North" globalist-system sovereignty-checkmate of the future. 

As an example of a possible severe economic setup for the future you can track now, the COVID 19 effect of the initial economic
contraction is projected to become possibly worse than in the 2007-2008 "global financial crisis" contraction a few years ago. 

And as in 2008-2011, there is a time lag for the full economic effect to fully mature, as when then subprime mortgage crisis
foreclosures peaked in 2010, a few years after the initial 2007-2008 economic contraction.

The foreclosure crisis peaked in Sept. 2010, when approximately 120,000 homes were repossessed in a one-
month period. However, its roots lay in a downturn in the housing market that began early in 2007 and
blossomed into a crisis when Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy in Sept. 2008.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/foreclosure-crisis.asp#:~:text=The%20foreclosure%20crisis%20peaked%20in,2008.

What it could possibly mean is the coming delayed global economic reaction could be far worse than in 2008's aftermath. Now with 25
trillion in US national debt, as compared to 9 trillion in 2007, the total effect can also potentially become far more severe for that "King
South" national-system government. This is a speculation, whatever sparks Daniel 11:42-43 into its foretold future "King North"
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capture of the nations, it will be seen globally.

If the future "sword-stroke" (Rev13:3), turns into hot world war, then that will be the end of national government as a solvent institution in
accelerated manner; it will go into national-governmental insolvency in time in any event, as this is what the globalist "Master Creditor"
massive debt is set up for in the end as we also see in Daniel 11:42-43. 

The "King North" corporate financial entity sector of the larger world government it will become, in time, is the final
"receivership" of the coming financially crashed and bankrupted "King South" national-governmental system worldwide.
THAT is what Daniel 11:42-43 has already foretold. THAT is how "world government" "King North" "8th King" "takes
over" the "King South" "7th King" national-governmental systems, by mostly legal financial "gold and silver" checkmate,
not military means as the predominant coercion, except for a few final resister nations possibly.

As in Daniel 11:42-43 the "King South" "Egypt" national-system global is now in the process of having their sovereignty sucked dry
into the black hole of the "King North" globalist corporate system actual sovereign ownership which the massive national-debt
scenario aids in all the nations in varying degrees. That will be the sum-total complete completion of the world era of "national
governmental" sovereignty, as its "old world order" "7th King" "King South" system is then transitioning into oblivion, for that of the
"new world order" "8th King" "King North" World Government short phase of Daniel 12:11.

Now the coming global crisis phase also foretold in the Bible (Rev13:3; Matt24:29; Dan12:1), will merely be the proper world events
and global financial and system "stressing" "crisis" "sword-stroke" to "tip over" the national-system at completed worldwide-scope
into the globalist-system sovereign-checkmate scenario of an "abyss" of national-system sovereign loss (and financial "buy out") unto
future national-system bankrupted completion. 

That former national-sovereignty worldwide is then to be transferred to the globalist-system world government completion
process to "ascend" on the world scene in the post-sword-stroke world recovery into official and completed World Government.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3 future
"sword-stroke" effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations), but is
not (UN impotent to stop the coming "sword-stroke" global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7), for the
final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle' "healing"), those who dwell on the earth will wonder
admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. 

That "disappearing and reappearing" act happens with the "sword-stroke" cycle. The "image" is important to stop the "sword-stroke"
as it is "causes desolation" designed to runs its "sword-stroke" full course to the "peace resolution" wherein the "8th King image"
"reappears" to take advantage of the global positivity which comes with the "sword-stroke got healed" phase. 

This sword-stroke cycle has occurred three times already, including the Cold WW3 cycle. Thus, the fourth sword-stroke cycle of the
future, no matter how it may manifest, will now run the same cyclic "problem to solution" formula, it is not self-predicting how this
"world-war-to-world-government" formula works.

(Revelation 17: 9-11) “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains,
where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, Rome, Anglo-
America): five have fallen, one is (Rome, at that time), the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system
vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an
eighth [king] (the last one, the whole "scarlet wildbeast" entity), but springs from the seven, and it goes off into
destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for precision selective deposition and removal (Rev19:19-21;
Rev17:14; Dan7:11; Dan7:26; Dan2:44), a UN-related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent it,
no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

The national-governmental system "old world order" era as Anglo-American system "7th King" led, "remains a short while" as only
deposed into "8th King "new world order" world government control, not destroyed.

(Revelation 17:9-10) “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains,
where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece),
one is (Rome), the other has not yet arrived (Anglo-American national system), but when he does arrive he must remain a
short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system vassalized-
state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 

And that is how the globalizer-system assimilates and "springs from" all "7th King" national government sovereign power transferred
into its own "8th King" globalized-sovereign use and its final world government completed reality, of the future as the Christ "second
coming" "triggering" completion.

(Daniel 8:23-25) “And in the final part of their kingdom (national zenith complete to Daniel 11:42-43 sovereign fall of the future),
as the (temple; Dan8:11-14) transgressors act to a completion (temple apostates; Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35), there will stand
up a (globalist-system, 1990 3rd UN presentation; Dan11:31b) king fierce in countenance (world government "8th King, "King
North") and understanding ambiguous sayings. 24 And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. (by
capture of national sovereignty worldwide; Dan11:42-43; Rev17:11-13) And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will
certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of
[the] holy ones. (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7; Dan12:7) 25 And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to
succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a (world government announced world peace)
freedom from care (post-sword-stroke  "healing" into1Thess5:1-3 "world peace"; Isa41:1) he will bring many to ruin (Dan11:44;
Rev13:15-18). And against the Prince of princes he will stand up (in completed world government; Dan12:11), but it will be
without hand that he will be broken. (Rev19:19-21)

That is how its "world government" power is based on the national-system complete sovereign capture of the future (Dan11:42-43),
not "by his own power".

(Revelation 17:11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it
goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-
related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it
in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

In Revelation 17:11-17 national sovereignty "power and authority" of the "ten kings" [national-system] is given
to the "8th King" Scarlet Wildbeast of World Government [globalization system], by mostly national



governmental compromises for decades.

It is the national-system based  sovereign "power and authority" the national governments gave away to the "8th King" Globalist-
System by deceptive financial wealth-transference means over a number of decades since WW1. That national-system financial
compromise leads to the globalist established global sovereignty of world government's "power and authority" in the future.

(Revelation 17:12-14) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast (as world government). 13 These have one thought (global-scale
sovereignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the wild beast (world government). 14 These will
battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called
and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 

It is globalism world researchers who have revealed all the needed "pieces to apply" to the prophecy puzzle symbols, events, and
goals (Rev16:13-16), which now paints the big picture of future world government. Even the globalization-system process of
globalization itself, as a driving world force in all societal dimensions actually does "gather the nations" by means of the future
globalization completion. 

Now, it is completely explainable as to how globalization "gathers nations" worldwide, sucks their national sovereignty dry by debt and
or force, and places them in the 100% controlled "egg rack" of globalist-system final World Government completion. The main
globalist-system corporate goal of globalization is to "gather the nations" into world government by capture, and accepting the
globalism process.

(Revelation 16:13-16) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the
dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 They are, in fact, expressions
inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to (globalization) gather
them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that
stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And
they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (The globalized worldwide military aspect of
world government)

Thus, the world globalization-system research, their revelations of the background "internationalist elite" class of supranational and
private global authority, all their questionable techniques of war machine and "world war" gravy train sacrifice and profit cycles, their
financial drain by design on all of the nations, there grandiose claims of the zenith of their terminal-power-trip of all human history, nails
the whole to the future final prophecy cycle. 

These globalism researcher details are in the thousands and thousands of assembled open source intelligence information and
thousands of deep-histories on this system, and many insightful speculations has provided so much prophecy detail, the ratio is now
one prophecy detail supported by 1000 globalist-system details. All we need is a few "globalist-system" basics to demonstrate the
completing globalization and world government prophecy. 

Now we know from globalism research the globalist-elite-system uses the tried and true global-crisis based "problem to solution"
cycle to birth their "global solution" of world government. They will not stop until they are stopped. 

We know the future final "chaos to order", "problem to solution", "sword-stroke to healing", cycle is a future real-world event cycle. That
dialectic cycle is based on the soon four time "world war problem, to peace resolution, to world government solution" dialectic formula,
to now finally fully "topple" the prophecy defined "7th King" "King South" worldwide national-system complex in the future.

It is the Same Old Sword-Stroke Globalist "Causes Desolation" Trick and Now Final Cycle

The basic little "sword-stroke" trick has these intended outcomes, as also described in prophecy.

Basic World Pattern-Cycle
World Context Prophecy
Event Effect Symbol Effect
1. World War Problem Sword Stroke Global Stressing
2. Resolution  Ascension/"Healing" Global Relief
3. Present UN Solution Ascended/"Image" Admiration
  Place Disgusting Thing Signal

This technique has been repeated since after the 1914-1918 WW1 based first cycle.

Basic Repeating World Pattern-Cycles
Event Context 1 Context 2 Context 3

1. World War 1 Sword Stroke Resolution Present Image (League of
Nations; Dan12:11 first cycle)

 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
2. World War 2 Sword Stroke Resolution Present Image (United Nations)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace
3. Cold World War
3

Sword Stroke
Threat Resolution Present Image (United Natons)

 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace

4. Future Sword Stroke
(Crisis) Resolution Present World Government and

Image (Dan12:11 final ccyle)
 Tribulation Recovery "Healing" World Peace

Because this same but smaller "sword-stroke" cycle to further "King South" "7th King" national-governmental financial dependence on
the "King North" "8th King" globalist-system of Anglo-America, as its basis, is all laid out the WW1 1914-1918 cycle we can know the
final cycle prophecy before it happens, this time. (Rev1:1)

The future final cycle is to be all based on that first prophecy world development cycle of 1914-1918. The basic principle is the "sword-
stroke" provides:

1. The global distraction period, so the globalists can further their financial maturation of global wealth control as in Daniel 11:42-43,

http://www.strictlygenteel.co.uk/thenewworld/newworld3.html#1Four 8th King UN World Pattern-Cycles to World Government - 1919-Future
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which has been active unto the final cycle completion of the future, while the nations are focused on the "global problem" oblivious to
what is really going on.

2. The global national-system debt stressor which further deepens the "King South" intended bankruptcy of the future.

3. Provides the Revelation 13:3 "sword-stroke" prophecy fulfillment signal which already details the cycle will not be "doomsday" "as
though slaughtered to death", but will "heal" and resolve peacefully in time, to highlight the globalist world government "solution", after
the "sword-stroke" "global problem" passes, by design.

4. Provides the global context for the final 1260 days "witnessing" to also emerge as it did in the 1914-1918 WW1 first cycle.

5. The final "global problem" phase to "resolve peacefully" into the wild beast world government "global solution" final presentation,
just as WW1 resolved into the Anglo-American "League of Nations" "image" alone, in the first cycle. This time, the sword-stroke cycle
runs in the future to resolve not just into the United Nations "image" hoopla peace phase, but into also the fully completed "8th King"
World Government totality as all sovereign prophecy also converges into that final Christ triggering rival global sovereignty.

This time, we fully know what the "8th King" globalist-system is up to and that "scarlet wildbeast" "King North" world government is
their end game goal, and that they will achieve it successfully (Dan11:36; Rev17:8-13), albeit, for a very very short "one hour" rule.
(Dan12:11; Rev17:12)

This time we cannot "interpret the prophecy in hindsight" as in the past, there will be no time for such a former luxury. Moreover, we
can know the prophecy beforehand as stated anyway because it is a certain, but final, repeating prophecy cycle. In addition, the
"accurate final prophecy summary" (Rev10:5-7), which forms on this repeating prophecy must become the future Revelation 11:3
1260 days "final witnessing" announcement as well, during the process live and real-time.

Thus, we know the prophecies of the Revelation 11:2-3 1260 days parallel of Daniel 7:25; Daniel 12:7, Revelation 13:5-7 and
Revelation 12:14, will also REPEAT in final form, this time to world government and its final "image" global presentation.

Christ Checkmates the "8th King" and the Global "Kingdom of the World" and Preserves All the
Nations as His Own

Once the nations "give their power and authority" as national-sovereignty fallen first worldwide in the future, to the "8th King" then
globalized-sovereignty of "world government", when "King of kings" Christ "checkmates" and downs the "8th King" "King North" [rival]
world government "scarlet wildbeast" predator then fully completed and stated in global ownership "right", he will "naturally" assume all
global sovereign power by default, reasoning, victory, and of course immortal superior force and power, and all legal divine covenants.
Game over. 

But, Christ will preserve the nations as in the Daniel 4 preserved "rootstock" once he "chops down" world government's "tree" off of
the people in those nations. 

In Daniel 4, Christ's "sprout" meaning (Zech3:6-9) will replace the "tree" with the divine Eternal "Super Tree" of the Revelation 11:15
"Kingdom of World" then coming fully under Christ's "King of kings" global immortal sovereign rule.

(Daniel 7:12) But as for the rest of the beasts, their rulerships were taken away, and there was a lengthening in life given
to them for a time (Dan12 "time of the end" periods) and a season (1000 year rule of Christ).

God and Christ will grant the "lengthening of life given" to the "rest of the beasts" as all the national systems spared (Rev14:6-7) by all
who surrender to Christ's Kingdom Peace Covenant offer. 

Albeit the nations will be in a vanquished sovereign state already captured by world government, thus in Christ's immortal "power and
authority" domain of the entire captured "Kingdom of the World" global physical system.

(Revelation 11:15) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom
of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”

That "Kingdom of the [physical] World" is this Kingdom of the [physical] Sheep here:

(Matthew 25:31-34) When the Son of man arrives in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit down on his
glorious throne. (in Rev14:1 total Messianic Kingdom spirit immortal completion) 32 And all the nations will be gathered
before him, and he will separate people one from another, just as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 33 And
he will put the sheep on his right hand (then, only human "sheep" left; (Rev14:14-16)), but the goats on his left. 34 “Then the
king will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who have been blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you
from the founding of the world. 

Christ's Kingdom is based on absolute immortal power and truth, the globalist Kingdom is a one hundred plus history of a delusional
and paranoid total power-trip based on masterful deception, many lies, global-scale theft by design upon all the nations, and massive
war-based bloodshed and human sacrifice to their demons for profit.

God allowed the Dragon Satan to give the globalists their short rule.

(Revelation 13:3-4) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild
beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?” 

Of course, this time they find out exactly who can do battle with both of those frauds, wild beast and dragon.

Ultimately, like the Devil's rule, God has permitted the poor globalists their little final power trip, because world government will let
many people know that final global-sovereign enemy will indeed mean "big trouble is a-brewing" because they will get the Christ
arrival, soon thereafter, in the very "midst of his enemy" "8th King" face. (Ps110:2)

Obviously, they are empowered by the very Devil "antichrist" they worship and emulate in the money and corporate temple system of
the darkness it actually is. Any honest and "eye-opened" person paying just a little attention knows the "globalist-elite system" is one of
demon worshiping global vampirism sold off with "grandiose words" claims for camo cover. 

One load of so-called "globalist elite" TOTAL fantasy-bull is all its "power" really is "based" on.

(Daniel 7:11) I kept on beholding at that time because of the sound of the grandiose words that the horn was speaking; I
kept on beholding until the beast was killed and its body was destroyed and it was given to the burning fire. 
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The Anglo-American globalists are the final lie and a laughable farce, world government will be the final farce of all time, its "grandiose
words" and its globalist "new world order" total-delusion will go down with it.

(Psalm 2:1-4) Why have the nations been in tumult And the national groups themselves kept muttering an empty thing?
 2 The kings of earth take their stand And high officials themselves have massed together as one Against Jehovah and
against his anointed one,  3 [Saying:] “Let us tear their bands apart And cast their cords away from us!”  4 The very One
sitting in the heavens will laugh...

Its days are numbered (Dan12:11); millions of Christians and others know it. It will get very real as they actually finally complete their
final rival sovereign "disgusting thing" farce, in the future. (Joel3:9-17; Rev16:13-16; Dan11:45; Rev17:11-13; Hag2:7) Once that farce
completes, "they ain't got long" thereafter. They will be truly down to their "last grain of sand" in God's "appoint times" "hourglass" of
God permitted [and timed] allowed sovereign defiance for the example they will be made into.

(Exodus 9:14-17) For at this time I am sending all my blows against your heart and upon your servants and your people,
to the end that you may know that there is none like me in all the earth. 15 For by now I could have thrust my hand out
that I might strike you and your people with pestilence and that you might be effaced from the earth. 16 But, in fact, for
this cause I have kept you in existence, for the sake of showing you my power and in order to have my name declared in
all the earth. 17 Are you still behaving haughtily against my people in not sending them away?

Like any Pharaoh or Caesar before them, the globalists never do learn either, except "the hard way".  

Who would choose a world government based on the very expert demonic sciences of lies, theft, cons, deceptions, murder,
systematic human sacrifice, oppression, and coercion over God's Kingdom which is based on total-truth and the perfect one who
literally died for this world to secure the future power to save millions freely (Rev14:6-7; Joel2:30-32), in Jesus Christ?

The "King of kings" Truth is all that matters. 

God and Christ will then conquer and  vaporize the so-called "new world order" right "where they live" (Rev6:12-17; Rev19:19-21;
Am9:1-3), demolished forever into the guilty "wannabe" "has been" junk heap of the forlorn past fallen Adamic human history from
where it sprung,  and where it deserves to be thrown: gone forever! 

Who wants to choose that sure loser, born loser, so-called "elite" rival world government die-saster, when Christ's Kingdom is truly
globally available to anyone and everyone who wants to be under true immortal peace and its full coming Kingdom of God rule by
even mental request worldwide in scope at the coming Christ arrival?

(Joel 2:30-32) And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun
itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of
Jehovah. 32 And it must occur that everyone (and anyone) who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for in
Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the
survivors, whom Jehovah is calling.

WHY willingly choose to become the prey of Christ's HK Kingdom Angels when there is the way out guaranteed? You can be having a
BBQ the day after the globalists go down (Rev19:6-9), rather than be the BBQ with them. (Rev19:19-21)

It has to be as easy (Rev14:6-7), as the globalist-system will try to make it difficult (Rev13:15-18); the way out must ALSO be provided
as promised by an entity which actually keeps the promises.

God's Salvation MUST Be Greater than Human Versions of It

It should be obvious, for anyone who can "see" this huge salvation requirement and promise in the prophecy, to understand why
Christ's Kingdom is what will be tasked with making this known to all people at arrival. 

Because this message cannot reach all people anyway (when in human means; Matt10:23), and Christian religion has been
supporting a negative "doomsday scenario" which turned millions off by sheer virtue of its own injustice and its own "madness of the
wine of its fornication" for centuries, of course, Christ will be tasked with "getting through" in the "second coming" scenario then
become world reality, to everyone. 

Man and even demons do not have total world broadcast. Christ does. Of course with such power he will be tasked with salvation in
the "second coming" which has to be "as if" the human "good news" [attempt] had never even existed. 

It is what it is. It is the only way if anything was to be saved.

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now,
no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the
chosen ones those days will be cut short.

God and Christ have to do it direct, humans have to be excluded as "helpers" in the final picture just starting in Revelation 14! You
know how much humans can "help", and thus you know why Revelation 14 and Revelation 7, and everything with and after Revelation
19 HAS NO HUMAN "HELP" IN IT WHATSOEVER!!! 

Starting with Revelation 14 (Revelation 7 parallel), God and Christ take over the salvation scenario themselves, with ZERO human
"aid", for a very very good reason: they want to actually save life on Earth. That is why those prophecies are unique in that "humanless"
final salvation scenario, it is all immortal spirit "mission accomplished" salvation power. Think about it.

It will also have been a testimony as to why human systems cannot be involved with its severely limited, doubting, self-serving
imperfect human management methods when it comes to things which had formerly literally affected human life negatively.

If this is all true, it would be a global situation that would save the most people. Is some fallen man, even with the
prophecy, going to "come up" with a scenario that saves more people than the God who sent his own Son to found the
power to do so? Come on, think about it. No. THAT is truly IMPOSSIBLE. God's final salvation will be far huger than any
human attempt at explaining it. It will be REALITY.

What God purposes to do, in the future as the world sits in the face of it real "new world order" enemy (Dan11:42-43; Matt24:21-22),
will save more people than a human can "devise". Some will have to be given the opportunity later, but the great crowd will "make it".

(Revelation 19:19-21) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the



war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false
prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and
those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur.
21 But the rest were killed off with the long sword of the one seated on the horse, which [sword] proceeded out of his
mouth. And all the birds were filled from the fleshy parts of them.

Even some of those last humans barred from the real "promised land", "the rest", are not shown "thrown into the lake of fire" as in
eternal destruction of the [entities] of the "wild beast" and the "false prophet" and the people who define them. They will "get a shot" at
the human immortal quest, later, they just could not "make the great crowd" for reasons Christ will judge, not humans.

Now if you ever told all this to Jehovah's witnesses, many would scoff. But, this attitude has already been typified by Christ by parable
here:

(Matthew 20:1-7) For the kingdom of the heavens is like a man, a householder, who went out early in the morning to hire
workers for his vineyard. 2 When he had agreed with the workers for a denarius a day, he sent them forth into his
vineyard. 3 Going out also about the third hour, he saw others standing unemployed in the marketplace; 4 and to those
he said, ‘you also, go into the vineyard, and whatever is just I will give you.’ 5 So off they went. Again he went out about
the sixth and the ninth hour and did likewise. 6 Finally, about the eleventh hour he went out and found others standing,
and he said to them, ‘Why have you been standing here all day unemployed?’ 7 They said to him, ‘Because nobody has
hired us.’ He said to them, ‘you too go into the vineyard.’

(Matthew 20:8-16) When it became evening, the master of the vineyard said to his man in charge, ‘Call the workers and
pay them their wages, proceeding from the last to the first.’ 9 When the eleventh-hour men came, they each received a
denarius. 10 So, when the first came, they concluded they would receive more; but they also received pay at the rate of a
denarius. (the same "wage of salvation") 11 On receiving it they began to murmur against the householder 12 and said,
‘These last put in one hour’s work; still you made them equal to us who bore the burden of the day and the burning heat!’
13 But in reply to one of them he said, ‘Fellow, I do you no wrong. You agreed with me for a denarius, did you not?
14 Take what is yours and go. I want to give to this last one the same as to you. 15 Is it not lawful for me to do what I want
with my own things? Or is your eye wicked because I am good?’ 16 In this way the last ones will be first, and the first
ones last.”

See, everyone loves a winner, and religions encourage people to become that "winner" in its own "our team versus them other losers"
tribal mindset set up. In the above parable, there are some humans who will not agree that some who "did not work as hard as us"
should get the same "wage of salvation" from Christ. But would those "eleventh hour workers" also agree? What if YOU were in that
saved final group?

But, we can note, them complaining "been here all dayers" were not "fired" because of their little faith. They all get "paid" salvation. But
we can note, this very attitude is why "hard working" Jehovah's witnesses are so eager to save themselves, and yet fry everyone else
not "with their [religion]" come "Armageddone-it done time". They feel they ought to get "paid more" for all their imagined "good
works". 

That well "ingrained attitude" of them WTBTS Slaves was not going to "search the scriptures" for the bigger salvation, now was it?
Their billionaire WTBTS corporate leaders already "living the material salvation" certainly were not going to "take a bite out of their
own paycheck" and change the slave "pay rate" were they?

Neither were the "other churches" in the "mainstream Christianity" swamp going to have paid-corporate leadership which would find a
larger salvation in prophecy, they too live in the "Kingdom now" scenario and its highly limiting self-righteous mindset. 

Some of them require their "we are the winner" fantasy to have a well-defined "poor super loser [for all time]" to make "our eternity of
bliss" all seem even more real: their "poor loser" is "frying in hell" for the googolplex "number of epochs" times the Graham's number
"number of all eternity" in "years frying", repeat as necessary, which means FOREVER AND EVER AND EVER AND EVER AND
EVER... 

What a sad joke, really. 

Frying in hell a billion years is just not "enough justice" to please the stereotypical "church winner" sinner of some of Christendom's
weirder and morbid persistent error complexes, even to this day. All the "wrong's done to their" little spiritual cabal requires some real
"pay back from God". Of course, this just further empowers their own self-righteous "we the Kingdom winners for all eternity to do
nothing put play harps and stare at our God Almighty forever" fantasy all the more. It is a morbid scenario the demons have been
teaching for millenniums, "hell fire" is nothing new.

What "hell-fire" also did to many victims of that myth, was glued them to the seat of the religion which was milking them like an asset,
in which con "hell-fire" was a way to better retain the wallet to keep it available and in their control, which those who feared the "50/50"
"maybe they are right!" chance roll of the dice of the "soul" soon became fear-enslaved by. Jehovah's witnesses have a cooler "less
hot" version of the same blackmail tactic of some other religions. They have the WTBTS "Gehenna" judgment of "eternal destruction"
to threaten those with who may "opt out" of that organizational farce and who no longer accept the Governing Body "God and Christ"
of that religious con, which "love and obey and worship your corporate Pope" is also "required for salvation" among Jehovah's
witnesses.

After years of conditioning of some people by personal self-righteousness and religious group tribal superiority complexes, of course
the above parable's stingy attitudes to be "complaining about Christ's open salvation wage" for ANYONE who surrenders to the
Kingdom of Christ especially at its arrival for the "worst case scenario" will not fly well with some Adamic humans. 

Unless of course, you happen to be one of those "worst case scenarios" confronted by the loving Freedom Fighter Immortal Angels of
the Kingdom for the God-promised friendly salvation request and offer, rather than the fiery vaporization religion has inculcated many
to be in fear of instead. 

Unless of course, it is you who finds the "nice surprise" that the REALITY OF GOD (Rv14:6-7) is far different than the reality of humans
and the non-reality of religion. It "ain't so bad" when these Kingdom Global-Liberation Angels are actually TASKED WITH [YOUR] very
ensured and "delivered before God" SURVIVAL AND SALVATION (Rev14:14-16), amidst the abyss-resisting demons (Eze38-39),
bouncing off the face of their swords like beetles off a semi doing 100; and not just [your] survival, but to "live forever", that "everlasting
good news" of Revelation 14:6-7, for real. 

Then, it ain't such a "crazy story" after all, it will be, RE-AL-ITY. It is the human-invented religious rubbish which will end up in the "plain
nuts fantasy file", in the end, as fully thrown away by these prophecy promised from God future salvation events of God ALMIGHTY,
Himself.
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Making it this clear "at religion" would really lack the drama of it all which "drama", as needless and misleading as it is, the "religion
show" is expert at providing. The real truth of prophecy nicely excludes human religious-fraud controllers to "guide" the "flock" to
"salvation". 

Thus, religions will NOT teach that aspect of the Revelation 14 prophecy. 

Like with Jehovah's witnesses and their "western corporate business look" glorified "rich man" WTBTS leaders, their own "WT Hydra-
headed Pope", some people seem to require a "well dressed" religious "Moses class" to better "envision" "their own salvation". It is
just the way it has been for millenniums of the lie of religion. Thus, the religious leaders and its billion-dollar corporation will provide
people with what has been paying the best the whole time: more lies, blackmail, and fear-based coercion teachings to continue to
enrich itself.

That is also part of the basis of the curse of God on all religion.

(Revelation 18:7) To the extent that she glorified herself and lived in shameless luxury, to that extent give her torment and
mourning. 

How do we think "shameless" global-religion became the multi-trillion dollar empire it is? On the backs of the people, milking them for
monies the whole time for now centuries, that is how. That is why although the WTBTS has enough money and paying investments to
fund themselves for a few decades, with zero need of "more donations" from Jehovah's witnesses, they continue to milk JWs, while
acting like "times is tough brothers", while they then beg for more money the whole time. They are corrupted money lovers is all it is. 

That is also why religion in general has "taken in" far more from the people than what they have doled out "for the people". Who do you
think built all those nice churches and paid for it? The people. Religion is a spiritual Ponzi Scheme which takes in TRILLIONS, and
"pays out" mere hot air claims using God's prophecy to shore up their con job.

Thus, God is NOT the "world ending" "enemy of all life" religion's make Him out to be, quite the opposite.

It is the Devil and his new world order that would like to vaporize most people (Matt24:21-22) to free all resources for their own greedy
system in the case of wealth and power addicted humans also running that "other con". You see, moderation is not a quality of "the
elites" or their systems, but the driving addiction for more and more of everything is. Just look at them, materialism aided by power
abuse and addiction is their "god"; enough is NEVER enough. 

It is not "over population", it is those core globalist-system managed bloodsucker-systems and corporate addicted-parasites growing
worse everyday, which have drained this planet and its national powers by its own "more, more, more" power addicted trip.
(Rev11:18) They, NOT "the people", are who "have to go", plain and simple.

They do not bullshit Christ, like they do the masses, now do they?

(Revelation 11:15-18) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The
kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”
16 And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God upon their thrones fell upon their faces and worshiped God,
17 saying: “We thank you, Jehovah God, the Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken your great
power and begun ruling as king. 18 But the nations became wrathful, and your own wrath came, and the appointed time
for the dead to be judged, and to give [their] reward to your slaves the prophets and to the holy ones and to those fearing
your name, the small and the great, and to bring to ruin those ruining the earth.”

Other secular superiority complexes of race, class, and politics, etc, also limited the human mentality to see the massive open
salvation opportunity coming, by the same kind of narrowed "eye of the needle" gates.

(Matthew 23:13) “Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you shut up the kingdom of the heavens
before men; for you yourselves do not go in, neither do you permit those on their way in to go in. 

Of course, such an attitude lacking mercy and empathy is not divine, but that of fallen Adamic human in nature. It is all part of the "learn
the hard way" process as all Adamic error is surgically removed as the "last Adam" becomes the new reality.

(Matthew 12:36-37) I tell you that every unprofitable saying that men speak, they will render an account concerning it on
Judgment Day; 37 for by your words you will be declared righteous, and by your words you will be condemned.”

Of course, the "condemnation" is meant in that "old ways" are to be moved past as a whole by this method God employs for "teaching
by our own errors".

(Daniel 12:2) And there will be many of those asleep in the ground of dust who will wake up, these to indefinitely lasting
life and those to reproaches [and] to indefinitely lasting abhorrence.

That is, ways of the dead world are not worshiped and emulated but exposed for what they were in the "new earth" of God. The goal is
also salvation to encourage anyone formerly "unrighteous" to leave the past, for the future.

(John 5:28-30) Do not marvel at this, because the hour is coming in which all those in the memorial tombs will hear his
voice 29 and come out, those who did good things to a resurrection of life, those who practiced vile things to a
resurrection of judgment. 30 I cannot do a single thing of my own initiative; just as I hear, I judge; and the judgment that I
render is righteous, because I seek, not my own will, but the will of him that sent me.

(Acts 24:15) ... there is going to be a resurrection of both the righteous and the unrighteous. 

In the end, things always "impossible for men" will be set aside by God. 

(Matthew 19:25-26) When the disciples heard that, they expressed very great surprise, saying: “Who really can be
saved?” 26 Looking them in the face, Jesus said to them: “With men this is impossible, but with God all things are
possible.”

It is no accident Jesus connected human impotence, and God's limitless power, with the "real possibility" of human salvation, which
has to be divine, not human, especially in the end. What Jesus said was really [with men this salvation is impossible, but with God all
things are possible, including the salvation].

Thus, God's own "possible" in His own final global salvation sweep will afford even greater power to actually save than we would be
able to imagine. One would have to be incorrigible pure evil or nearly such to end up barred from the great crowd. Now, mind you,
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there are some people who fit that bill. Thus, for those who may have doubted all this now, they can start to consider a more hopeful,
positive and "everlasting good news" scenario coming. 

When we see Jehovah's witnesses go down and their "the end" NOT come, and eventually that sword-stroke cycle they and others will
sell as if "the end" instead resolves peacefully and "heals" into world government, and everything anti-religious to follow, one step at a
time, we can SEE it is all true and already has been in God's prophecy this whole time. 

(Acts 13:46) And so, talking with boldness, Paul and Barnabas said: “It was necessary for the word of God to be spoken
first to you. Since you are thrusting it away from you and do not judge yourselves worthy of everlasting life, look! we turn
to the nations. 

It is all to help us believe in our own salvation, even though even savable doubters have to be saved anyway. The further our own
freewill moves along with Christ's huger transformation purpose, the sooner the whole process starts to be supported willingly rather
than "hand held", which for some it has to be to "see the light", like old Saul of Tarsus.

That is, like a line of Geese from the 1800s winding miles in the sky, some arrive to the purposed destination first, while it takes more
time for some later, because the process is a natural one and people have to arrive at their own freed understanding of the real truth of
the situation in their own time.

Personal admission of not just being imperfect but of being incapable of the coming human perfection, except through the "one way",
Christ, from One, God Almighty is square one achieved in the trajectory into "Last Adam", whether is Kingdom spirit or Kingdom
human of the future. 

Not one sparrow is "coming back" in God's "total recall" to the new everlasting reality (Matt10:29; Luke 12:6; Isa34:14-17) without also
[literally] coming through the "one way", Christ the physical creator of the spiritual Ultimate Creator who is God Almighty, as Christ is
God Almighty's own "number one" for this purpose.

(John 14:6) Jesus said to him: “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me. 

And not one thing in Christ's "gathers all things on Earth" is being saved alive in Revelation 14 and then "coming back" in even one
animal (Ecc3:18-21; Rev5:13) which will be restored until it "comes through" "the one way", and the one way isJesus Christ. It is all his
from God, that is why he will be God's ultimate authority in the "re-creation" restoration.

(Matthew 19:28) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation, when the Son of man sits down upon his
glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel. 

(Revelation 21:1-5) And I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the former heaven and the former earth had passed
away, and the sea is no more. 2 I saw also the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God and
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. 3 With that I heard a loud voice from the throne say: “Look! The tent of God
is with mankind, and he will reside with them, and they will be his peoples. And God himself will be with them. 4 And he
will wipe out every tear from their eyes, and death will be no more, neither will mourning nor outcry nor pain be anymore.
The former things have passed away.” 5 And the One seated on the throne said: “Look! I am making all things new.”
Also, he says: “Write, because these words are faithful and true.” 

Now ALL means all in God's "all things made new". In human "religious thought" even "all" has a limited list of what humans consider
valuable. That human rationale now affecting all life on Earth, is a "desire" which is passing on starting at the Christ arrival, for good
reason; it is not in harmony with God's will for Earth.

(1 John 2:17) Furthermore, the world is passing away and so is its desire, but he that does the will of God remains
forever.

All human "world" "truth" has been a result of stealing the symbol of the power of omniscience in that original "tree of the knowledge of
good and bad", which they thought they could merely ingest for its divine omniscience, to "be like God", which God clearly stated is
HIS OWN power ALONE. That literal "fruitage" of the "tree" of Eden, was a symbol of divine power, NOT the power itself. Thus,
ERROR is all humans would learn and "know" henceforth from Eden. 

The Omniscient God knew all this already. 

Rather than wipe out man in Eden, God knew He would be using error as a lesson in the future truth coming from Christ also the
"Wonderful Counselor" as all his knowledge comes from the Omnipotent God Almighty. (Isa9:6) THAT is why he does not fail like the
Devil, he RESPECTS where this all comes from. 

The Word may be "he who is like Almighty God", but he is NOT that Almighty God just because he is his first "exact representation".
He would also have "created himself" had he been that, which "origin" would still be a limit which God Almighty has not. The Word
ALWAYS has "remembered" who ALONE is the Almighty Power in God Almighty.

Not even Christ assumes to be Omniscience like God Almighty, because he isn't; he was created by that Almighty Power, from the
very divine infinities of the reverse eternity "older" than himself, from the very point of his original "only-begotten birth". Christ had an
"origin", God has no "origin" as eternally existent.

(Micah 5:2) And you, O Bethlehem Ephrathah, the one too little to get to be among the thousands of Judah, from you
there will come out to me the one who is to become ruler in Israel, whose origin is from early times, from the days of time
indefinite.

And that is a "little detail" that NEVER has escaped the Word.

(Philippians 2:5-11) Keep this mental attitude in you that was also in Christ Jesus, 6 who, although he was existing in
God’s form, gave no consideration to a seizure, namely, that he should be equal to God. 7 No, but he emptied himself and
took a slave’s form and came to be in the likeness of men. 8 More than that, when he found himself in fashion as a man,
he humbled himself and became obedient as far as death, yes, death on a torture stake. 9 For this very reason also God
exalted him to a superior position and kindly gave him the name that is above every [other] name, 10 so that in the name
of Jesus every knee should bend of those in heaven and those on earth and those under the ground, 11 and every
tongue should openly acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of God the Father.

Until we get or "keep this mental attitude" the whole picture will continue to elude us, like it has many in Christendom for literally
centuries. Those "trinity" errors merely bleach out all the most important lessons IN the whole story of the "Word of God" who later



became Jesus at birth, and the Christ at his baptism later.

The Real Simple Story is the Same Simple Story Overall

(1 John 2:1-2) My little children, I am writing you these things that you may not commit a sin. And yet, if anyone does
commit a sin, we have a helper with the Father, Jesus Christ, a righteous one. 2 And he is a propitiatory sacrifice for our
sins, yet not for ours only but also for the whole world’s. 

1. This non-religious inspired study claims basically all actual Adamic humans are the "target" of God's salvation purpose for all time,
and that error, huge monumental demon and human error, is going to be used by God for "chapter one" of the eventual total truth to
come with and after Christ for all eternity, for trillions upon trillions of years. 

A. But even from Messianic Kingdom Date: Year One, Christ will surpass all human religious, scientific, historic, and other human
academic "half-truths" with a foundation of " forever truth" in all material actuality in total divine recall and all will know the true basis of
it all in basic "real truth" form by that time, by year one inception, to then process into the ending of Christ's one thousand year
reign. (Rev20:3b,7-10; Rev22:14)

In one year of Christ's rule, the "great crowd" will know more total truth than in all human and religious history before that
year!

B. And at Christ's arrival, His "Kingdom 'Everlasting Good News' Ministry" completion in person (Rev14:6-7; Dan12:11), more open,
loving, accessible, and positive for all life than his "first coming", will surpass all religious and Christian ministry effort to "get through to
people", at worldwide scope of "contact and logic" by spirit immortal Kingdom means.

This is because it will NOT be human any longer (Matt10:23), in any way, unto the total completion of that inception salvation phase of
1290 days as Daniel 12:11 via Revelation 14. 

In approximately 3.5 years Christ will surpass 6,000 years of human "truth" efforts, a billion times over in irremovable "for
the eternal record" degree.

And ANYONE AND EVERYONE HUMAN who choose to "worship the One" and choose Christ as universal world ruler, MUST AND
WILL be saved. (Joel2:30-32)

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”
(Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

The truth is, ANYTHING CHRIST TOUCHES completes. 

Anything Christ actually was the power behind for God (which is pretty much all creation), will complete as prophecy stated. Thus, from
the interim steps into the dual-realm eternity of all  eternities, from "in the beginning" works of the "Word of God" (Gen1:1), from even
before that (Mic5:2), to the first ministry Immortal Passport of all Dimensions immortal to come into unity (Matt6:10), to the Christ
"second coming" salvation and conquest mission, aided by that perfect new human sacrifice, it will ALL COMPLETED by Christ.

(Isaiah 55:10-11) For just as the pouring rain descends, and the snow, from the heavens and does not return to that place,
unless it actually saturates the earth and makes it produce and sprout, and seed is actually given to the sower and bread
to the eater, 11 so my word that goes forth from my mouth will prove to be. It will not return to me without results, but it
will certainly do that in which I have delighted, and it will have certain success in that for which I have sent it.

Thus, Christ's Revelation 14 world peace covenant as the Immortal Mighty God, to offer to all humans friend or enemy the guaranteed
Kingdom-backed peace, life, and protection rather than destruction, RESULTS IN A COMPLETION AS PURPOSED. Anything Christ
actually does, once man is done fudging it all up, is for a completion (Rev6-7), in a step of more completions to come. 

Humans will complete the final collective errors of the final apostasy now in Jehovah's witnesses, the eventual total Babylon the Great
religion completed catastrophe, and the final "8th King" rival world government. That will complete the results of the Adamic age of
error, "from the beginning". 

But, the successful Christians will also complete that good news ministry portion as well, in all kinds of Christians as well as the final
heavenly-anointed "final witness" 1260 days ministry. And all savable people in many ways getting there will also allow Christ to
complete the "great crowd" as well. Adamic humans may be a collective sure-error, but willing individuals amidst it all will be
successful at "being saved". (John3:16; Rom2:12-16) It was not going to be the Devil's "shut out victory", ever.

God has just permitted the enemy demons and human systems they ultimately design to place themselves on God's conveyor belt to
non-existence, as God's prophecy is the "cogs in the gear" of that certain outcome now just clicking away. In these "gear clicks" to the
extermination of the Devil and demons who God and Christ are toying with, humans can also come upon the same mindset that this
was just a matter of time. 

Time itself baffles humans as in its slow unwinding, even with years "flying by", it seems [for the moment] like this Conveyor Belt of
God is not moving to what He "wants to do", and thus "will do", anyway. 

Thus, patience and time is God's work bench, where He can slowly but surely, basically, eventually, offer all humans the truth and the
human immortality goal along the way. Like the demon failures, any fails have to be by total freewill in the end result. God is in no rush
to quickly exterminate humans.

(2 Peter 3:8-9) However, let this one fact not be escaping your notice, beloved ones, that one day is with Jehovah as a
thousand years and a thousand years as one day. 9 Jehovah is not slow respecting his promise, as some people
consider slowness, but he is patient with you because he does not desire any to be destroyed but desires all to attain to
repentance.

"Attaining" to repentance can only complete in the Last Adamic form. In the Adamic physical form, repentance is a practice because
this "shitty Adamic DNA" already has sin encoded with death in its base conception "make up" of fallen humans. 

Thus, if we imagine the patience of six thousand years permitted in this "run of the error" which can only be the sure result, and the one
thousand years to completely "fix it" as Last Adamic perfected humans, then we know as patient as it all is from God, that last



thousand will REQUIRE an accelerated perfect new human form and genetic, not to mention the total optimum use of the human brain,
and actual truth taught as the basis of it all. 

Thus, in the Adamic form the sooner humans "get with the program" even if "not being able to fully take" while still Adamic, it will create
an anticipatory mindset. Eventually that expectant mindset will then get with that new human physical-based perfection based
acceleration coming, faster, to eventually "become one" with the perfect spiritual understanding and application which takes far longer,
one thousand years, to "attain".

Thus, it should be no surprise how incomplete human-invented "religion" actually is, as is its stunted and skewed messages. NEVER
ONCE will anything in this imperfect human scenario overview here, "occur" to the corporate deadbeat collective "religious teaching
center". It is done. Like the Devil, it is just on the conveyor belt to "gone forever", like its demon designers.

Only Christ's direct take over of planet Earth and every atom within it to every square micron of this planet, will make any complete and
permanent positive changes to this life system.

2. Thus, this study claims ALL PERSONS with faith in Christ are Christians to God, yet we can expect the same testing as Christ and
the apostles, but religion is just a material mediator, all manmade and self- appointed by self-assuming men. Nothing more, nothing
less, religion is an exposed farce. It NEVER had any meaning. 

Religion cannot reduce the scope of Christ's total Earthly salvation and restoration purposed project of all life of Earth, man, animal,
biome, and the planet itself, to "only our religious labeled and corporate stamped tribe members will be saved y'all"; "we alone win,
you all lose". 

But they can try. And that effort and myth being believed by billions over the years is why that "harlot" has taken in trillions of dollars
above and beyond any need of the "churches" and other religions.

(Revelation 18:3) For because of the wine of the anger of her fornication all the nations have fallen [victim], and the kings
of the earth committed fornication with her, and the traveling merchants of the earth became rich due to the power of her
shameless luxury.”

Religion is what many people fell victim to as described in that prophecy, and thus "sharing with" the coming future religious-system
trials come world government. 

That is why God commanded "His people" to flee all the religions.

(Revelation 18:4) And I heard another voice out of heaven say: “Get out of her, my people, if you do not want to share
with her in her sins, and if you do not want to receive part of her plagues. 

This is why God will get them out, for those still stuck, by downing religion Himself by use of world government in the future.

(Revelation 17:16) these will hate the harlot...

Almost everyone is coming to "hate the harlot", religion. People, the Devil, world government and especially God Almighty are all
coming to, or already do, "hate the harlot". It is the ONE THING they all agree on: religion must pay, religion must go, religion has zero
real future.

3. Thus, this study is non-religious. Because it explains what many know concerning "Babylon the Great" as an eventual "anti-
religious" world government event, this study is also "anti-religious" with that same warning for the future. It is not "intolerant" but the
truth that [ across the board] all religion is useless, but not in the typical context of further religious drama of "this religion versus that
religion". 

This study shows the Babylon the Great prophecy is what exposes global-religion as the fractal of error in all religions which forms the
final global completion of that whole "Babylon the Great" total failure in the future. If you already had a "gut feeling" something "is not
quite right" in religion as one whole, you should trust that intuition. 

(Revelation 17:3-6) And he carried me away in [the power of the] spirit into a wilderness. And I caught sight of a woman
sitting upon a scarlet-colored wild beast that was full of blasphemous names and that had seven heads and ten horns.
4 And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and was adorned with gold and precious stone and pearls and had
in her hand a golden cup that was full of disgusting things and the unclean things of her fornication. 5 And upon her
forehead was written a name, a mystery: “Babylon the Great, the mother of the harlots and of the disgusting things of the
earth.” 6 And I saw that the woman was drunk with the blood of the holy ones and with the blood of the witnesses of
Jesus.

The "harlot" will "ride" world government when it comes and claim it is the Kingdom of God "on Earth" and that all "Zion prophecy" has
fulfilled in that globalist-system final power-tripper total delusion of power as Christ's "Final Foe" and rival world government
competitor.

If for example, like me, you were a former Jehovah's witness (as a religion label) and you also had a "gut feeling" something "is not
quite right" with Jehovah's witnesses so-called "true religion", like with its UN NGO WTBTS "wild beast ride", then you should trust that
intuition in that case too.

(Matthew 24:15-16) Therefore, when you catch sight of the (JW UN NGO) disgusting thing that causes desolation, as
spoken of through Daniel the prophet (Dan11:31b), standing in a holy place, (let the reader use discernment,) 16 then let
those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains. 

The Multi-Century Christian Prophecy Progress is One Whole Process from God

Even though the post-Reformation explosion across Europe, whose volcanic debris finally landed in America in the Adventist
spaceship to get "as close to Christ" as possible for the day, to almost try to grab him by the toes and drag him down to Earth before
his time to make his ETA meet their ETD, is ridiculed for such a strong desire, it is really part of the whole post Reformation process
actually leading to where it says it will, go figure. They just got a little "antsy" in the pantsy. They were just a little too early is all.

They were just premature in expectation, the prophecy and world power lineage to the "8th King" was well incomplete in the 1800s,
when these Adventist Astronauts decided to "launch already" to "visit Christ" instead of waiting. It all will come true. The "appointed
timing" of God is what will dictate it, as His "timing" is upon every created "particle" spirit and physical. 

God is all about time, and its perfect "space time" use, as dictated by the immortal spirit world and its "God time" exact guidance; HE



made it! 

There is no "chaos of total disorder" to God, all "chaos" is the highest order of His own "mathematics" in perfection HE "causes to
become". Human "genius math" is human assumptions which do not "tie together" even the "relativity" and "quantum" scale
mathematical and physics formulations of man formulized "theories of reality", in just the physical plane!

It is the biggest of problems, it is the smallest of problems. At present physicists have two separate rulebooks
explaining how nature works. There is general relativity, which beautifully accounts for gravity and all of the
things it dominates: orbiting planets, colliding galaxies, the dynamics of the expanding universe as a whole.
That’s big. Then there is quantum mechanics, which handles the other three forces – electromagnetism and
the two nuclear forces. Quantum theory is extremely adept at describing what happens when a uranium atom
decays, or when individual particles of light hit a solar cell. That’s small.

Now for the problem: relativity and quantum mechanics are fundamentally different theories that have different
formulations. It is not just a matter of scientific terminology; it is a clash of genuinely incompatible descriptions
of reality.

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2015/nov/04/relativity-quantum-mechanics-universe-physicists

Thus, question humans not God. Thus, there is a "big problem" with one and probably both of those theories. And they may have many
"glitches" in both of those human theories. The "problems" manifest in the mathematical mere physical formulas of humans, not to
mention then what the REALITY actually is because it is from God and has zero "problems". 

These two human genius "theories of physical reality" never do meet not even "on paper" much less in the real physical reality of this
universe! It MEANS the human speculated version of PHYSICAL REALITY ITSELF, has major known errors by cross-computational
testing.

Alternative facts are spreading like a virus across society. Now it seems they have even infected science—at least the
quantum realm. This may seem counter intuitive.

https://phys.org/news/2019-11-quantum-physics-reality-doesnt.html

The truth is BOTH theories of general relativity and the quantum theory exhibit cross-computational and computational problems in
their own theorizations. It is all "close enough" to "launch a nuke", but it is not "close enough" to GOD REALITY, now is it? 

(Colossians 2:3) Carefully concealed in him are all the treasures of wisdom and of knowledge. 

Thus, though Christ is the "objective reality" (Col2:3), now, as in the above cited article, the human "answer" is now "Quantum physics:
Our study suggests objective reality doesn't exist". lol. 

The point of this is, what does not exist folks, is the Adamic human ability to describe "objective reality", for it certainly must exist. This
is the lamebrain "work arounds" human sciences REQUIRE to stay afloat, still "digesting" that fruit from Eden which made certain
Adamic humans NEVER would arrive at even the mathematical "description of reality".

No wonder Jesus said this concerning the physical.

(John 3:12) If I have told you earthly things and yet you do not believe, how will you believe if I tell you heavenly things? 

What, EXACTLY, would the simple "Christ Math" of the "born again" REALITY PHYSICAL at first, "look" like? Do you think an Adamic
human will "come up" with that God Formula soon? 

(1 Timothy 6:20-21) O Timothy, guard what is laid up in trust with you, turning away from the empty speeches that violate
what is holy and from the contradictions of the falsely called “knowledge.” 21 For making a show of such [knowledge]
some have deviated from the faith.

(1 Corinthians 1:19-21) For it is written: “I will make the wisdom of the wise [men] perish, and the intelligence of the
intellectual [men] I will shove aside.” 20 Where is the wise man? Where the scribe? Where the debater of this system of
things? Did not God make the wisdom of the world foolish? 21 For since, in the wisdom of God, the world through its
wisdom did not get to know God, God saw good through the foolishness of what is preached to save those believing.

Thus, the sooner we doubt the "so-called knowledge" of the "human world", the faster we will see just the "abstract" of God's wisdom.
This is not to say we cannot use basic truths they have taught like with the globalist-system research and with the implications of
"human genetics" and the global genome, we do not have to ride the train of human knowledge all the way into the grand canyon. 

We take what is useful, not the whole mind trip.

(2 Corinthians 10:5-6) For we are overturning reasonings and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God;
and we are bringing every thought into captivity to make it obedient to the Christ; 6 and we are holding ourselves in
readiness to inflict punishment for every disobedience, as soon as your own obedience has been fully carried out.

In the meantime, you can bet your life the Architect of Space Time itself in God will "appointed time" the whole final cycle to be
understood in basic but certain form. (Dan8:14: Dan12:7> Dan12:11> Dan12:12)

That globalism is the main global driving force to complete into world government in the future (Rev16:13-16), that Christ the new
human is a "sacrifice" which also has human perfect genetic already in it (Heb10:10), these are "science basics" which actually help in
" overturning reasonings and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God" from the "horse's own mouth". 

That is while the whole of human science will get nowhere, many "pieces" are actually true, but of course, not all of them.

What it tells us is, even human geniuses have big problems with "God Math". It also tells us there really is a "god Math". Think about it.
Do you think a "fix all" "super string" or some other pop-physics "theory" without even the required real data, is truly going to solve
what is a major "computational error" "somewhere in the math", probably many, now revealed? 

Real-data is what makes something provable, human fancy reasoning with some paper math formula ideas, are what make a theory, if
it could even be beyond just a hypothesis. Because the human "world power" world only has and needs crude control and coarse
understanding to "launch a nuke" or make a super-energy "plasma field", even the "Law of Gravity" is not even a real theory to God. 

If "gravity" was even a valid "infinitesimal detailed" so-called "law of science" obviously Christ could not "walk on water", when you

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2015/nov/04/relativity-quantum-mechanics-universe-physicists
https://phys.org/news/2019-11-quantum-physics-reality-doesnt.html


know he could "perform perfect gymnastics on water" if that was what God dictated. We know if Christ can "walk on water" as a
physical man, he could [just as easily] "walk on air". 

Christ is the new human who "shone like the sun" as a physically perfect new human, even if exited from that form as the Immortal
Mighty God. Obviously, he has absolutely no use for, nor constraints as a result of, so-called human "theory and law". Christ knows
EXACTLY where the human "math errors" lie.

Since when are imperfect limited human minds going to "all of a sudden, and out of the blue" arrive at even the mathematical
expressions of physical perfection from GOD ALMIGHTY? 

Think about it, it is a typical self-elevated human fantasy, a never ending optimism, that is actually empty. Adamic humans could be
given a billions years of life, "Devil-free" and a billion networked "quantum computers", and still not arrive at the fundamental, the
barebones BASIC "perfect math of God", which angels count on one of their "fingers".

THAT is why the prophecy is actually a simple pattern from a modern past example in 1914-1918's first world cycle, which lays out BY
REPEATING PROPHECY, the final pattern. This is because God is who the simple "8th King" globalist-system of this world is "up
against". 

Thus, God can VERY SIMPLY reveal the "8th King" [designate-system] "little tricks", because they do not tap even their sciences to
the full, they are simple little tricks they use ALL THE TIME since 1914 and the WW1 first "sword-stroke" cycle. 

Do you really think God was going to leave humans with the "religion solution" in the threshold final prophecy period to actually result in
Christ "lighting up the sky"? No way. God would provide a simple prophecy pattern, which humans and religions complicate, because
it is just that.

(Matthew 11:25-26) At that time Jesus said in response: “I publicly praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because
you have hidden these things from the wise and intellectual ones and have revealed them to babes. 26 Yes, O Father,
because to do thus came to be the way approved by you. 

The Child Simple Prophecy and World Pattern of the Certain Future

Can you believe that when that Adventist "what goes up must come down" aftermath finally landed on the International Bible Students,
that many still cannot really see how amazing that prophecy-ready ministry was to nail the prophecy at the first use of the globalist-
system "little trick" of the [now repetitive] "sword-stroke-to-healing" WW1 first cycle of this simple global "formula" of 1914-1918? 

[1.] The non-religious IBSA ministry did not get the Revelation 14 "second coming of Christ" like it will come in the future, but it did nail
the Revelation 13:11-15 and Daniel 12:11 first-cycle prophecy to the Anglo-American "8th King" "wild beast image" elites which final
connection we can make today. 

[2.] And they did nail the Revelation and Daniel first-fulfillment cycle to the then globalist-system dangled "7th King" Anglo-American
national system also first emerging. 

The "8th King" designate globalists in their first "sword-stroke" cycle of WW1 in 1914-1918, are that secretive " two-headed wild
beast" globalist-system "image of the wild beast" engineer (Rev13:11-15; Dan12:11, first cycle), which "League of Nations" "image"
representation was then highlighted by WW1's eventual peace process for the 1919 League of Nations first-cycle "place the
disgusting thing" of 1914-1919. 

First Cycle:

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final
ministry cancelled in 1914-1918) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as the
"League of Nations" "image", 1919), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Future Cycle:

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final
ministry cancelled in the future) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world
government with its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

It is the same prophecy and the same world event pattern for the future.

[3.] Thus, the IBSA did nail the Revelation 13:3 "sword-stroke will heal into great global hope" from the fires of WW1's "sword-stroke"
for the Anglo-American globalists' " grandiose words" joke of the League of Nations ( which the United States would not even join), as
the "wild beast" the world world then "admire". (Rev13:5-15; Dan12:11 first cycle)

First Cycle:

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death (WW1 first sword-stroke cycle), but its death-
stroke got healed, and all the earth followed the wild beast with admiration. (in the "healing" highlighted League of Nations
"we need world peace, we can bring it for you" global presentation)

Future Cycle:

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death (future final sword-stroke cycle), but its
death-stroke got healed, and all the earth followed the wild beast with admiration. (in the "healing" highlighted World
Government future final presentation with the final United Nations related "image" as one whole, which the League first
"we need world peace, we can bring it for you" global presentation began, step 1 of 4.)

And now we KNOW that "sword-stroke to healing" "we have world peace" "problem to solution" global-dialectic pattern would
REPEAT in WW2 (Rev17:8-11, first cycle), Cold WW3 (Dan11:31b), and the future final sword-stroke cycle.

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. (Rev17:14) And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who
dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding
of the world.

[4.] And lo and behold, there was ALSO a first 1260 days "global witnessing" pattern also coming forth in that exact same

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/masterpattern-repeats_complete-reference_allmilestones_v1.pdf
http://www.strictlygenteel.co.uk/religion/religiontitles.html


1914-1918 WW1 pattern cycle! How much clearer and simple can it be for the coming final sword-stroke cycle and the
final 1260 days "last witness" ministry?

Basic Pattern Repeats
1914-1918 Future 1914-1918 Future
WW1 Global-Crisis Apostasy 1 Apostasy 2
Global crisis forms global Global crisis forms global Christendom JW
context for temple judgment and context for temple judgment and Apostasy Apostasy
ministerial recovery for deployment ministerial recovery for deployment Judged Judged
   1150/2300 Days
First Witness Ministry Last Witness Ministry   
1260 Days Ministry Deploys 1260 Days Ministry Deploys 1260 Days 1260 Days
WW1 Resolves Final Global-Crisis Resolves   
World Peace Resolution of World Peace Resolution of   
Global-Crisis forms for Global-Crisis forms for complete   
world government designate world government official   
global-presentation global-presentation   
League of Nations United Nations 1290 Days 1290 Days
First Form Final Form   
World Government "Image" World Government   
Christ Arrival 1914-1918 Christ Arrival Future   
God's Kingdom event forms Messianic Kingdom Completion   
principle for final cycle Finality   
World Government signal World Government triggers Christ   
Both Prophecy Patterns Close out with Daniel 12:12's 1335 days
Notes
The 1914-1919 first global and spiritual pattern-cycle is the basis of the final cycle
because the same events and meanings repeat in the future into final entities.

Now because of that basic "master pattern" from 1914-1926 of what Daniel 12 also means for the future, we can know the
final cycle BEFORE it starts to unfold in the future.

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place. 

THAT first prophecy pattern is why and how the final cycle "things that must shortly take place" can be known BEFORE they actually
"take place" in the future. 

Are we to think, like the globalists, that God is some dummy they can checkmate? Then we would have another thing coming. They
won't be calling that "thing coming" the "KING of kings" for nothing.

Can you believe that "corporate Christendom" could not accept those International Bible Students prophecy history-mapped insights
plain as day in its face because they were criticized for "almost being there—but not quite", as Christendom hopped on the League of
Nations like it was "God's Kingdom on Earth"?

Well if we cannot believe that, then we cannot believe that now UN NGO "tramp-stamped" Jehovah's witnesses who carried that torch
until their Governing Body "rich man" goon-squad sat on that torch and snuffed the flame, are also  "almost there—but no cigar", and
they do not like to hear that charge either. It really is first, Adamic human nature, religion is the second step of the diversion; thus, by
then, the whole ship is lost.

Now as in 1914 and "Christendom's apostasy", another foretold apostasy, now in Jehovah's witnesses, has also already started to
repeat the prophecy pattern. (Dan8:11-14,26; Dan11:30-35,41; Zech3)

The point is, either it is all true, or it is all a lie. Either it is the same development overall or totally unrelated.

And because since WW1's first cycle, it is the same development overall AND totally related, it just REPEATS the same "little trick"
and cyclic pattern a final time. 

THAT is all the "globalist-system" has, one little trick they repeat interspersed across a few generations so that no one can see and
call their lame little "causes desolation" TRICK for what it really is. Their little trick is so simple, and so sure to REPEAT, they even
"predict themselves" it is so obvious now.

Four 8th King UN World Pattern-Cycles to World Government - 1919, 1945, 1990, Future 
Cycle Details Entity Daniel Revelation Other
UN 1. 1919; WW1  1914-1918 Cycle One  
IBSA; League of Nations Daniel 12:11 first

fulfillment Revelation 13:3-15  

Explained as prophecy;     
REPEAT AS NECESSARY
UN 2. 1945; WW2  Cycle Two
Jehovah's Witnesses United Nations  Revelation 17:8-11  
Explained as prophecy;     
REPEAT AS NECESSARY
UN 3. 1990; Cold WW3 
Cycle 3  

Silenced United Nations Daniel 11:31b   
JW Apostasy  Daniel 8:23   
JW UN NGO     
[We are Here...] 
REPEAT AS NECESSARY

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/universal_chess_with_jehovah_god_updated1.pdf


UN 4. Future;  Sword-Stroke Cycle 4
Silenced World Government [and] Daniel 2:44 Revelation 11:11-12 Zephaniah 3:8
 United Nations Daniel 8:25 Revelation 16:17 Joel 3:9-17
  Daniel 11:44-45 Revelation 14  

  Daniel 12:11 last
fulfillment Revelation 19:11-21  

A chimp could tell us what that repeating cycle means now. 1-2-3-4=WORLD GOVERNMENT. WORLD
GOVERNMENT=CHRIST SECOND COMING TRIGGERED. Very simple.

Thus, if we can accept that the [non-religious based] International Bible Students guidance in Charles Russell was actually the post-
Reformation required panned gold of basic Bible truth from many Christians getting there the whole time, which the entire post-Babel
shatter (Gen11:1-9), through Israel to Christ to the Catholic Apostasy to the Reformation Tsunami was actually leading to, then a
bigger more logical non-religious picture forms. 

Human religion and human personality worship have diverted people into a narrow "our religion, our leader, snapshot", of what is a far
far more massive "big picture" as one God-guided-process "the whole time". 

It has been ONE TRUTH DEVELOPMENT by God using many humans and many Christian religion ricochets, for ONE FUTURE
SALVATION PURPOSE. Religions chop that actual continuum into little self-serving pieces.

The failure of Jehovah's witnesses as the final "religious distraction" is what makes this obvious for some now. If a
ministry with that "great of a start" just devolves into another "man worshiping hypocrisy" and "religious racket
profiteering" apostasy, then no religion was going to be able to do it.

The truth is, with some honesty and investigation, we know there have been Christian advancements aided by totally serious
Christians in their own times from the apostles forward. Of course, Jesus Christ was the ultimate "serious" agent from God. 

And the truth is, with some honesty and investigation, we can know the times the deadbeat Christian leaders corrupted the ministry
over the last two thousand years. That is, with some honesty and investigation principle today we can see well, that the drunken-clowns
and literal criminals who "lead" Jehovah's witnesses are no longer serious Christians. 

Whether we look at the deadbeat Governing Body, or the clowns supporting the webevangelist crack-pot "JW Media", or the
"congregational elders" or their Inquisition farce of a so-called Judicial Committee, the whole USS Jehovah's witnesses TITANIC is
OBVIOUSLY  "asleep at the wheel". Fred Franz was the last "serious Christian" in the Jehovah's witnesses ministerial "backdrop" as
he died in 1992.

IF NOT for the constant "smooth words" echo of the long gone past, from when Jehovah's witnesses did have some "serious
Christians" for these modern WTBTS Chumps to constantly sample from, EVERYONE, even the dumbest "PIMI" Jehovah's witnesses,
would see this dead rot apostasy for what it is.

(Daniel 11:32-35) And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (in all WT/GB "loyal" JW-apostates now) , [King
North] (Globalist-System) will lead into apostasy by means of (WTBTS/GB many) smooth words (and rationalization excuses
for the UN NGO). But as regards the people who are knowing their God, they will prevail and act effectively. 33 And as
regards those having insight among the people, they will impart understanding to the many. And they will certainly be
made to stumble by sword and by flame, by captivity and by plundering, for [some] days. (concludes in Dan11:41, Dan8:14)
34 But when they are made to stumble they will be helped with a little help; and many will certainly join themselves to
them by means of smoothness. (the whole XJW exodus is involved, but for varying reasons) 35 And some of those having
insight will be made to stumble, in order to do a refining work because of them and to do a cleansing and to do a
whitening, until the time of [the] end; because it is yet for the time appointed. (Dan8:13-14 timing seal)

"Smooth words" from the WTBTS Apostate Wordsmiths is truly why some Jehovah's witnesses are yet fooled. 

And all that, WHILE [AT THE SAME TIME] MANY ARE STUMBLED out to both safety (Matt24:15), and spiritual refinement for those
"knowing their God", not the WTBTS. Thus, this now "mass exodus" from WT Egypt, is actually ascertainable and prophetic [at the
same time], as we speak!

If the first century non-religious Christian ministry "greatest start of all time" was also devolved-into-apostasy long ago into the same
pattern of "Adamic human corruption", even then we would have known already, no human ministry which "religionizes" like the
[corporatized] Catholics "Popes" or the Jehovah's witnesses "GB-Popes", as virtually the same exact "Rich" "Man of Lawlessness
Leadership", would EVER wind up at the final [required] prophecy summary of the future. 

Instead, they would all as one try to impede it, eventually. All we need is some "see the ugly truth" honesty with ourselves, as aided by
a little "investigation", to now see what this really means.

But, that "final blast of truth" will come anyway, from God. God is not done yet, He is just about to get started.

(Revelation 11:3) And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in
sackcloth.” 

That 1260 days "final witnessing" will be successful (Rev10:11), it is so short and so necessary, and so finally required to ALSO be
NON-RELIGIOUS. 

And the really good news is, as we have been reviewing in this study, that "global mass awareness of world government"
in both Christians and non-religious researchers, HAS ALREADY ARRIVED AT THE SAME SUMMARY "FINAL CHAPTER"
as well! 

It has merely "arrived there" by TWO completely different, yet eventually self-supporting routes! 

And its summary means ALL CHRISTIANS who stay faithful are ALREADY "involved" (Rev14:12), and ALL PEOPLE is
who the Kingdom peace message is for, to be fully summarized in the "last witnessing". All humans are to be the target
beneficiaries of God's coming Kingdom Salvation Promised Purpose, from the immortal Gods (Ps83:18; Isa9:6), and all
their "host", not humans.

THAT is why it is truly the "everlasting good news".

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/gods-babel-bomb_babel-to-reformation-to-christ-arrival5.pdf
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tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

And that is why when the "rubber hits the highway" in the future, humans CANNOT be involved with the final salvation, for it cannot fail. 

Thus, it can no longer be human aided as in Revelation 14 (Revelation 7 parallel), Revelation 19, and Revelation 20-22. It is no
accident the Christ arrival and post-arrival prophecies omit human aid, for perfect human recovery is the purpose, which of course
humans being perfected by that immortal spirit power cannot actually guide, and yet be guided.

Thus, Revelation 7 which is also post-Christ arrival, is also free of human aid, humans are the target to aid by divine spirit guidance.

(Revelation 7:16-17) They will hunger no more nor thirst anymore, neither will the sun beat down upon them nor any
scorching heat, 17 because the Lamb, who is in the midst of the throne, will shepherd them, and will guide them to
fountains of waters of life. And God will wipe out every tear from their eyes.”

(All Christ arrival and post Christ arrival prophecies describe 100% divine salvation power, nothing human described in those prophecies other
than being the worldwide target of that salvation for ALL willing, at its most non-religious basic but complete level.)

True, humans must take an active part in the "Kingdom of the World" ground-floor of the Kingdom of Christ, of course. It means
humans will not have the authority to misguide anything, even perfect humans need continued divine guidance. That is also why
humans are not involved in the Christ arrival salvation. 

NOTHING can be left to "human chance" when it comes to ACTUALLY SAVING humans live and real-time. 

God permitted the human error and the human ministry which ends in Revelation 11:7-10 in the future. When that which the human
Christian aided "good news" has been relating actually "arrives", which is Jesus Christ, humans are then out of the picture of the
"good news" as agents of it while humans become the targets of the salvation in the good news itself, and HIMSELF who is Jesus
Christ, from God Almighty.

(Mark 1:1-2) [The] beginning of the good news about Jesus Christ: 2 Just as it is written in Isaiah the prophet: “(Look! I
am sending forth my messenger before your face, who will prepare your way;)

ALL former Christian progress to today, not just Charles Russell, was helped by many former persons' aid along the way, persons not
even given credit for that aid, and thus the truth's true continuum from God also becomes omitted from the story. 

Here is how Jehovah's witnesses are taught to view "other Christians" who aided ALL of the knowledge the IBSA "arrived at" in the
past.

Christendom, on the other hand, has never had God’s favor, and once it is destroyed during the great
tribulation, it will never rise again. 

Pure Worship—Restored at Last! Teaching Box 16A

So, the "Christian world", e.g. Christians of "Christendom" NEVER has been used by God? Never? Ever? Not once? 

Then we can just dump the progress of Justin Martyr, Polycarp, John  Hus, William Tyndale, Martin Luther and for that matter Charles
Russell and Joseph Rutherford to name but a few?

What it tells us is NEVER listen to known UN-NGO-Wild-Beast Jockeys and Pedophile-Packer Religious Criminal Leaders. Who is
this lawless WTBTS to imply "only the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society has EVER had God's favor"? THAT is ridiculous when we
think about it. What a joke, literally!

History had to give these "other Christians" their due, religions quickly isolated their own "star of the show" even when they advised
against it as did Luther and Russell both, as did the apostle Paul long before them, because ONLY Jesus Christ really matters. 

(1 Corinthians 1:10-17) 10 Now I exhort you, brothers, through the name of our Lord Jesus Christ that you should all
speak in agreement, and that there should not be divisions among you, but that you may be fitly united in the same mind
and in the same line of thought. 11 For the disclosure was made to me about you, my brothers, by those of [the house of]
Chloe, that dissensions exist among you. 12 What I mean is this, that each one of you says: “I belong to Paul,” “But I to
Apollos,” “But I to Cephas,” “But I to Christ.” 13 The Christ exists divided. Paul was not impaled for you, was he? Or were
you baptized in the name of Paul? 14 I am thankful I baptized none of you except Crispus and Gaius, 15 so that no one
may say that you were baptized in my name. 16 Yes, I also baptized the household of Stephanas. As for the rest, I do not
know whether I baptized anybody else. 17 For Christ dispatched me, not to go baptizing, but to go declaring the good
news, not with wisdom of speech, that the torture stake of the Christ should not be made useless.

Thus, the divine continuum of constant Christian progress as all related as one process, also "falls off the radar" of awareness at the
same time. 

In this final cycle, God will put that oneness of ALL CHRISTIAN EFFORT, back on the Radar of Awareness with the "blip" of
irremovable Immortal Light, because THAT is who and what is coming PERMANENTLY.

(1 Corinthians 13:12) For at present we see in hazy outline by means of a metal mirror, but then it will be face to face. 

That is NOT AN ILLUSTRATION. 

Come Revelation 14, that will be WORLD REALITY to continue for FOREVER for also saved humans! 

In addition, no one, quite like "Saul of Tarsus" (and Moses), experienced such a "face to face" preview with Christ like Paul received
to then be "dispatched" alive into Christ's good news ministry by just such a "method" sure to repeat for many humans alive today, in
that coming "face to face" future, with the same goal.

(1 Corinthians 13:8-10) Love never fails. But whether there are [gifts of] prophesying, they will be done away with;
whether there are tongues, they will cease; whether there is knowledge, it will be done away with. 9 For we have partial
knowledge and we prophesy partially; 10 but when that which is complete arrives, that which is partial will be done away
with. 

The "partial" is "done away with" because REALITY HIMSELF, will be here.

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/revelation-14-messainic-kingdom_unique-and-super-human-htm.pdf


We've got everything, we're growing everything,
We've got some in, we've got some out
We've got some wild things poking about
Everyone, we're changing everyone,
you name them all, we've had them here,
But the real Star is yet to appear...
—Genesis; Super's Ready

As such, then we can generically see with non-religious goggles, having taken off the "blinders of religion" for good, how those
barebones Bible basics of "God's will done on Earth" for the future Planet Super Eden as the massive greater goal of the entire Christ
sacrifice transfused mortal-to-immortal "As In Heavenization" Project of God's Kingdom, has actually been already " staring us in the
face" the whole time. 

It was the religious drama which distracts many people. It was the religious "glasses made of tar" which kept it "almost
there—but not quite", when in fact it truly is "almost there". It is the SAME STORY overall. Self-assumptions of religion
formed the main distraction!

All that has to complete to trigger Christ's arrival, is that rival "8th King" globalist-system zenith-power-trip of the rival
world government completion, only a few years away through what is now a predictable final "sword-stroke" cycle in
some manner in the future.

Now if the "you are either in immortal glory in heaven forever or in immortal anti-glory frying in flaming hell forever" simpleton recipe, to
simply bypass the actual " will of God in heaven and earth", is good enough for us, then we never were going to go to Planet Progress
in the Christian faith (Rev14:12), it is what it is. 

If we cannot get past the many religious invented cherry-picked controversial detours and the plainly in error Dark Ages metaphysics
injected into the Bible by the Papal apostasy, we will remain at that religion rest stop. To progress, plain and simple, we have to move
past all religion and all its stalls and hundreds of cross roads to nowhere. They ain't going to figure it out folks. And now it is way too
late, and religion was never the vessel chosen anyway, Christ is.

The truth is the "I'm going to heaven" power grasp obsession of the many churches, is what totally eclipsed God's similar immortal will
for planet Earth, "as in heaven", to an eventual unified completion.

We have to think bigger than religion now.

If we cannot get past that little religion-ego driven power grasp that God's now Christ-based perfect immortal human "image" "is not
good enough for me", because all we can see is the heavenly immortal perfect spirit form of Jesus Christ, then we still will never see
God has empowered that spirit immortal Kingdom based on Christ, for the exact goal of the immortal perfect human project ON
EARTH for ALL LIFE, "all things made new" ON EARTH, as the ultimate completion of God's "will done in heaven, so to upon the
Earth".

That's right. Jesus Christ was the divine new super man and super human; and though mortal for the sacrificial "All World's Passport"
he would secure for God by God Almighty's design FOR EITHER immortal heaven being or the immortal potential human being he
was completing, Christ is BOTH immortal forms for total future application to BOTH REAMS, spirit and physical. 

Christ's "one body" just so happens to encompass BOTH new human, and immortal spirit " new creation" form. Christ's human death
event, is what empowered the immortal human now with immortal human potential to be applied to willing humans over the one
thousand year reign of Christ from human sinless perfection (Rev22:1-5), to the human immortality "final test". (Rev22:14; Rev21:22-
27)

The truth is the "heaven product" was already selling so well in the Christendom Spiritual Ponzi Scheme of paid out human inverted
claims, of course the human immortal potential was NOT going to be a "competing product" that "rich man" corporate-system was
going to sell. 

Even Jehovah's witnesses WTBTS "rich man class" failures, which did see the human restoration purpose of "God's will done on
Earth" was also not going to sell the human immortality product, they also were too busy glorifying the "lift themselves over everyone"
"future spirit immortal" self-judged and self-approved actually "man of lawlessness" leadership; their own idolization of the "heavenly
class" is what allowed their "heavenly class leadership idol" to form. (2Thess2:1-4)

Jehovah's witnesses also glorified the "heavenly calling" to such a degree, its now OBVIOUS human immortal final "counterpart" could
NOT be seen as simple as it is here to "see" under Christ totally "arrived" "holy city" rule:

(Revelation 22:14) Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life may be theirs and
that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates. 

Thus, the immortal human "image of God" with universal implications, was "not good enough" for either Christendom's or Jehovah's
witnesses "catalog of spiritual products" they literally sell, LITERALLY, for the enrichment of their own "rich man class" corporate
systems, as one whole eventual "system of idolatry" empowered by that very "heavenly anointed" claim. 

Well, no wonder those systems of obvious HUMAN RELIGION-BASED CORRUPTION, were not going to "qualify" for any actual final
truth, as God would dictate, not their "board of directors" collective billionaires and millionaires. As usual, it had to come "from the
wilderness" from many people who also had to bypass religion to "come across it all" from prophecy, the final details religions now
conceal, just like the thousands of religion-freed Christians before them since 1517, even before.

This is not some little religious half-vast project here. This is the basis of ETERNITY of BOTH immortal realms, FROM GOD
ALMIGHTY HIMSELF! (Matt6:10) 

God's image, which men have fallen from now in a "sinner's image", cannot remain mortal, it has to be IMMORTAL like God
(Rev22:14) and Christ for the obedient, even in the eventual final human immortal-incorruptible form; it is what it is, plain logic and
simple Revelation 21:22-27 and Revelation 22:14 prophecy of Genesis 3:22 Tree of Life revisited in the future.

(Matthew 19:28) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you, In the re-creation, when the Son of man sits down upon his
glorious throne, you who have followed me will also yourselves sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel. 

Now we know Matthew 19:28 Total Regeneration of ALL CREATION by Christ is how we can update the implied future reality of
ReGenesis now "on the way" in Christ's reign:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reformation
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(ReGenesis 1:26-28) And God went on to say: “Let US re make man in our immortal image, according to our immortal
likeness, and let them have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and the domestic
animals and all the earth and every moving animal that is moving upon the earth.” 27 And God proceeded to re create the
man in his image, in God’s image he re created him by Christ; male and female he re created them. 28 Further, God
blessed them in the new form (Gen12; Gen22) and God said to them: “Be fruitful and become many and re fill the earth
and subdue it, and have in subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and every living creature
that is moving upon the earth.”

Jesus Christ was the perfect new human being for that exact future final purpose. 

Christ could have single-handedly conquered Rome and dustified Jerusalem with ONE mental request, then by his own hand, by sheer
super-human God power in the perfect human conduit he was, with only angels required to witness it and help put out the fire and
crunch the ashy bones back to the job of pushing up daisies in Palestine and pre-Europe, to then assemble all the women spared of
planet Earth for the immortal rebirthing process of all mankind perfected in the Christ, "the man", the real new super human.

THAT is what the Christ "in God's image" new human "last Adam" was and is; he self-sacrificed that super new human
COMPLETELY VOLUNTARILY, by total freewill and absolute moral control to obey God, with the future purpose of all mankind in
mind.

That being the case, instead, Christ left that then post-mortal immortal potentialized self-surrendered TOTAL NEW PERFECT
HUMAN BEING MODEL, at the exact moment of his death, for other humans to access later, as then delivered to God. 

Christ exited that perfect human form as the Immortal Mighty God, but then that perfect new human form now ALSO has
the immortal potential in it, as proven to the death which has empowered it, as Christ exited to the immortal spirit as the
reward from God (Rev2:7), to then guide the human recovery to the Revelation 22:14 immortal human purpose of God
Almighty.

Thus, the everlasting life is by grace of God by Christ's atonement. (Rev22:1-5) But the human immortality must be EARNED by a
sinless perfect human maintaining that perfection and obedience to God, as then fully "stand alone accountable" through Satan's final
testing when released from the abyss after Christ's thousand years has ended. (Rev20:3b,7-10; Rev21:22-27)

Thus, God's immortal human "image" is not something to compare with His immortal spirit being "image" as if comparing some
bargain deal, when ultimately both are the extreme form of their own eternal and immortal perfection to act as one in the end, as Christ
was actually BOTH beings yet "one body" of "the Christ". 

It may as well be the same thing, is what it means. 

(Ephesians 4:4-6) One body there is, and one spirit, even as you were called in the one hope to which you were called;
5 one Lord, one faith, one baptism; 6 one God and Father of all [persons], who is over all and through all and in all.

The "one hope" is indestructible immortality for both realms (Heb7:16; Rev22:14), thus the realm is secondary, it becomes one God's
dual-realm completed will in time anyway.

(Hebrews 7:15-17) And it is still more abundantly clear that with a similarity to Melchizedek there arises another priest,
16 who has become such, not according to the law of a commandment depending upon the flesh, but according to the
power of an indestructible life, 17 for in witness it is said: “You are a priest forever according to the manner of
Melchizedek.

Religion never could complete what is plain prophecy and the Lord's own prayer for God's total will to encompass ultimately Earth,
"just like in heaven". In most Christian religions, God's will for Earth has no meaning, the "heaven product" is all they sell for church
profits.

(Revelation 2:7) Let the one who has an ear hear what the spirit says to the congregations: To him that conquers I will
grant to eat of the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God.’

All we have to do to see the "all there" big picture is to see that God has not and WILL NOT give up on His "tree of life" "in the
paradise of God" eternal-purposed project for BOTH His realms spirit and physical, they will become one seamless unity and whole
anyway.

That is " the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God [in Heaven]" will also be the " the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God
[on Earth]".

(Revelation 22:14) Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life may be theirs and
that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates. 

That is why God's will applies to both realms ultimately.

(Matthew 6:9-10) Our [immortal] Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your [immortal] kingdom come.
Let your [immortality] will take place, as in [immortal] heaven [first], also upon [immortal] earth [next].

Supporting Tables Reference
Order of Comprehensive Immortality Completion Process 

Being Life Type Note Note Timeframe Immortal
Order

God Almighty The Eternal Immortal
One Jehovah Yahweh Eternity 1

Michael Mortal Archangel Firstborn First Created Beginning to Christ
Arrival 1  

Jesus Christ Immortal God Immortal Son Mighty God 33 CE 2
Holy Angels Mortal Spirits Sons of God Obedience based Angelic Creation to  
Holy Angels Immortal Spirits Sons of God Angelic Immortals 1914 CE 3

Human Beings Mortal Sinner Adamic Atonement Saved Founding to Christ  



Human Beings Mortal Sinner Adamic Atonement Saved Kingdom  

Human to Immortal
Spirit Immortal Spirits Kingdom 144000 1914 to Completion 4

Human Beings Everlasting Life By Atonement Guided by Christ Millennium  
Human Beings Immortal Humans By Merit Post Satanic Test Post Millennium 5
Comprehensive Totality of the Permanent Immortality
Complex    

Super-Universal
Realm Immortal Kingdom Immortal

Kingdom Immortal Kingdom Timeframe  

God Almighty Supreme Sovereign King King of Eternity Everything to
Everyone Planetary Paradise Eternal Eden

II
Heaven Kingdom of God Kingdom of Christ Unified All Eternity 1Cor15:24-28
Earth   Kingdom of the World Universal Rev22:5
 

 

Required Prophecy Rectifications and Fixes 
Focus Prophecy/Subject Problem Solution Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3
Apostasy Prophecy

Daniel 8 Ignored Update JW Apostasy
Application Rectifies Error Increases

Credibility

Daniel 8:11-14 Concealed Update JW Apostasy
Application Publishes Solution Completes

Summary

Daniel 11 Ignored Update JW Apostasy
Application Rectifies Error Increases

Credibility

Daniel 11:30-35 Concealed Update JW Apostasy
Application Publishes Solution Completes

Summary
Apostasy Discrediting Targets 

1914 Date/Event
Error Rectify Fix Jerusalem

Date/Event Error
Remove "This
Generation" Error

Increases
Credibility

Globalism World Government
Cover-up Cover-up Rectify Update/Publish Apostasy Purpose

Explained
Complete
Summary

Reproach by Lawlessness JW Global
Record Rectify Expose/Publish Apostasy Purpose

Explained
Increases
Credibility

"Gentile Times" Prophecy Benchmark Fix 

General Error/Diversion Rectify Affirm "Seven Times"
Basis Removes Current Error Increases

Credibility

Daniel 4 Incomplete Complete Basis for "Seven
Times" "Kingdom of the World" Completes

Summary

Jerusalem Destruction Dating In Error Rectify Adjust to 586 BCE Removes Current Error Increases
Credibility

Babylon Date Benchmark Ignored Prove 609-605 BCE BCE "Gentile Time" Basis Increases
Credibility

Global Tree Meaning Incomplete Complete Affirms Open Salvation Affirms Covenant of
Peace

Positive
Message

Globalization-System Prophecy Fix 

General Diversion Update/Focus Global Scale
Significance

Removes Nationalism
Error

Removes
Diversion

Daniel 8 Ignored Update Globalism Application Rectifies Error Increases
Credibility

Daniel 8:11-14, 23-25 Concealed Update Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Daniel 11 Ignored Update Globalism Application Rectifies Error Increases
Credibility

Daniel 11:27-45 Concealed Update Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

World Government Meaning Concealed Update Globalism Basis
Explanation Publishes Update Completes

Summary

World Government World Peace Concealed Update Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Third United Nations "Image"
1990 Concealed Update Explain Daniel 11:31b Explain Daniel 8:23 Completes

Summary
Final United Nations "Image"
Meaning Concealed Update Explain Daniel 12:11 Publishes Update Completes

Summary
National Governmental Prophecy
Summary Concealed Update Explain Nationalism

"Fall" Daniel 11:42-43 Completes
Summary

Affirm Existing Prophecy
Accuracy Problem Solution Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

National Governmental Prophecy None Reaffirm Review Nationalism
Purpose

Prove Nationalism
"Falls" Affirm Existing

First Two United Nations
"Images" None Reaffirm Connect to Last Two

UN Events Complete UN1-2-3-4 Complete
Summary

Comprehensive Rectification

Collusion Exposed Apostasy Judgment Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary



Full Disclosure Deception Judgment Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Global Amends Crimes Judgment Explanation Publishes
Disclosure/Apology

Completes
Accounting

Apostasy Fully Exposed Concealed Judgment Explanation Publishes Update Completes
Summary

Update/Refresh All Prophecies 
Update All Applicable
Prophecies Incomplete Complete Explanation Publishes Update Completes

Summary
Repeating Prophecy Update Purpose Features Features Period Note

Daniel 12 Final
Sequence Repeats Final Fulfillment Cycle Revelation 8-11 Parallel Revelation 16

Parallel
Daniel 12:7 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Daniel 7:25 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Revelation 11:2-3 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Revelation 12:14 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel
Revelation 13:5 Define Period Repeats 1260 Days Final Witness Ministry Parallel

Daniel 12:11 Define Period Repeats 1290 Days Global Open Salvation Revelation 14:6-
8

Daniel 7:26 Define Period Repeats Parallel Messianic Kingdom
"Court"

Revelation 14:6-
8

Revelation 8-11 Seven
Trumpets Repeats Final Fulfillment Cycle Gauged Timeline

Spiritual Sequential

Revelation 16 Seven Plagues Repeats Final Fulfillment Cycle Gauged Timeline Global Sequential
Map to Christ Arrival Made
Known Timing Significance Sequence Purpose 1 Purpose 2

Temple Judgment Timing 1150/2300
Days

Temple
Judgment Final Period 1 Timed Prophecy

Verification Global Signal

Final Ministry Timing 1260 Days Final Ministry Final Period 2 Final "Witness" Ministry "Two Witnesses"

Open Salvation Period Timing 1290 Days Christ Arrival Final Period 3 Open Salvation
Covenant

Global Peace
Terms

Messianic Kingdom Conquest
Inception 1335 Days Millennium

Inception Final Period 4 Marriage of the Lamb
Event

Foundational
"Nation"

Notes
1. The prophecy explanation to the 1945 second United Nations event meaning is
complete.   

2. The national continuum to Anglo-American national-system development "7th King"
"King South" is complete.   

3. The modern apostasy and the globalization system basis of world government currently "in-progress" to eventual completion in the
future must be explained fully.
4. The JW apostasy diverts, stalls and severs the natural continuum of the prophecy, as foretold, as it marks the final signal apostasy
of the final temple judgment cycle.

 

Four 8th King UN World Pattern-Cycles to World Government - 1919, 1945, 1990, Future 
Cycle Details Entity Daniel Revelation Other
UN 1. 1919; WW1  1914-1918 Cycle One  
IBSA; League of Nations Daniel 12:11 first

fulfillment Revelation 13:3-15  

Explained as prophecy;     
REPEAT AS NECESSARY
UN 2. 1945; WW2  Cycle Two
Jehovah's Witnesses United Nations  Revelation 17:8-11  
Explained as prophecy;     
REPEAT AS NECESSARY
UN 3. 1990; Cold WW3 
Cycle 3  

Silenced United Nations Daniel 11:31b   
JW Apostasy  Daniel 8:23   
JW UN NGO     
[We are Here...] 
REPEAT AS NECESSARY
UN 4. Future;  Sword-Stroke Cycle 4
Silenced World Government [and] Daniel 2:44 Revelation 11:11-12 Zephaniah 3:8
 United Nations Daniel 8:25 Revelation 16:17 Joel 3:9-17
  Daniel 11:44-45 Revelation 14  

  Daniel 12:11 last
fulfillment Revelation 19:11-21  

 

Temple Judgments with New World Power Emergence Details 

Judgment Period Prophecy World
Power Apostate Target Power Transition Date

1. Assyrian Ascension 2nd King Israel/Samaria Egyptian to Assyrian 720 BCE
Description
When [Assyrian world power transitioned in] upon [apostate] Israel in the 8th century BCE, Assyria sacked prophecy



identified apostate Israel in Samaria and Bethel cities [as a divine foretold judgment marker] of Hosea 1:4-7 and
Isaiah 28 (among other warning prophecy); this apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power emerged for the 1st time.
Prophecy
Isaiah, Hosea, Micah, Amos all record that apostasy and judgment announcement as prophecy.
2. Babylon Ascension 3rd King Judea/Jerusalem Assyrian to Babylonian 586 BCE
Description
When [Babylonian world power transitioned in] upon [apostate] Jerusalem in the 7th century BCE, as a [prophecy
foretold judgment marker] God required and allowed an eventual total destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BCE; this
apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power emerged for the 2nd time.
Prophecy
Jeremiah and Ezekiel fully document the apostasy and the warning in their prophecies from God.
3. Roman Ascension 6th King Judea/Jerusalem Greek to Roman 70 CE
Description
When [Roman world power transitioned in] upon [apostate] Jerusalem in the first century CE,  and sacked Jerusalem
in 70 CE as a [divine foretold judgment marker]; and this apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power emerged for the
3rd time.
Prophecy
Now we know Daniel outlined this judgement downfall briefly at Daniel 9:26 and Daniel 11:22. But Christ, all the
apostles and 1st century Christians were warning of this judgment.
The SIGNAL APOSTASY of the time, SEEN BY SOME, WARNED IN PROPHECY and from some, ALL develop
[[with]] [a major world power transformation and TRANSITION into a new world power also as marked in prophecy].
Modern Period
4. Anglo-American
Ascension 7th King Christendom Anglo-American National 1919 CE

Description
As the [Anglo-American "7th King" "King South" world power transitioned in fully] and [as the "8th King" “image” of
the world-government-designate system in progress was first presented] BOTH began emerging with and after WW1
The Christendom [apostasy] was furthering its Reformation basis as being exposed as one corporate-based
apostate whole from 1914-1919 forward.
Prophecy
That is no coincidence, and by then it was a common pattern upon common repeating prophecy patterns because
apostasy has common traits and effects. It took them a little time to recognize the specific world power transformation
emerging as official in Anglo-American [nationalist] alliance, AND the [globalist] developmental nucleus of world
government in that League of Nations presentation.
Future—World Government:
5. World Government
Ascension 8th King Jehovah's

Witnesses Globalized Government Future

Description
As the globalization process must complete into "8th King" "King North" World Government in the future as it
emerges from one more "sword stroke" cycle (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12; Rev11:7) as in WW1, WW2 and Cold WW3 the
apostasy of modern Jehovah's witnesses is NOW emerging towards that signal epic "temple judgment" requirement.
(Dan8:13-14; Rev8; Zech3; 1Pet4:17)
Prophecy
This NOW CERTAIN apostasy-to-judgment-to-new world power will now emerge for the fifth time into 8TH KING
WORLD GOVERNMENT along with the sacking of now apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization as
all apostasy prophecies now repat in the JW signal apostasy of our time.
Notes
1. In ALL cases, the world power coming in, sacks the apostate system.
2. BETHEL APOSTASY IS NOW THE FINAL SIGNAL OF THE SAME PATTERN. The modern world power
engineers behind the UN NGO, the 8th King world government planners, is who will also sack Bethel in the future,
hence Daniel 8:13.
3. In that final global transition period, the 8th King will “ascend” into the next global power system as official World
Government which Jehovah's witnesses now conceal as they "ride the wildbeast" in full global record as UN NGO
and modern world government lobbyists.
4. The JW Apostasy is the 2Thessalonians 2:3-4 related development that has to be globally judged, “revealed” in full
global exposure, BEFORE the real “day of Jehovah” can fully manifest.
5. Jehovah's witnesses promote the 2Thessalonians 2:1-2 premature delusion of that “day of Jehovah”, which Bethel
now uses to divert the JW mind with over excitation as if “the end of the world is next brothers!
6. THAT is the CENTRAL JW DELUSION AT BETHEL, that is the 2Thessalonians 2:1-2 warning Paul was giving by
inspiration, to NOT be fooled by this hype; BECAUSE the APOSTASY AND MAN OF LAWLESSNESS AT
BETHEL, has to be revealed first, THEY are the source of that KEY SIGNAL subterfuge.
7. This final signal apostasy is now ALL the same prophecies, REPEATING again, and so the final prophecy will also
repeat in final fulfillment.
8. And it will eventually emerge as the "last witnessing" open salvation offer and Kingdom warning as all the main
prophetic details again manifest. This is why Revelation 10:11 eventually will emerge as the final "TWO witnesses"
“you must prophesy AGAIN” with regard to the final summary of prophecy of Revelation 10:5-7.

 

Final Temple Judgment Prophecy Verification Signal 

Main Prophecy Inception Verification 
Daniel Parallel Purpose Context

Daniel 8:13-14 Revelation 8 Starts
Revelation 8-11 Revelation 16

Timed: 1150/2300 Days Zechariah 3:1- Revelation 11 Daniel 11:41-43



Timed: 1150/2300 Days 9 Relationship Daniel 11:41-43

 Malachi 3:1-5 Cleansing  
 1Peter 4:17 Priority  
Temple Judgment (1) "Evening"
and
(2) "Morning" Phasing

Daniel
8:14,26

Desolation to
Recovery Phases  

Temple Judgment Purpose 

Spiritual Phasing Prophecy Parallel
Accounting Evening Daniel 8:13 Revelation 8
Desolation Event Evening Isaiah 66:6 Matthew 24:15

Recovery Phase
Evening
Expires
Into Morning

Revelation 9 Ezekiel 37

Temple Purification Morning Daniel 8:14
Zechariah 3:4-5 Malachi 3:1-5

Final Ministry Prepares For
1260 Days Isaiah 6:6-9 Revelation 10:11

"Wakes Up" and
Judges "Ten Virgins" Evening Matthew 25:1-13  

Temple Alarm Signal Evening
Onward Revelation 8 Joel 2

Temple Judgment:
Prophecy Timed Proof
Verification

 Prophecy Parallel or Feature

Prophecy Timing Affirmation  Daniel 8:14

1150 Days
Minimum
2300 Days
Probable

Global Sign  Isaiah 28:18-19 Isaiah 31:8-9

Prophecy Event Verification  Revelation 8-11
Activated Matthew 24:15

Starts "Time of the End"  Daniel References Revelation 8-11
Leads To Judgment Marked
"Last Witness" Final
1260 Days Ministry

 Prophecy Parallel or Feature

Timed: 1260 Days 

Revelation 11:2-3  Revelation
12:14,13:5 Daniel 7:25,12:7

Prepares Final Anointed
Commission  Revelation 10:5-11

Isaiah 6:1-13
Zechariah 3:6-9
Isaiah 6:6-10

Prepares "Little Scroll" Summary  Revelation 9-11 Daniel 11:44
"Reports"

Exposes JW Apostasy as
Prophecy  Revelation 9 Isaiah 28

Deploys as Timed Prophecy
1260 Days Final Ministry  

Revelation 11:3
Revelation 12:14
Revelation 13:5

Daniel 7:25,12:7

Creates Final Anointed
Sealing Mission  Revelation 7:1-4 Revelation 6:9-11

Completes 2520 Days in
Final 1260 Days

"Seven
Times"
Completed

Luke 21:24 Revelation 11:1-10

World Government Triggers
Christ Arrival Warning Known  Daniel 2:44 Revelation 17:8-18

Christ Arrival Prophecy and
Completion Details Published  Revelation 10:5-7 Revelation 11:1-7

Publishes Christ Arrival
Open Salvation Covenant  Ezekiel 34:25; 37:36 Revelation 14

Warns of Babylon the Great
Blessing World Government  Revelation 18:4 Revelation 18:8

Defines Final Choice:
Christ Kingdom or World
Government

 Revelation 14:6-7 Revelation 13:14-18

Leads to Christ Kingdom
Salvation Completion by
Angels

 Prophecy Parallel or Feature

Timed: 1290 Days  Daniel 12:11 Revelation 14:6-9
Daniel 12:11  Daniel 7:26 Matthew 24:29-31
Christ Arrival:
Messianic Kingdom
Completion

 Revelation 11:11-12 Revelation 14:1

1290 Days Open Salvation
Final Period  Revelation 14:6-8 Revelation 19:1-9

Global "Sheep Sweep"
Gathering Mode First  Revelation 14:1-16 Matthew 25:31-40

Messianic Kingdom:  Joel 2:32 Daniel 12:1b



Peace Terms Honored  Joel 2:32 Daniel 12:1b

Messianic Kingdom:
Covenant of Peace Activating  Revelation 7:9-17 Ezekiel 34:25,

37:36
Messianic Kingdom:
Babylon the Great Judgment  Revelation 16:17-19 Revelation 18

World Government:
BTG Global Deposition  Revelation 17:12-17 Revelation 19:1-4

Messianic Kingdom:
World Judgment Completes  Revelation 14:17-20 Matthew 25:40-46

Messianic Kingdom:
Universal/Earthly Conquest  Daniel 2:44, 8:25,

11:45
Revelation 11:15
Revelation 19:11-21

Messianic Kingdom:
Christ Marriage Activation of
World Peace Covenant

 Revelation 14:6-8 Ezekiel 34:25,
37:36

Timed: 1335 Days 
Daniel 12:12  Matthew 6:10 Revelation 21:1-3
Messianic Kingdom:
Marriage of the Lamb  Revelation 19:1-9 Psalm 45

Messianic Kingdom:
Millennial Reign Proceeds  Revelation 21-22 Revelation 20:3b-15

Notes: 
1. Sequence shown as approximate by main period purpose meaning, certain periods
overlap and merge concurrently.
2. Certain periods overlap and merge concurrently as parallel fulfillments to define world
and spiritual pattern-cycle phases.

 

Final Timed Prophecy Sequence Details
Prophecy Timing Period Purpose Status
1. Daniel 8:13-14 1150/2300 Days Temple Judgment Unknown
2. Daniel 12:7 1260 Days Final Ministry Known
3. Daniel 12:11 1290 Days Christ Arrival Known
4. Daniel 12:12 1335 Days Marriage of the Lamb Prep Known
1. Temple Judgment
Prophecy Parallels Related Status
Daniel 8:13-14 Revelation 8 Starts Revelation 8-11 Future
 Zechariah 3 Daniel 11:41-43 Context Future
Jehovah's Witnesses Defined Signal Apostasy
Apostasy Specific Apostasy General Priority Status
Daniel 8:11-13 2Thess2:1-12 1Peter 4:17 Active
Daniel 11:30-35    
2. Final Ministry
Prophecy Parallels 1260 Days Parallel Status
Daniel 12:7 Daniel 7:25 3.5 times Future
 Revelation 11:2-3 42 Months, 1260 Days Future
 Revelation 12:14 3.5 Times  
 Revelation 13:5 42 Months  
3. Christ Arrival
Prophecy Parallels Related Status
Daniel 12:11 Daniel 7:26 Revelation 14 Future
  Matthew 25:31-46 Future
  Revelation 11:11-12 Future
  Revelation 19:11-21 Final Events
  Revelation 20:1-3 Final Events
4. Marriage of the Lamb Inception Phase
Daniel 12:12 Revelation 19:1-9   
Notes
Daniel 8:13-14 timing unknown as 1150 days minimum, 2300 days probable
Daniel 8:13-14 starts with apostate JW org/ministry desolation

 

World Pattern-Cycle and Spiritual Pattern-Cycle Finale 

Final Prophecy Continuum Outline

I. Jehovah's Witnesses: Apostasy, Judgment, Desolation 

Event Prophecy Prophecy Timeframe
A. Now: JW inspection (2019) 
1. (Temple Inspection completing or complete) Zechariah 3:1-3 2Thess2:1-4 Now
B. Now: GB/JW Apostasy 



1. Lawlessness Signal of Judgment 2Thess2:1-12 Daniel 8:11-13  
2. Governing Body "Man of Lawlessness" Identified Zechariah 3:3 Daniel 11:32a  
3. Governing Body "Son of Destruction" Prepares Climax Zechariah 11 Matthew 24:15  
4. Governing Body "Evil Slave" Identified Matthew 24:45-51   
5. Governing Body "Five Foolish Virgin" Corrupters Identified    
C. UN NGO Connected Desolation Requirement 
 1. Epic Judgment Downfall of Jehovah's witnesses accounts
for Daniel 8:13 UN NGO Curse  

 Daniel 8:13 UN NGO "Transgression Causing Desolation" Matthew 24:15   
Next: 
A. "Tribulation of those Days" Context Begins 
1. First Phase of Great Tribulation Begins Daniel 11:41-43 Revelation 16:1-9  
a. Global-Crisis "Sword-Stroke" Context Develops Revelation 13:3 Daniel 12:1b  
 Leads to: Matt24:29   
B. Jehovah's Witnesses Temple Judgment Starts 
1. Temple Judgment Benchmarks Dated Timing Daniel 8:13-14 1Peter 4:17 1150 Days Minimum
a. Temple Judgment Starts Daniel "Time of the End" Revelation 8 Matthew 25:1-13 2300 Days Probable
b. Temple Judgment Becomes Global Sign Malachi 3:1-5 2Thess2:11-12 Daniel 8:14
c. Temple Judgment Purifies Final Ministry Basis Daniel 11:32a Zechariah 3:1-5  
2. JW Downfall in Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Crisis Context    
a. Global-Crisis Defines "Tribulation of Those Days" Phase Matthew 24:29-31   
b. Global-Crisis Defines "Sword-Stroke" Phase Revelation 13:3   
c. Global-Crisis Defines "Abyss" Phase Revelation 17:8-12 Revelation 11:7  
d. Global-Crisis Defines "Time of Distress" Meaning Daniel 12:1b   
e. Global-Crisis Must Resole Peacefully    
f. "End of the World" Never Manifests Revelation 13:3   
3. Final GB Deceptions Climax    
a. Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Context Begins Revelation 16:1-9   
b. Apostate GB claims Daniel 11:44-45 has begun    
c. Apostate GB Help Loot/Liquidate WTBTS/JW Organization Matthew 21:13 Ezekiel 7:22  
d. JW "End of the World" Final JW Fail Completes 2Thess2:1-2   

4. Temple is Desolated/Accounted Isaiah 66:6 Matthew 22:1-14 Note: Daniel 8:14 Timing
Date,

a. Apostate JW Organization Desolated, Ministry Cancelled   Date Benchmark/Events,
b. Provides "Ten Virgins" Judgment Determination Period Matthew 25:1-13  Should be Noted
c. "5 Fool Virgins" Anointed Depletion Will Require More
Anointings    

5. Temple Purification Reached Daniel 8:14 Zechariah 3:4-5  
a. "Evening" Phase Ends with Internal Apostate Purge
Complete Daniel 8:26 Isaiah 66:6  

b. Anti-JW Global Ops Neutralized Revelation 9 Hosea 1:4-8  
 Isaiah 38:4-8 Zechariah 9:8  
 Isaiah 37:33-38 Micah 5:6  
 Isaiah 31:8-9 Revelation 8:9  
c. Daniel 8:14 "Morning" Phase of Recovery/Enlightenment
Begins Daniel 8:14,26   

d. All JW Apostate Crimes Accounted Galatians 6:7   
e. Repentance "Sackcloth" Effect Begins    
6. (3) Year "Sign of Jonah" JW Judgment-Abyss-Plunge Matthew 12:39 Daniel 8:14  
a. JW Desolation Phase "Evening" Must Have 3 Year Sign Hosea 6:1-3 Isaiah 37:30-32  
II. Temple: Recovery, Final Commission, Final Ministry 

A. Kingdom Ministry Recovery 
1. Full Exposure of JW Apostasy Deploys Revelation 9 Isaiah 42:9  
2. Final Summary Clarified for Commission and Deployment Malachi 3:1-5 Isaiah 43:18-19  
3. Final Ministry Prepares Revelation 16:10 Isaiah 48:6-9  
B. Final Kingdom Ministry Commission 
1. Final 1260 Days Prepares to Begin Revelation 11:2-3 Revelation 11:1-7 1260 Days
2. Final "3.5 Times" to Complete "Seven Times" Prepares Revelation 12:14  Daniel 7:25,12:7
3. All 1260 Days Parallel Prophecies Activate Revelation 13:5-7  Rev11:2-3,12:14,13:5
 Daniel 7:25   
C. Final Kingdom Invitation Deploys 
1. Final 1260 Days Begins, "Little Scroll" Deployed Revelation 10:5-11 Zechariah 3:6-9  
a. "Five Discreet Virgins" Final Enlightenment Phase Matthew 24:45-47 Matthew 25:5-13  
2. "Little Scroll" "Report" Disturbing Daniel 11:44 Daniel 8:25  
a. Progressively Leads to Ministerial Cancellation* Revelation 11:7 Revelation 13:5-7  
 Daniel 12:7 Daniel 7:25  
b. Completes "Sacred Secret" Prophecy Summary Revelation 10:5-7 Habakkuk 2:2-3  
 Matthew 5:17-18   
c. Completion Affirms Final Anointed "Sealing" Revelation 7:1-4   
D. "Tribulation of Those Days" Context Ends 



1. First Great Tribulation Phase Ends Matthew 24:29-31 Revelation 13:3  
a. Sword-Stroke Global "Healing" Phase Begins Revelation 17:8-11 Revelation 13:3  
b. Nations "Regain Power" by Recovery Isaiah 41:1   
c. "Egypt" National-System is "Healed" Isaiah 19   
2. Final Kingdom Warning Ceased* Revelation 11:7-10 Daniel 8:25  
a. Two Witnesses "second witnessing" "killed" Revelation 13:5-7 Daniel 11:44  
b. Remove "constant feature" of Daniel 12:11 Daniel 12:11   
c. "3.5 Days" "death state" expires into Christ Arrival Revelation 11:11-12   
d. Revelation 11 2520 Days as "seven times" completes    
III. World Government Completions 

A. 8th King World Government 
1. "King North" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 11:45  1290 Days
2. "King Fierce" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 8:25  Daniel 12:11
3. Daniel 2 "Immense Image" is World Government "Standing" Daniel 2:31-45  Daniel 7:26
4. Daniel 7 "Fourth Beast" is World Government Daniel 7:23-26  Note: 1290 Days begins
5. Gog of Magog is World Government Ezekiel 38-39  when both criteria:
6. Armageddon Military Globalization Complete Revelation 16:13-16 Joel 3:9-17 1. Final ministry ceased
   2. World Government official
   Are present at the same time.
B. World Government "Ascends" in Global Healing 
1. Nations Recovered by and Into World Government Revelation 17:8-18 Revelation 11:7  
 Revelation 13:3   
    
C. National Sovereign Globalization Completed 
1. Global Political and Corporate Globalization Completes Revelation 16:13-16 Daniel 2:44  
  Daniel 8:25  
D. Four Winds Last Great Tribulation Phase 
1. World Government Dual-Agenda of Daniel 8:25 Revelation 7:1 Matthew 24:31  
2. Global Population Reduction Agenda Inception Period Daniel 8:25 Daniel 11:44  
 Revelation 13:14-18   
E. Global Healing 
1. World Recovery Revelation 13:3 Daniel 11:44-45  
2. Globally Hopeful Period for World Government Presentation Isaiah 41:1 Revelation 17:8  
IV. World Government World Peace Preparation 

A. World Government Proclaimed World Peace 
1. Daniel 8:25 "Freedom from Care" is World Peace 1Thess5:1-3 Daniel 8:25  
2. Babylon the Great Endorses/Blesses World Government Revelation 17:1-6   
a. "World Peace and security" may be beginning    
as World Government Proclamation    
b. Christendom "Broadway" will Bless World Government and Revelation 11:8   
Claim World Government is divine "Kingdom of God" and
"Zion"    

c. Israel will bless World Government as "Zion"    
d. Last "King North" Counterfeit Claims of Daniel 11:45 Daniel 11:45 Daniel 12:1 Climax  
e. Global "666" Marking Campaign by World Government Revelation 13:14-18   
Worship and Allegiance Revelation 14:9-12   
V. Christ Arrival Completions 

A. Christ Arrival 
Note: Parousia Mode Precedes Full Conquest Mode Revelation 11:11-12 Revelation 16:17  
Sheep Gathering is Priority One, Conquest Mode Last    
1. Christ Ministry Completion Revelation 14:6-8 Matthew 24:14  

a. Global Open Salvation Offer Peace Covenant Ezekiel 34:25,
37:36   

b. "Great Crowd" Lamb's Marriage Peace Covenant Open    
c. Entire Remaining 1290 Days is Open for Salvation    
2. Global Sheep Gathering Matthew 24:31 Matthew 25:31-40  

a. Heavenly Sheep Gathered into Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:9-17 Revelation 14:14-
16  

b. Earthly Sheep Secured Matthew 25:31-40   
B. God and Christ Complete Messianic Kingdom 
1. Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:1-8 Daniel 7:26  
2. Temple Completion Revelation 14:1   
3. Holy City Completion    
4. Bride of Christ Completion    
C. Christ King of kings Coronation 
1. God Almighty Kings Christ Revelation 11:15 Revelation 14:1  
 Psalm 2   
D. Christ King-Priest Coronation 



 Zechariah 4:6-9 Zechariah 6:9-15  
E. Babylon the Great Blesses World Government 
1. Final "Harlot" Task Accomplished Revelation 17:1-7   
Messianic Kingdom "Court" Judgments 
F. Babylon the Great Deposed 
1. BTG Final Religious "Divide and Conquer" Aid Complete Revelation 17:12-18 Revelation 14:8  
2. BTG Final World Government Endorsement is Complete Revelation16:17-18 Revelation 18  
3. BTG 200 Trillion+ in Global Assets Used for Recovery
Phase    

4. BTG Global-Religious "Babel" Complex Cannot be
"Globalized"    

5. BTG Deposition Aids "World Peace" Believability    
6. BTG Deposition Frees Many Humans for Salvation Revelation 14:6-8 Revelation 11:13  
7. BTG Global Corporate Religion "Harlot" Use Expires Revelation 19:1-10   
8. World Government "One World Religion" Prepared    
G. Sheep/Goat World Judgment 
1. World Judgment Concludes Revelation 14:14-20 Matt25:31-46  
VI. Christ Kingdom Conquest 

A. Messianic Kingdom Conquest 
1. World Government Destroyed Revelation 11:15-19 Daniel 2:44 1335 Days
 Revelation 19:11-21 Daniel 8:25 Daniel 12:12
 Ezekiel 38-39 Daniel 11:45  
 Zephaniah 3:8-9 2Thess1:6-10  
 Daniel 7:26   
2. Satan/Demons Abyssed Revelation 20:1-3 Isaiah 24:21-22  
3. Marriage of the Lamb Completion Revelation 19:1-10 Psalm 45  
VII. Christ's Messianic Kingdom 1000 Years Rule 

A. Jesus Christ "King of Kings" "Prince of Peace" Reign Begins 
1. Exact Timing of this To Be Known at That Time Revelation 21 Ezekiel 40-48  
 Revelation 22 Daniel 9:27  
Notes: 
1. Sequence shown as approximate by main period purpose meaning, certain periods overlap and merge concurrently.
2. Certain periods overlap and merge concurrently as parallel fulfillments to define world and spiritual pattern-cycle phases.

 

 

Final World Cycle Spiritual and World Milestones
Spiritual Milestone World Milestone
1. Final Apostasy 1. National Sovereign Downfall
2. Final Temple Judgment 2. Final Global Crisis
3. Final Ministry 3. Peaceful Resolution
4. Christ Arrival 4. World Government Presentation
5. Global Open-Salvation Sheep-Sweep 5. Babylon the Great Destruction
6. Final World Judgment 6. World Peace Signal
7. Christ Conquest 7. World Government 666 Campaign
March 2020

 

Final World Cycle Spiritual and World Milestones
Spiritual Milestone World Milestone
1. HTM: Final Apostasy 1 HTM: National Sovereign Downfall
1. PDF: Final Apostasy 1. PDF: National Sovereign Downfall
2. HTM: Final Temple Judgment 2. HTM: Final Global Crisis
2. PDF: Final Temple Judgment 2. PDF: Final Global Crisis
3. HTM: Final Ministry 3. HTM: Peaceful Resolution
3. PDF: Final Ministry 3. PDF: Peaceful Resolution
4. HTM: Christ Arrival 4. HTM: World Government Presentation
4. PDF: Christ Arrival 4. PDF: World Government Presentation
5. HTM: Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep 5. HTM: Babylon the Great Destruction
5. PDF: Global Open-Salvation Sheep-Sweep 5. PDF: Babylon the Great Destruction
6. HTM: Final World Judgment 6. HTM: World Peace Signal
6. PDF: Final World Judgment 6. PDF: World Peace Signal
7. HTM: Christ Conquest 7. HTM: World Government 666 Campaign
7. PDF: Christ Conquest 7. PDF: World Government 666 Campaign
March 2020

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/seqall1-7-spiritual-and-world-steps-htm.pdf

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/masterpattern-repeats_complete-reference_allmilestones_v1.pdf

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/masterpattern-repeats_complete-reference_allmilestones_v2.pdf

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp1-event-apostasy-to-temple-judgment-scrproof-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc1-event-national-downfall-world-government-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp2-event-temple-judgment-basic-purpose-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc2-event-global-crisis-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp3-event-final-ministry-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc3-event-global-crisis-to-peace-recovery-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp4-event-christ-second-coming-after-world-government-parallels-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc4-event-world-government-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp5-event-christ-arrival-open-salvtion-sheep-sweep-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc5-event-babylon-deposition-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp6-event-final-judgment-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc6-event-sword-stroke-world-peace-process-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp7-event-christ-conquest-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc7-event-swordstroke-to-worldgovernment666-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp1-event-apostasy-to-temple-judgment-scrproof-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc1-event-national-downfall-world-government-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp2-event-temple-judgment-basic-purpose-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc2-event-global-crisis-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp3-event-final-ministry-htm-1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc3-event-global-crisis-to-peace-recovery-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp4-event-christ-second-coming-after-world-government-parallels-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc4-event-world-government-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp5-event-christ-arrival-open-salvtion-sheep-sweep-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc5-event-babylon-deposition-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp6-event-final-judgment-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc6-event-sword-stroke-world-peace-process-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqsp7-event-christ-conquest-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/seqwc7-event-swordstroke-to-worldgovernment666-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/seqall1-7-spiritual-and-world-steps-htm.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/masterpattern-repeats_complete-reference_allmilestones_v1.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/masterpattern-repeats_complete-reference_allmilestones_v2.pdf


 

 

The Final Cycle Continuum Seven Spiritual and World MILESTONES

Prophecy Timeline of the Final Global Cycle Seven Spiritual and World MILESTONES
Basic Main Spiritual and World Events and Periods
Spiritual Event/Period World Event/Period
1. Apostasy  1. National System Fall (Dan11:42-43)  
2. Temple Judgment (Dan8:14 1150 or 2300 Days)  2. Global-Crisis (Rev13:3)  
3. Final Ministry (Rev11:3 1260 Days)  3. Peaceful Resolution  
4. Christ Arrival (Dan12:11 1290 Days)  4. Present World Government (Rev17:8-12)  
5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep  5. Babylon the Great Signal (Rev17:15-17)  
6. Final Judgments  6. World Peace Signal Period (1Thess5:1-3)  
7. Global/Universal Conquest Daniel 12:12 7. World Government 666 Campaign (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11)
Main Spiritual and World Events and Periods Details
Spiritual Event/Period Prophecy World Event/Period Event
7th King National Governmental Zenith
1. Apostasy
7th King  National Governmental Fall
  1. National System Fall
  Sovereign National Downfall for World Government Ascension
2. Temple Judgment Dan8:14 1150/2300 Days 2. Global Crisis
Accounting/Desolations "Evening" Final Sword-Stroke  
Purification/Recovery "Morning" Tribulation of those Days First Great Tribulation Phase
Final Clarifications  Time of Distress  
Determine Approvals The manner in which the

sword-stroke resolves
into peace and how the
1260 days manifests in
not known.

3. Peaceful Resolution Progressing
Final Commission Sword-Stroke Heals  

 

 Global Peaceful Recovery  

3. Final Ministry 1260 Rev11:3 1260 Days   
8th King Ascension
  4. Present World Government

  Four Winds Final Great Tribulation
Phase

Christ Second Coming
4. Christ Arrival Dan12:11 1290 Days   

Christ Parousia Mode Completions
5. Babylon the Great Signal  
Blessing World Government  

5. Global Open Salvation Sheep-Sweep World Government Deposition  

6. Final Christ Kingdom Judgments 6. World Peace Signal Period  
BTG  7. World Government 666 Campaign  
World  World Government Global Allegiance  
  Attempt  
Christ Manifested Conquest Mode Completions
7. Global/Universal Conquest  
Sovereign Physical Conquest  World Government Conquered  
Sovereign Spirit Conquest  Satan Abyssed  
Messianic Kingdom Rule
Notes:
1. The manner in which the seven noted spiritual and world events/periods actually manifest is not known in exact parallel detail of concurrency. This is their respective prophecy timeline
order of the future, how it unfolds in the future will be seen live and real-time.
2. The seven spiritual and world milestones are not a prophecy number categorization, but are only used to identify the major prophecy milestones parallels and completion requirements in a
fairly simply stepping continuum.
November 2019

 

World Government Outlawed Babylon the Great's Judgment and Destruction Sequence
1. Babylon the Great Deposed Last in All Prophecy Timelines
Revelation 11:13 Post-Christ Arrival Under World Government  
Revelation 14:6-8 Post-Christ Arrival Under World Government  
Revelation 16:18-
19 Post-Christ Arrival Under World Government  

Revelation 17:12-
17 Post-Christ Arrival Under World Government  

Revelation 19:1-3 Post-Christ Arrival Under World Government  
Revelation 18 Post-Christ Arrival Under World Government  
2. Babylon the Great Aids the "Divide and Conquer" Effect
This is useful for the final coming "sword-stroke" "tribulation of those days" Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12



phase; Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12

3. National Sovereign Deposition is the Top Priority First
Two world government global takeover fronts are impossible; Dan11:42-43; Rev17:12-17
4. BTG Trillions in Assets Aids Sword-Stroke Healing Phase
Religions can preserve trillions for use for the "healing" phase of the then past
global "sword-stroke" of Revelation 13:3 Rev18

5. World Peace Effect Aided by Religion Outlawed and Deposed
World Government "world peace" will be more believable with "no religion"
present; 1Thess5:1-3

6. Global Religious "Harlot" Compromise Must Complete to Bless/Endorse World Government as Divine
The BTG final function purpose is to bless the "666" World Government; Rev17:1-17
7. All BTG Prophecy Must Complete
God's prophecy of the judgment of BTG must complete in every sequenced
detail;  

8. Babylon the Great Cannot be "Globalized"
Babylon the Great is for "divide and conquer" spiritual destabilization purposes,
it cannot be unified;  

9. The Final Global Signal is the World Government Sanctioned Worldwide Destruction of Religion
Seeing BTG go down as outlawed and destroyed by World Government will aid
many people's religion-free salvation; Rev14:6-8

10. God Deposes Babylon the Great to Aid Human Salvation
God frees up His final "my people" "stuck in Babylon" religions, to aid the
salvation of many; Rev11:13

 

The Daniel 9:27a Open Salvation "Week" of Daniel 12:7 and Daniel 12:11
Prophecy Pattern Parallel Timed Prophecy Purpose Details
(Daniel 9:26b) And the city and the holy place the
people of a leader that is coming will bring to their
ruin. And the end of it will be by the flood. And
until [the] end there will be war; what is decided
upon is desolations.

Daniel 8:13-14 1150 Days minimum 2300 Days
probable

Temple Judgment
Begins Revelation 8
Zechariah 3 Parallel
Malachi3:1-5 Parallel
1Peter 4:17 Priority

Jehovah's witnesses apostasy and
"JW Jerusalem" desolated to prepare
final warning 1260 days. (Matt24:15)

Principle First Half Open Salvation "Week" 1260 Days
(Daniel 9:27a) And he must keep [the] covenant in
force for the many for one week; and at the half of
the week he will cause sacrifice and gift offering to
cease.

Daniel 12:7 1260 days parallel unto "ascending"
world government cessation of "constant
feature".

Final "Witness" Ministry
Daniel 7:25 Parallel
Revelation 11:2-3 Parallel
Revelation 12:14 Parallel
Revelation 13:5-7 Parallel

First half of open salvation "week" as
1260 days.
Salvation "week" of seven years mid-
point defined by the cancellation of the
final 1260 days ministry.

(Daniel 12:7) And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of the stream, as he proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand]
to the heavens and to swear by the One who is alive for time indefinite: “It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. And as soon as there will have
been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces, all these things will come to their finish.”
(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their [1260 days] witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12, in future world government
completing) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (which final ministerial cancellation is the "constant feature removed" of Daniel 12:11 which activates the
1290 days [when present with completed world government.)
Principle Global Context Prophecy Details
(Daniel 9:27b) “And upon the wing of disgusting
things there will be the one causing desolation;
and until an extermination, the very thing decided
upon will go pouring out also upon the one lying
desolate.”

Sword-stroke cycle runs complete course to
global peaceful "healing" resolution.

Revelation 13:3
Revelation 17:8-13
Isaiah 41:1

The "end of the world" mass
expectation of many fails into a global-
crisis recovery to aid the world
government presentation in the future.
(Matt24:29-31)

Principle Last Half Open Salvation "Week" 1290 Days
 Daniel 12:11 1290 days as defined by both

"constant feature" ceased and world government
globally presented in completed form.

World Government Triggers Christ Arrival
Daniel 7:26 Parallel
Revelation 14 Parallel
Revelation 11:11-13 Parallel
Revelation 16:17-20 Parallel

Last half of open salvation "week" as
1290 days.

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of
the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

Notes: 
1. This prophecy is about the Christ first 3.5 years ministry unto his sacrificial death at the "middle of the week" wherein the covenant was kept open to Israel exclusively for 3.5 more
years for a total of seven years, a the seventieth "week".

2. The future principle application is for the final 1260 days "last witnessing" of Revelation 11:1-7 "first half of the week", which is ceased by "ascending" world government at its 3.5 year
"midweek" completion point of Daniel 12:7 1260 days parallel (Rev11:7), as the Daniel 12:11 1290 days total "last half of the week" completes the seven year "week" of open salvation
global opportunity. (Rev14:6-7; Joel2:30-32)

3. The entire "week of open salvation" is the whole seven years in Daniel 12, which is "covenant open" for salvation to ANYONE in the Christ arrival to also complete seven years, via
Revelation 14:6-7. God and Christ back that offer by arrived Kingdom power.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who
dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the
hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And
another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the
anger of her fornication!” ( Global religion deposition completes under world government; (Rev14:9-12) Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)
4. "Seven times" "holy city trampling" of Revelation 11:2-3 completes as 2520 days as the combined total of the 1260 days of the 1914-1918 "first witnessing" and the 1260 days days of
the future "final witnessing".

5. Christ completes his entire ministry in Revelation 14 as "seven times" as seven years when the final Christ arrival ministerial completion 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 is combined with his
first human ministry as 3.5 years from 29 CE to 33 CE of the past.
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Genesis 10 Seventy Nations

Japheth Also Diphath. Literal meanings are opened, enlarged, fair or light (father of the Caucasoid/Indo-Europoid, Indo-
European, Indo-Germanic, or Indo-Aryan people groups - Japhethites). Sampled from here. 14

1 Gomer

(1) Gomer "complete" (sons were Ashkenaz, Riphath and Togarmah) - also
Gamir, Gommer, Gomeri, Gomeria, Gomery, Goth, Guth, Gutar, Götar,
Gadelas, Galic, Gallic, Galicia, Galica, Galatia, Gaulacia, Gael, Galatae,
Galatoi, Gaul, Galls, Goar, Georgian, Celt, Celtae, Celticae, Kelt, Keltoi,
Gimmer, Gimmerai, Gimirra, Gimirrai, Gimirraya, Kimmer, Kimmeroi,
Kimirraa, Kumri, Umbri, Cimmer, Cimmeria, Cimbri, Cimbris, Crimea,
Chomari, Cymric, Cymry, Cymru, Cymbry, Cumber (Cimmerians,
Caledonians, Armenians, Phrygians, Turks, Picts, Milesians, Umbrians,
Helvetians, Celts1, Galatians, Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Goths, Vandals,
Scandinavians, Jutes, Teutons, Franks, Burgundians, Alemanni, Germans2,
Belgians, Dutch, Luxembourgers, Liechensteiners, Austrians, Swiss, Angles,
Saxons, Britons, English, Cornish, Irish, Welsh, Scots, French, and other
related groups);

    

2 Magog

(2) Magog "land of Gog" (sons were Elichanaf, Lubal, Baath, Jobhath and
Fathochta) - also Gog3, Cog, Gogh, Gogue, Gogarene, Jagog, Yajuj, Majuj,
Juz, Majuz, Agag, Magug, Magogae, Magogue, Ma-Gogue, Mugogh, Mat
Gugi, Gugu, Gyges, Bedwig, Moghef, Magogian, Massagetae, Getae,
Dacae, Sacae, Saka, Scyth, Skythe, Scythi, Scythii, Scythini, Scythia,
Scythae, Sythia, Scythes, Skuthai, Skythai, Cathaia, Scythia, Skythia,
Scynthia, Scynthius, Sythian, Skudra Sclaveni, Samartian, Sogdian, Slovon,
Skodiai, Scotti, Skolot, Skoloti, Scoloti, Skolo-t, Skoth-ai, Skoth, Skyth,
Skuthes, Skuth-a, Slavs, Ishkuzai, Askuza, Askuasa, Alani, Alans, Alanic,
Ulan, Uhlan (Scythians, Scots); also Rasapu, Rashu, Rukhs, Rukhs-As, Rhos,
Ros, Rosh, Rox, Roxolani, Rhoxolani, Ruskolan, Rosichi, Rhossi, Rusichi,
Rus, Ruska, Rossiya, Rusian (Russians4, Belarusians, Ukrainians,
Chechens, Dagestanis); also Mas-ar, Mas-gar, Masgar, Mazar, Madj,
Madjar, Makr-on, Makar, Makaroi, Merkar, Magor, Magar, Magyar
(Hungarians - also Huns, Hungar, Hunugur, Hurri, Gurri, Onogur, Ugor, Ungar,
Uhor, Venger); Yugoslavians, Finns, Lapps, Estonians, Siberians, Voguls,
Poles, Czechs, Croatians, Bosnians, Montenegrins, Mordvins, Serbians,
Slovenians, Slovakians, Karelians, Komi-Zyrians, Udmurts, Izhorians,
Livonians, Bulgarians, Avars, Tartars, Turks, Colchi, Armenians, Georgians
and other related groups).

    

3 Madai

(3) Madai "middle land" (sons were Achon, Zeelo, Chazoni and Lotalso) -
also Mada, Amada, Madae, Madea, Manda, Maday, Media, Madaean,
Mata, Matiene, Mitani, Mitanni, Minni, Megala (Medes5, Aryans, Persians,
Parsa, Parsees, Achaemenians, Manneans, Caspians, Kassites, Iranians,
Achaemenians, Kurds, East Indians, Romani, Pathans, Hazaras), including
the peoples of Afghanistan, Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Khazachstan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikstan and Kyrgyzstan, and other related
groups;

    

4 Javan

Javan "miry" (sons were Elishah, Tarshish, Kittim and Dodanim) - also
Jevanim, Iewanim, Iawan, Iawon, Iamanu, Iones, Ionians, Ellas, Ellines, El-li-
ness, Hellas, Hellenes, Yavan, Yavanas, Yawan, Yuban, Yauna, Uinivu,
Xuthus (Grecians, Greeks, Elysians, Spartans, Dorians, Tartessians,
Britons6, Aeolians, Achaeans, Myceneans, Macedonians, Albanians,
Carthaginians, Cyprians, Cypriots, Cretans, Latins, Venetians, Sicanians,
Italics, Romans7, Valentians, Sicilians, Cilicians, Italians, Spaniards,
Portugese, other related groups);

    

5 Tubal

(5) Tubal "brought" (sons were Ariphi, Kesed and Taari) - also Tabal, Tabali,
Tubalu, Thobal, Thobel (Thobelites, Iberoi, Ibers, Iberians, Ivernians, Irish8,
Spanish, other related groups), Tbilisi, Tibarenoi, Tibareni, Tibar, Tibor,
Sabir, Sapir, Sabarda, Subar, Subartu, Tobol, Tobolsk (Cossacks,
Samoyeds, Siberians, other related groups);

    

6 Meshech

(6) Meshech "drawing out" (sons were Dedon, Zaron and Shebashnialso) -
Me'shech, Mes'ek, Meshekh, Meshwesh, Meskhi, Meschera, Mushch,
Muschki, Mushki, Mishi, Muski, Mushku, Musku, Muskeva, Muska, Muskaa,
Muskai, Maskali, Machar, Maskouci, Mazakha, Mazaca, Mtskhetos, Modar-
es, Moskhi, Moshkhi, Mosah, Mosher, Moshch, Moschis, Mosoch, Moschi,
Moschian, Moshakian, Mo'skhoi, Moschoi, Mosochenu, Mosochean,
Mossynes, Mosynoeci, Moskva, Moscovy, Moscow (Muscovites, Latvians,
Lithuanians,

    

7 Tiras

(7) Tiras "desire" (sons were Benib, Gera, Lupirion and Gilak) -
also Tiracian, Thracian, Thirasian, Thiras, Thuras, Tyritae, Thrasus, Thrace,
Trausi, Tereus, Trecae, Troas, Tros, Troia, Troiae, Troyes, Troi, Troy, Troya,
Trajan, Trojan, Taunrus, Tyras, Tyrsen, Tyrrhena, Illyrian, Ilion, Ilium, Rasenna,
Tursha, Tusci, Tuscany, Etruria, Etruschi, Etruscan, Eturscan, Euskadi,
Euskara (Basque9), Erul, Herul, Heruli, Erilar, Vanir, Danir, Daner, Aesar,
Aesir, Asir, Svear, Svea, Svie, Svioner, Svenonian, Urmane,
Norge (Leleges, Carians, Pelasgians, Scandinavians10, Varangians,
Vikings, Swedes, Norwegians, Danes, Icelandics, Baltics, other related
groups).

    

  Gomer     
 8 Ashkenaz     
 9 Riphath     
 10 Togarmah     
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  Javan     
 11 Elishah     
 12 Tarshish     
 13 Kittim     
 14 Dodanim     

Ham Also Cham or Kham. Literal meanings are passionate, hot, burnt or dark (father of the Australoid, Mongoloid and
Negroid people groups - Hamites). He was the progenitor of: 30

15 Cush

(1) Cush "black" (sons were Seba, Havilah, Sabtah, Raamah, Sabteca and
Nimrod) - also Chus, Kush, Kosh, Kish, Cushaean (Cushites, Nubians,
Ethiopians, Ghanaians, Africans, Bushmen, Pygmies, Australian Aborignies,
New Guineans, other related groups);

    

16 Mizraim
(2) Mizraim "double straits" (sons were Lud, Anom, Pathros, Chasloth and
Chaphtor) - also Masr, Misr, Misraim, Mitzraim, Mizraite, Mitsrayim
(Egyptians6, Khemets, Copts, other related groups);

    

17 Put

(3) Phut "a bow" (sons were Gebul, Hadan, Benah and Adan) - also Punt,
Puta, Put, Puni, Phoud, Pul, Fula, Putaya, Putiya, Libia, Libya (Libyans,
Cyrenacians, Tunisians, Berbers, Somalians, Sudanese, North Africans,
other related groups).

    

18 Canaan

(4) Canaan "down low" (sons were Heth [Hittites]1, Sin [Sinites]2, Sidon
[Phoenicians]3, Amor, Gergash, Hiv, Ark, Arod, Zemar and Hamat) - also
Canaanites, Cana, Chna, Chanani, Chanana, Canaana, Kana, Kenaanah,
Kena'ani, Kena'an, Kn'nw, Kyn'nw, Kinnahu, Kinahhi, Kinahni, Kinahna,
Kinahne (Mongols, Asians, Orientals, Chinese, Tibetans, Taiwanese, Thais,
Vietnamese, Laotians, Cambodians, Japanese, Eskimos, American
Indians4, Malayasians, Indonesians, Filipinos, Hawaiians, Maoris,
Polynesians, Tahitians, Guamanians, Samoans, Fijians, Tongans,
Tokelauans, Tuvaluans, Pacific Islanders5 and related groups);

    

  Cush     
 19 Seba     
 20 Havilah     
 21 Sabtah     
 22 Raamah     
 23 Sabteca     
 24 Nimrod     
   Raamah    
  25 Sheba    
  26 Dedan    
  Mizraim     
 27 Ludim     
 28 Anamim     
 29 Lehabim     
 30 Naphtuhim     
 31 Pathrusim     
 32 Casluhim     
 33 Caphtorim     
  Canaan     
 34 Sidon     
 35 Heth     
 36 Jebusite     
 37 Amorite     
 38 Girgashite     
 39 Hivite     
 40 Arkite     
 41 Sinite     
 42 Arvadite     
 43 Zemarite     
 44 Hamathite     

Shem Also Sem. Literal meanings are named or renown (father of the Semitic people groups - Shemites). The sons of Shem
were: 26

45 Elam (1) Elam "eternity" (sons were Shushan, Machul and Harmon) - (Elamites,
Persians);     

46 Asshur (2) Asshur "a step" or "strong" (sons were Mirus and Mokil) -
(Assyrians/Northern Iraqis);     

47 Arpachshad
(3) Arphaxad "I shall fail" (sons were Shelach, Anar and Ashcol) -
(Chaldeans/Southern Iraqis, Hebrews/Israelites/Jews1, Arabians/Bedouins,
Moabites/Jordanians/Palestinians, and related groups);

    

48 Lud (4) Lud "strife" (sons were Pethor and Bizayon) - (Ludim, Lubim, Ludians,
Ludu, Lydians, Chubs, other related groups in Asia Minor and North Africa);     

49 Aram
(5) Aram "exalted" (sons were Uz, Chul, Gather and Mash) -
(Aramaeans/Syrians, Lebanese, other related groups), and remnant groups
throughout Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa.

    

  Aram     
 50 Uz     
 51 Hul     
 52 Gether     



 53 Mash     
  Arpachshad    
 54 Shelah     
   Shelah    
  55 Eber    
    Eber   
   56 Peleg   
   57 Joktan   
     Joktan  
    58 Almodad  
    59 Sheleph  
    60 Hazarmaveth  
    61 Jerah  
    62 Hadoram  
    63 Uzal  
    64 Diklah  
    65 Obal  
    66 Abimael  
    67 Sheba  
    68 Ophir  
    69 Havilah  
    70 Jobab  
      70
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